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Concerns over the role of atmospheric aerosols in masking
observed climate change have sparked renewed interest in
the natural emissions of trace gases (functioning as aerosol
precursors) and aerosols. Understanding the aerosol budget
in the absence of anthropogenic influence is necessary to
establish a baseline aerosol forcing and provide a framework
for models to properly interpret the historical climate
record. Marine aerosol emissions, their composition, and
their effects on clouds and radiation budget remain poorly
characterized due to the large areal extent of the oceans
and resulting scarcity of observational data. It is therefore
not surprising that marine aerosols and associated cloud
processes play a major role and present a large uncertainty,
in predictions of future climate.

This special issue was motivated by our perceived need to
provide a platform for current discussions regarding marine
aerosol-cloud-climate interactions. Much research had been
performed in the 1950s–1970s following the discovery and
initial characterization of the bubble burst process by
Woodcock, Blanchard, McIntyre, Duce, and coworkers. A
special issue appeared in the Journal of Geophysical Research
in 1972 and research continued at a modest level over the
next decades. Renewed interest in the subject appeared in
the early 2000s, when a number of new studies identified
large fractions of organic material in ambient marine aerosol
in different locations, sparking an upsurge in laboratory,
field, satellite, and modeling studies. These studies aimed to
better characterize marine primary and secondary organic
aerosol production mechanisms, aerosol mass and number

fluxes, size-dependent sea spray enrichment factors, the split
between water soluble and insoluble organic fractions, the
chemical composition of organic aerosol, as well as to deter-
mine the effect of marine organics on cloud microphysical
properties. This special issue presents a snapshot of current
research topics in this study area. It comprises twelve peer-
reviewed open access articles spanning the full spectrum of
atmospheric science research on this subject.

A number of contributions address the chemical com-
position of marine aerosols. Rinaldi et al. present a reviews
and some innovative results on the chemical composition
of primary and secondary marine aerosol, showing sea-
sonal differences in nascent submicron sea spray particle
chemical composition collected at the Mace Head Atmo-
spheric Research Station. During low biological activity,
submicron marine aerosols were primarily composed of
sea salt, while particles collected during high biological
activity largely contained nonsea salt sulfate and organics.
Rinaldi et al. report distinct seasonal difference even in
the organic composition of submicron marine aerosol.
During low biological activity soluble and insoluble organic
compounds were comparable in abundance, while during
high biological activity submicron organics were dominated
by water soluble organic matter. Hawkins and Russell use
scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy with Near-Edge
X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (STXM-NEXAFS) analysis
to classify marine primary organic aerosols collected in
the Arctic and southeastern Pacific marine boundary layers
into four major chemical types: carboxylic acid-containing
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polysaccharides, low-solubility polysaccharides, calcareous
phytoplankton fragments, and proteinaceous particles. Indi-
rect composition measurements are contributed by Wex et al.
who report on the hygroscopic behavior of aerosol generated
from laboratory bubble-bursting experiments with seawater
solutions containing algae exudates. These types of studies
provide semiquantitative estimates of the amounts of organ-
ics that can be expected from certain processes.

The sea-to-atmosphere exchange of reactive volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) and their reaction with oxidants
presents a potential source for secondary organic aerosol
formation. McVeigh et al. present new data on the turbulent
exchange of O3 between open waters and the atmosphere in
the absence of phytoplankton blooms. Under these condi-
tions the net exchange rate is generally small, is bidirectional
but skewed towards deposition, and deposition rates appear
to decrease with increasing wind speed. Coleman et al. use a
regional climate model to evaluate dry deposition of ozone
over the North East Atlantic and estimate the magnitude
of the ozone deposition-driven upward flux of iodine from
the ocean. Results of this study show that iodide reactions
alone cannot account for observed deposition velocities,
suggesting a missing chemical sink due to reactions of
ozone with organic matter and chlorophyll at the air-sea
interface. In addition to iodine, the ocean is a source for
large number of biogenic nonmethane hydrocarbons such
as dimethylsulfide (DMS), isoprene, monoterpenes, and
derived secondary organic aerosol (SOA) precursors. Shaw et
al. present a topical review of about 70 articles on the subject
and provide recommendations towards better characterizing
and constraining emissions.

A number of studies are devoted to investigating the
effect of ocean emissions on aerosol optical depth (AOD)
and aerosol-cloud interactions using remotely sensed data.
O’Dowd et al. show that sea spray contribution to marine
AOD can approach or even exceed values of 0.3, suggesting
that under moderately high wind speed regimes marine
emissions can rival those of anthropogenic plumes advecting
out into marine environment. By combining data from
satellite and field measurement (ground and airborne),
Sorooshian and Duong reveal a direct link between ocean
emissions and aerosol physiochemical properties during
periods of enhanced ocean productivity and low wind speed.
However, due to complex cloud microphysical response to
aerosol perturbations, the effect of ocean biota on cloud
microphysical properties could not be identified with high
confidence. To address the difficulties associated with the
connection of ocean biological productivity, submicron
aerosols, and clouds, Meskhidze and Nenes propose some
guidelines for selection of time periods, oceanic regions and
statistical methods in remotely-sensed studies. Using the
differences in satellite-retrieved total AOD and predicted sea
salt AOD at different wavelengths, Meskhidze and Nenesoffer
proposed a new approach for exploring causal links between
ocean physical and biological systems and abundance of
CCN over the oceans.

A number of modeling studies address global and
regional sources of marine primary organic aerosol (POA),
ocean-derived SOA and potential effects of marine biogenic

emissions on a new particle formation and growth over the
open ocean. Myriokefalitakis et al. investigate global marine
organic aerosol budget using a 3-dimensional chemistry-
transport model TM4-ECPL. In this study ocean-derived
SOA and submicron POA sources were estimated at about
1.5 Tg C yr−1 and 4 Tg C yr−1, respectively. Marine submi-
cron POA was considered to be emitted as water insoluble,
internally mixed with sea salt aerosols, while the computed
marine SOA originated from the DMS (∼78%), dialkyl
amine salts (∼21%), and marine hydrocarbon oxidation
(∼0.1%). Using regional-scale climate model REMOTE with
current emission estimates, Anttila et al. investigated SOA
formation over the North East Atlantic during a period
of high biological activity. Results of this study show that
marine isoprene oxidation makes a negligible contribution
to marine organic aerosol budget and cannot explain the
observed water soluble organic carbon. Simulations of
marine new particle formation and growth by Monahan et
al. using the M7 modal aerosol dynamics model indicate that
the open ocean new particle production through sulfuric
acid (H2SO4)—iodine dioxide (OIO) driven nucleation is
feasible under coastal and open ocean marine environ-
ments. However, only few particles were suggested to reach
detectable sizes for OIO and H2SO4 alone. Results of
Monahan et al. study show that presence of low amounts of
organic vapor can have significant impact on marine aerosol
number concentrations.
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One of the most important natural aerosol systems at the global level is marine aerosol that comprises both organic and inorganic
components of primary and secondary origin. The present paper reviews some new results on primary and secondary organic
marine aerosol, achieved during the EU project MAP (Marine Aerosol Production), comparing them with those reported in the
recent literature. Marine aerosol samples collected at the coastal site of Mace Head, Ireland, show a chemical composition trend that
is influenced by the oceanic biological activity cycle, in agreement with other observations. Laboratory experiments show that sea-
spray aerosol from biologically active sea water can be highly enriched in organics, and the authors highlight the need for further
studies on the atmospheric fate of such primary organics. With regard to the secondary fraction of organic aerosol, the average
chemical composition and molecular tracer (methanesulfonic-acid, amines) distribution could be successfully characterized by
adopting a multitechnique analytical approach.

1. Introduction

The literature contains a great deal of evidence that large
sectors of the marine atmosphere are influenced by continen-
tal outflows (natural or anthropogenic) and by ship exhaust
emissions [1, 2]. However, the ocean is an important source
of fine particles, and in background marine regions aerosol
populations are dominated by natural marine particles [3, 4].
Given the ocean’s extension, marine aerosol constitutes one
of the most important natural aerosol systems at the global
level. It contributes significantly to the Earth’s radiative
budget, biogeochemical cycling, with impacts on ecosystems
and also on regional air quality [5]. The knowledge of
particle chemical composition, as a function of size, is
necessary for understanding and predicting the marine
aerosol properties relevant to climate, for example, their
ability to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and to
influence the cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC)
over background ocean regions.

In recent years, particular interest has focused on the
marine aerosol organic fraction, its biogenic origin and
the possible sources and mechanisms responsible for the
high concentrations of organics observed in the submicron
size fraction [6–8]. Figure 1 summarizes schematically the
main potential formation pathways of organic aerosol in the
marine boundary layer (MBL). Marine aerosol can derive
both from primary or secondary processes. Primary aerosol
production derives from the interaction of wind with the
ocean surface and results in the mechanical production
of sea spray aerosol. Traditionally, sea spray has been
assumed to be composed of sea salt and water, with water
reaching the equilibrium with the vapor phase after ejection.
Nevertheless, the hypothesis that sea spray may become
enriched in organic matter (OM) when the sea surface is
characterized by high concentrations of biogenic OM, dates
back to the 1960s [9]. The result of the said process is an
internally mixed primary marine aerosol composed of sea
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Figure 1: Diagram summarizing primary and secondary organic aerosol main formation routes in the marine boundary layer. DOC, POC
and POA stand for Dissolved Organic Carbon, Particulate Organic Carbon and Primary Organic Aerosol, respectively

salt and organics, in which the organic fraction can be a
major component [10].

Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) can form in the MBL
through a number of different processes. Biogenic volatile
organic compounds (BVOCs), emitted by the sea surface,
or their oxidation products, can be involved in new particle
formation (NPF) events via nucleation of stable clusters
of 0.5–1 nm in size (such clusters can grow to larger sizes
via condensation/coagulation processes). BVOCs and related
oxidation products can also condense on preexisting particles
and droplets, contributing to the particulate mass. SOA can
also derive from the chemical transformation of primary
or secondary components present in the condensed phase.
Such transformations may take place at the particle surface
[11, 12] or in the aqueous phase [13, 14], and may also
involve a further step through the gas phase, in which
semivolatile aerosol components can be oxidized to form
new condensable products. The best known SOA component
in marine aerosol is methanesulfonic acid (MSA), resulting
from the atmospheric oxidation of dimethylsulphide (DMS)
[15, 16]. Very recently, other formation processes, involving
different precursors, such as biogenic isoprene [7], have
been postulated. In spite of this, the observed high concen-
trations of oxidized OM in marine aerosol largely remain
unexplained, suggesting that other formation processes and
alternative SOA components should be considered.

To date, the most complete size segregated chemical
characterisation of unperturbed marine aerosols is that
provided by O’Dowd et al. [6] and Cavalli et al. [17],
based on measurements performed at Mace Head (Ireland).
They show that marine aerosol chemical composition is
influenced by the oceanic yearly biological cycle and that,
during periods of high biological oceanic activity (HBA),
the organic fraction (mainly water insoluble) can contribute

significantly to the submicrometer aerosol mass. Their results
are consistent with the evidence that cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) concentration in remote marine regions
follows a seasonal trend, with maxima in spring-summer
[18] and with the more recent findings of Sorooshian et al.
[19], who observed increased average CCN activity during
periods of higher chlorophyll-a levels, probably as a result of
aerosol size distribution and composition changes over the
North Pacific Ocean.

During the EU Project MAP (Marine Aerosol Produc-
tion; http://macehead.nuigalway.ie/map/) coastal and open
ocean aerosol measurements, together with field-lab exper-
iments, were carried out to achieve a better understanding
of marine organic aerosol sources, chemical properties and
effects on the climate system and on atmospheric chemistry.
In the present paper, some of the main MAP results
are discussed, and compared with parallel results recently
published in the literature. In particular, the observed
aerosol chemical composition seasonal trend and a WSOC
chemical composition representative of the HBA period,
never published before, are presented.

2. Experimental Approach

In the MAP framework, marine aerosol samples were col-
lected at Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station. Located
on the west coast of Ireland, the station is unique in Europe,
offering westerly exposure to the North Atlantic Ocean
and the opportunity to study atmospheric composition
under Northern Hemispheric background conditions. The
site location, at 53 degrees 20 minutes N, 9 degrees 54
minutes W, is in the path of the mid-latitude cyclones which
frequently traverse the North Atlantic. The main Atlantic
shipping routes are over 150 km away, while the transatlantic
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air corridors are over 80 km away. The site characteristics
are ideal for carrying out marine background aerosol and
trace gas measurements. The sampling took place through-
out 2006, while, during an intensive observation period,
coinciding with peak oceanic biological activity (June-July
2006), measurements were also performed onboard the
oceanographic vessel Celtic Explorer sailing off the Irish
coast.

Details on the adopted clean sector aerosol sampling
strategy and instrumentation can be found in previously
published papers [20, 21]. Laboratory experiments for
the production of artificial sea spray aerosol from highly
biologically active ([chlorophyll-a] = 1.4 ± 0.8 mg m−3),
freshly collected, sea water were performed onboard the
Celtic Explorer. Full details on the experiment, including the
sea water chemical characterization, and the sample analysis
are described in [22].

A complete suite of chemical characterization techniques
were applied to both ambient and laboratory aerosol sam-
ples: ion chromatography (IC), for the determination of
inorganic water soluble ions, amines and organic acids, and
solid/liquid phase elemental analyses, for the determination
of water soluble organic carbon (WSOC), water soluble
organic nitrogen (WSON) and water insoluble organic
carbon (WIOC). Full details on sample handling and analysis
can be found in [20, 21].

The organic chemical characterization was achieved
through proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1HNMR)
spectroscopy [21–23] and by the anion-exchange high per-
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC-TOC) technique
described by Mancinelli et al. [24]. Using HPLC-TOC, it is
possible to speciate WSOC into four macroclasses: neutral-
basic compounds (NB), mono-acids (MA), di-acids (DA)
and poly-acids (PA, representative of humic-like substances),
and to quantify each fraction in terms of organic carbon
content.

Here, the acronym WSOM (water soluble organic mat-
ter) is used to indicate the estimated mass of WSOC,
obtained multiplying WSOC by a conversion factor of 1.8,
derived from the functional group composition of WSOC
[21]. Similarly, WIOM (water insoluble organic matter) was
obtained by multiplying WIOC by a conversion factor of 1.4,
according to the functional group composition observed by
1H NMR in sea spray organic aerosols [22].

3. Marine Aerosol Chemical Composition
during the 1-Year Sampling Campaign
at Mace Head

Figure 2 shows the chemical composition of the submicron
aerosol samples collected during 2006 at Mace Head. Table 1
reports the percentage contribution of each of the main
submicron aerosol components, in the HBA and LBA (low
biological activity) periods. Marine aerosol mainly com-
prised a mixture of sea salt of primary origin, nssSO−2

4 , NH+
4 ,

NO−
3 , clearly secondary components, and soluble (WSOM)

and insoluble (WIOM) organic compounds.

Table 1: Median, minimum and maximum (in brackets) relative
contribution of the main marine aerosol components to the
analyzed total mass, expressed as percentages. Median values are
reported only when greater than zero. “n” indicates the number of
samples.

[%] HBA (n = 5) LBA (n = 7)

nssSO−2
4 50 (38–57) 22 (5–27)

NH+
4 7 (6–9) 1 (0–3)

NO−
3 (0–1) 1 (1–2)

WSOM 23 (11–33) 6 (0–11)

sea salt 20 (6–25) 65 (59–77)

WIOM 7 (2–10) 6 (2–17)

Parallel laboratory experiments during the same project
[22] showed that nascent submicron marine organics from
bubble bursting mainly comprise (94%) WIOM. Moreover,
the pattern of WIOM and sea-salt content in the different
size intervals observed in the laboratory experiments was
similar to that measured in atmospheric marine aerosol
samples collected during periods of HBA, thus pointing
to a WIOM/sea-salt fingerprint associated with submicron
primary marine aerosol production in biologically rich
waters. The indirect consequence of this observation is that
WSOM observed in HBA will derive mainly from secondary
processes. A secondary formation route for WSOM is also
supported by the findings of a recent experiment performed
at Mace Head [25], in which downward fluxes, characteristic
of chemical species forming through secondary processes,
were measured for submicron aerosol nssSO−2

4 and WSOM.
The seasonal trend of the main component concentra-

tions in submicron size range exhibits maxima in spring
and summer (HBA) and minima during winter (LBA), with
the exception of sea salt (Figure 2), in good agreement
with Mace Head aerosol climatology for the 2002–2004
period [26], thus suggesting a dependence of submicron
aerosol chemical composition on the seasonal cycle of the
North Atlantic biological activity. Similar results showing
maximum concentration in spring-summer in conjunction
with phytoplankton activity in surface sea water, have
been reported by several investigators for MSA [27, 28]
and nssSO−2

4 [29]. The maxima observed in atmospheric
concentrations for nssSO−2

4 , MSA and NH+
4 can be attributed

to the increase in the emission of gaseous precursors, mainly
DMS [16, 30] and NH3 [31], produced by the marine biota
during the HBA period, and to the concurrent enhanced
photochemical activity of the atmosphere [32]. In analogy,
the WSOC spring-summer peak can be attributed to the
increased emission of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
by the marine biota and to the concurrently enhanced
photo-oxidative capacity of the atmosphere, generating low
vapor pressure oxidation products which can condense on
preexisting particles. Another potential path for WSOC
production could be through the aging process of the
insoluble primary fraction, obviously more efficient during
period of high photochemical activity.

Submicron aerosol chemical composition is different
during HBA with respect to the LBA period. During HBA the
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Figure 2: Seasonal evolution of submicron marine aerosol chemical
composition observed through the twelve samples collected at
Mace Head during MAP. The horizontal axis reports the nominal
sampling time for each sample, that is, the time during which
the filter/substrate has been exposed (the actual sampling time
depended on the occurrence of the clean sector conditions during
the exposition time). Samples are grouped in HBA and LBA period
to evidence the differences between the two periods.

greater part of the mass was accounted for by nssSO−2
4 and

WSOM: nssSO−2
4 median contribution to the total analyzed

mass was 50% (ranging from 38 to 57%), that of WSOM
23% (11%–33%). Conversely, in the LBA period sea salt
accounts for the greater part of the analyzed submicron mass,
with a median contribution of 65% (59%–77%), while the
contributions of nssSO−2

4 and WSOM are reduced to 22%
(5%–27%) and 6% (0%–11%), respectively. Water insoluble
organics contributed almost equally to the analyzed total
submicron mass during the HBA and LBA periods.

Submicron organics were clearly dominated by WSOM
during the HBA period, while the contribution of soluble and
insoluble organic compounds was comparable during the
LBA period. This picture of marine aerosol is different from
the one reported by O’Dowd et al. [6], who observed at Mace
Head a submicron aerosol chemical composition dominated
by water insoluble organic species during the HBA period.
Such discrepancy could be due to a different location of
highly biologically productive waters with respect to the
Irish coast during MAP [21], or to different meteorological
conditions encountered in the sampling periods: most of
the samples discussed in the present work were collected in
summer, when the photochemical activity is at its maximum,
while most of the 2002 samples reported in O’Dowd et
al. [6] were collected during spring and autumn, when sea
spray production is higher. The main difference between the
two datasets, indeed, regards WIOM absolute concentration
during the HBA period (∼0.6 μg m−3 in 2002 and less than
0.1 μg m−3 during MAP, averagely), while WSOM one is

comparable (∼0.2 μg m−3), suggesting a lower influence of
the primary source in MAP samples.

Sciare et al. [33] also reported marked seasonal trends
for marine aerosol collected at Amsterdam Island (Southern
Indian Ocean). WIOC, MSA and nMSA-WSOC (WSOC not
deriving from MSA) showed concentration enhancement
during the austral summer. Moreover, it was found that
marine aerosol organics were mainly accounted for by
WIOC, in agreement with the previous observation in the
North Atlantic [6]. The investigators also pointed out the
likely biogenic origin of marine aerosol organics, evidencing
its main source in a very productive oceanic area located
around 40◦S. It must be concluded that submicron marine
aerosol chemical composition can be extremely variable
over the year and, probably, from year to year, depending
on the predominance of the primary source with respect
to secondary ones, ocean dynamic conditions, influence of
different oceanic source regions and atmospheric photo-
chemical activity. These studies demonstrate the importance
of biogenic organic aerosols over the ocean, at high latitudes
(<40◦S and >40◦N), during periods of high biological
productivity.

In the following paragraphs, the most recent findings
on primary and secondary biogenic organics in submicron
marine aerosol are discussed.

4. Primary Organic Aerosol and Its Evolution in
the Marine Boundary Layer

Several attempts to quantify and characterize sea spray
organics have recently been carried out. Keene et al. [34]
reported high enrichment factors for water soluble organics,
in nascent lab-produced sea spray particles, with respect to
sea water. WSOC was highly enriched in all aerosol size
fractions and the greatest enrichments were associated with
the smallest size fraction (about 80% of aerosol mass was
organic at 0.13 μm). The authors concluded that bursting
bubbles at the ocean surface produce significant numbers
of subμm, hygroscopic, organic-dominated aerosols, thereby
supporting the hypothesis that this pathway is a potentially
important global source of climate relevant particles.

Facchini et al. [22] similarly reported a high contribution
of organic matter in nascent submicron sea spray particles,
up to 77 ± 5% in the 0.125–0.25 μm size range (Table 2),
although their analysis discriminated between water soluble
and insoluble organic carbon, finding a dominant contribu-
tion of WIOM (up to 94 ± 4% of OC in the 0.125–0.25 μm
size range). Moreover, Facchini et al. [22] highlighted that
sea spray organics tend to aggregate and form colloids or
suspended particles, making the definition of water solubility
a complex issue. Whether the difference in the results of the
two experiments is attributable only to the different organic
carbon measurement approach, or also to differences in the
chemical properties of the sea water used for generating
aerosol particles by bubble bursting (oligotrophic Sargasso
Sea versus North Atlantic Ocean during algal bloom) is still
an issue of debate.
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Furthermore, Modini et al. [35] presented the results of
a similar experiment in which the organic volume contri-
bution in lab-produced sea spray particles, indirectly deter-
mined by volatility/hygroscopicity tandem measurements
(HV-TDMA), was estimated to be (8± 6%) in the 71–77 nm
size range, corresponding to a mass contribution of only 4%.
Such results may be conditioned by the interpretation of HV-
TDMA measurements to calculate the organic fraction, or
by the use of coastal waters (potentially high in terrestrial
runoff) for spray generation. However, they could also be
evidence of a high system variability, stressing the necessity
for further investigation.

Several papers have reported the presence of carbo-
hydrate-like material in marine particles, attributing this to
primary sea spray processes.

Bigg and Leck [36] observed the presence of complex
structures behaving as lipopolysaccharides in submicron
marine aerosol. Facchini et al. [22] evidenced the presence
of hydroxyl groups, both in water soluble and insoluble sea
spray OM, using 1HNMR analyses. These hydroxyl signals
were always associated in the NMR spectra to important
signals due to aliphatic chains with terminal methyls, typical
of lipids. Moreover, the 1HNMR spectra of oceanic water
closely resembled that of nascent aerosol, and were in agree-
ment with several observations in the literature reporting the
presence in oceanic waters of phytoplankton exudates with a
composition dominated by lipopolysaccharides [37, 38].

Very recently Russell et al. [39] observed an ocean-
derived component, in marine aerosol, dominated by
carbohydrate-like material, based on multi-technique mea-
surements of submicron marine aerosol over the North
Atlantic and Arctic Oceans and on Positive Matrix Factor-
ization data elaboration. According to these authors, the
primary marine signal in submicron marine aerosol is made
on average for 88% of hydroxyl groups. Although the low
signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra made difficult a precise
quantification of the carbohydrate-like material, 1HNMR
analyses exclude a contribution as high as the one observed
by Russell et al. [39] for these components in the North
Atlantic during periods of HBA.

Such new, often contrasting results on primary organics
in marine aerosol reflect the limits of current knowledge
on this topic. Furthermore, the fate of primary organics in
the atmosphere is even more uncertain, and few data are
available on sea spray organic oxidation routes, rates and
products. Zhou et al. [40] evidenced that OM in marine
aerosols plays a dual role, being an important precur-
sor/source and a dominant sink for the OH radical, leading
to the degradation of OM, and the likely production of a
series of low-molecular weight (LMW) organic compounds.
Therefore, primary and secondary organic components must
be considered as closely correlated in marine aerosol, as the
oxidation products of biogenic primary organics in marine
aerosol particles can lead to the production of both oxidized
aerosol components (belonging to the broad category of
SOA) and of volatile LMW products, which can partition
into the gas phase and influence the multiphase photochem-
ical evolution of the marine troposphere (including SOA
formation). Supporting evidence of this gliding boundary

between primary and secondary organic aerosol components
were also provided by Jimenez et al. [41], who showed, in
a recent chamber experiment, how aerosolized squalane, a
proxy for the refractory fraction of primary marine organic
aerosol, was subjected to photochemical ageing, showing
mass spectral features progressively transforming into those
of oxidized organic aerosols, which are ubiquitous in the
atmosphere.

5. Advances in Marine SOA Chemical
Characterization

New results on marine WSOC chemical composition have
been obtained over past years, allowing the identification of
typical marine SOA components, other than MSA and DMS
oxidation products.

The presence of amines and aminoacids over the oceans
has been sporadically reported since the 1980s in rain
samples over the ocean [42–44]. Gibb et al. [45] reported the
presence of monomethylammonium (MMA+), dimethylam-
monium (DMA+) and trimethylammonium (TMA+) salts in
aerosol particles collected in unpolluted conditions over the
Arabian Sea. The authors attributed the presence of aerosol
phase alkyl ammonium salts to secondary production, due
to the condensation of gaseous alkyl amines emitted by the
sea, in analogy with NH+

4 . More recently, this hypothesis has
been strengthened by evidence that alkyl amines participate
in SOA formation in many different environments through
reaction with acids [46–48].

Facchini et al. [20] highlighted the importance of alkyl-
ammonium salts as submicron marine aerosol components,
and reported dimethyl and diethyl-ammonium salts (DMA+

and DEA+) concentrations ranging, together between <0.4
and 56 ng m−3 over the North Atlantic Ocean during the
HBA period, turning out to be the most abundant organic
species, second only to MSA, in submicron marine particles.
Alkyl-ammonium salts represented on average 11% of the
marine SOA and a dominant fraction (35% on average) of
aerosol water soluble organic nitrogen (WSON).

The above cited paper presents considerable evidence
that DMA+ and DEA+ are secondary aerosol components,
originating from biogenic precursors emitted by the ocean.
Their size distributions exhibited maxima in the accu-
mulation mode, as is also the case of other well known
secondary components (nssSO−2

4 , NH+
4 , MSA), supporting

the hypothesis that a gas-to-particle conversion process is
responsible for the accumulation of alkyl-ammonium salts
in the fine aerosol fraction. The most likely hypothesis is
that gaseous dimethylamine and diethylamine react with
sulphuric acid or acidic sulphates, accumulating within
aerosol particles in close analogy with ammonia. Regarding
the precursor origin, a main anthropogenic source of gaseous
alkyl-amines over the ocean can be excluded, because the
aerosol DMA+ and DEA+ concentrations measured at Mace
Head, were always higher in clean marine samples (roughly
double) than in polluted air masses, in analogy with MSA.
Like other reduced biogenic gases (DMS, CH4) and in
analogy with NH3, DMA and DEA could be the end products
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Table 2: Summary of the sea spray OM contribution measured in the most recent sea spray production laboratory experiments.

Sea water sampling site
Max OM mass

contribution [%]
Particle diameter

[nm]
Notes Reference

Sargasso Sea
(oligotrophic)

∼80 130
Only WSOC

measured. No
filtration

Keene et al. [34]

North Atlantic Ocean
(algal bloom)

77 ± 5 125–250
WSOC and WIOC

measured.
Filtration.

Facchini et al. [22]

Moreton Bay (Australia) 4 71–77 Coastal water Modini et al. [35]

of microbial turnover of marine labile OM [45, 49, 50].
Furthermore, alkyl-ammonium ions in submicron aerosol
particles showed the typical seasonal variation of biogenic
components, with high concentrations measured in the HBA
period, and much lower concentrations in the LBA period
(Table 3).

Table 3 summarizes the marine aerosol alkylammonium
ion concentration data so far available: two very recent
papers confirm the findings of Facchini et al. [20]. Müller
et al. [51] reported monomethylammonium (MA+), DMA+

and DEA+ at non-negligible concentrations in submicrom-
eter particles at Cape Verde, during algal blooms in 2007,
attributing them to secondary formation processes. More-
over, high levels of amines were observed in coincidence
with high near surface Chlorophyll-a concentrations. Finally,
Sorooshian et al. [19] also observed DEA+ in submicron
particles over the North Pacific Ocean, with concentrations
rather well correlated to the chlorophyll-a sea surface
concentration.

Besides alkylammonium salts and MSA, carboxylic and
di-carboxylic acids have been identified in marine aerosol
[52, 53 and references therein], found to account for less
than 10% of total particulate organic carbon in remote
marine environments. The above mentioned papers attribute
a secondary origin to detected di-carboxylic acids, citing
oxalic acid as the most abundant one. However, oxidized
organics, such as C5–C10 carboxylic or di-carboxylic acids,
can also be produced by the oxidative degradation of primary
particles generated by sea spray and rich in fatty acids [52].

Recent instrumental advances have allowed a deeper
insight into organic marine aerosol chemical composi-
tion. Using liquid chromatography/negative ion electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry, Claeys et al. [53] inves-
tigated marine organic aerosol chemical composition at
Amsterdam Island (Southern Indian Ocean), reporting a
WSOC contribution of 32 ± 12% to submicron OC. About
25% of WSOC was characterized and attributed to MSA
(17%–21%), oxalate (5 ± 2%), malonate (1.8 ± 0.9%)
and organosulphates (0.8 ± 1.5%). The organosulphates
characterized in Claeys et al. [53] can be considered tracers
for an SOA formation process that is specific to the marine
environment, that is, oxidation of marine biomass. More
specifically, the organosulfates correspond to sulfate esters
of C9–C13 hydroxyl carboxylic acids, which are attributed to
oxidation of unsaturated fatty acid residues present in algal
cell membranes.

Notwithstanding recent improvements, current knowl-
edge on the chemical composition of marine SOA remains
limited, and further research is required to address the many
unresolved issues. During MAP a multi-technique approach
was deployed to characterize marine WSOC. Coupling
HPLC-TOC and IC, it was possible to achieve an almost-
complete chemical characterization of submicron marine
WSOC, on a selected subset of samples (5, from both
Mace Head and Celtic Explorer sampling) representative of
the HBA period (Figure 3). Marine aerosol WSOC can be
divided into three chemical macroclasses based on acid-base
properties: neutral-basic compounds (NB), accounting for
32 (±8) % of WSOC, mono-diacids (MDA), contributing
42 (±9) %, and polyacids (PA), accounting for 4 (±3) %.
Averagely 22 (±11) % of WSOC escaped this classification,
probably as a result of strong and irreversible binding with
the HPLC column: this fraction is labeled “uncharacterized”
in the Figure. From the HPLC-TOC macroclasses average
contribution, the average contribution of each compound,
identified by IC, has been subtracted, obtaining the classi-
fication of Figure 3. Only 30% of WSOC was characterized
at the molecular level by IC, with MSA (11 ± 5%) and
oxalic acid (3 ± 2%) being the only two MDA components
identified. This leaves more than a half of the dominant class
of compounds still uncharacterized, although it is likely that
other LMW dicarboxylic acids, like malonic and succinic
acid, not identified by IC, can account together for another
1%-2%. As for the NB compounds, 6 ± 7 and 10 ± 12%
of the WSOC can be ascribed to DMA+ and DEA+, leaving
about 15% of WSOC as uncharacterized NB compounds.
In WSOC extracted from marine aerosol collected during
MAP, HPLC analysis showed the occurrence of fulvic-like
material (polyacids macroclass), in lower concentrations
than suggested by previous studies, that is, 22% [17]. The
finding indicates that primary emissions of fulvic substances
from seawater did not make a major contribution to
marine water-soluble aerosols during MAP. This picture
of submicron marine aerosol WSOC is coherent with the
hypothesis of its mainly secondary origin, even though
the uncharacterized fraction escaping classification in NB,
MDA and PA may be due to the contribution of primarily
emitted, aggregate forming, organic matter, similar to that
characterized in laboratory experiments on nascent sea spray
aerosol by Facchini et al. [22].

Information on the chemical composition of the unchar-
acterized fractions of NB, MDA and PA has been derived
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Table 3: Alkylammonium ions aerosol concentration range (in brackets) and median value (when available) reported in the literature for
the marine environment. All concentrations are in ng m−3. All data refer to submicron particles except for Müller et al. [51], whose size cut
was 0.14–0.42 μm, and Gorzelska and Galloway [44], who did not report any particle size information.

Location MA+[ng m−3] DMA+[ng m−3] TMA+[ng m−3] EA+[ng m−3] DEA+[ng m−3] Reference

North Atlantic
Jun–Sep 1988

(<dl–3.9) (<dl–∼1.4)
Gorzelska &

Galloway [44]

Arabian Sea
Aug-Oct 1994

<dl–6.1 1.6–4.4 0.018–0.78 Gibb et al. [45]

Arabian sea
Nov-Dec 1994

2.6–4.5 3.7–17.5 0.12–0.9 Gibb et al. [45]

Mace Head
Oct–Mar 2006

1 (<1–8) (<1–12)
Facchini et al.

[20]

Mace Head
Apr–Sep 2006

10 (2–24) 16 (4–32)
Facchini et al.

[20]

North Atlantic
Jun 2006

9 (4–13) 12 (7–24)
Facchini et al.

[20]

Cape Verde May
2007

0.02 (0.01–0.03) 0.21(0.13–0.36)
0.06

(0.005–0.11)
Müller et al.

[51]

Cape Verde Jun
2007

0.03 (0.01–0.12) 0.21(0.05–0.39) 0.07 (0.06–0.14)
Müller et al.

[51]

Cape Verde Dec
2007

0.15
(0.002–0.52)

0.54 (0.1–1.4) 0.29 (0.09–0.76)
Müller et al.

[51]

North Pacific
Jul-Aug 2007

14–35
Sorooshian et al.

[19]

Uncharacterized
22%

Uncharacterized
NB 16%

DMA+

6%
DEA+

10%

PA
4%

MSA
11%

Oxalic acid
3%

MDA

NB

Uncharacterized MDA
28%

Figure 3: WSOC chemical composition representative of spring-
summer conditions over the Atlantic Ocean, obtained by combining
HPLC-TOC and IC (see text for more details). Percentages indicate
the contribution of each compound or chemical macroclass in
terms of carbon.

by NMR functional group analysis (Decesari et al., in
preparation), showing aliphatic moieties substituted with
oxygenated groups, like carbonyls/carboxyls and, in analogy
with the findings of Russell et al. [39], hydroxyl groups.

6. Conclusions

Studies performed during the past years strongly suggest
that biogenic organic compounds play an important role

in submicron marine aerosol chemical composition over
biologically productive, high latitude, marine regions, in
both hemispheres. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that
marine organic aerosol chemical composition is the complex
result of different primary and secondary sources.

Most recent results on sea spray composition suggest
that in conditions of intense oceanic biological productivity,
submicron primary marine aerosol can contain a consid-
erable fraction of OM. Further studies are necessary to
obtain deeper insight into the space/time variability of the
ocean primary organics production potential worldwide.
Important advances can be obtained by coupling modeling
with new satellite chlorophyll, dissolved and particulate
organic carbon measurement instruments, as attempted for
the first time by O’Dowd et al. [54] and Vignati et al. [4].
In fact, although much information has been gathered on
the DMS oxidation cycle, and several predictive tools are
available to model secondary products, like MSA and nss-
sulfate over the oceans, only raw empiric instruments are
available to predict primary organic aerosol emissions as a
function of oceanic biological productivity.

To date, little is known about sea spray organic chemical
composition, lifetime and fate in the marine boundary layer.
Further investigation is required to address this issue, that
can also help to fill the gap between observed and modeled
SOA in the MBL.

As for secondary organics in the MBL, although several
classes of compounds have been identified in different
marine environments as typical marine SOA components
(MSA, alkylammonium salts, dicarboxylic acids), most
marine aerosol WSOC remains uncharacterized at the
molecular level. Closer investigation of marine aerosol
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WSOC chemical composition is needed to achieve a better
knowledge on SOA formation routes in the MBL. Deeper
insight into marine aerosol organics chemical composition
is expected from the new high time resolution aerosol
measurement instrumentats, namely AMS, only seldom
applied to the clean MBL so far [55–57].

Furthermore, an important fraction of marine SOA,
WSON, is still mostly uncharacterized. A fraction of the
unaccounted organic nitrogen, especially during the warm
season, can reasonably be attributed to products of the
oxidative degradation of DMA+, DEA+ and other minor
alkylammonium ions. However, alternative sources of unac-
counted water soluble organic nitrogen, for example, the
oxidation of insoluble primary organic material emitted by
sea spray, cannot be ruled out at present. Further studies are
necessary to clarify this point.

More detailed size-resolved information on marine
organic aerosols in the remote MBL are needed to define the
contribution of organics to marine CCN. The atmospheric
fate of primary and secondary marine organic aerosols also
needs to be further evaluated, as it may significantly influence
the ability of marine aerosols to act as CCN in unperturbed
ocean regions.
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Carbon-containing aerosol particles collected in the Arctic and southeastern Pacific marine boundary layers show distinct chemical
signatures of proteins, calcareous phytoplankton, and two types of polysaccharides in Near-Edge Absorption X-ray Fine Structure
(NEXAFS) spectromicroscopy. Arctic samples contained mostly supermicron sea salt cuboids with a polysaccharide-like organic
coating. Southeastern Pacific samples contained both continental and marine aerosol types; of the 28 analyzed marine particles, 19
were characterized by sharp alkane and inorganic carbonate peaks in NEXAFS spectra and are identified as fragments of calcareous
phytoplankton. Submicron spherical particles with spectral similarities to carbohydrate-like marine sediments were also observed
in Pacific samples. In both regions, supermicron amide and alkane-containing particles resembling marine proteinaceous material
were observed. These four chemical types provide a framework that incorporates several independent reports of previous marine
aerosol observations, showing the diversity of the composition and morphology of ocean-derived primary particles.

1. Introduction

The transfer of organic components from the ocean surface
to marine aerosol through bubble bursting was shown over
40 years ago [1–3]. These components, referred to as “marine
primary organic aerosol” or marine POA [4], have been
observed to contribute to organic mass in remote and
coastal marine locations [3, 5–8]. In some cases, primary
components have been observed to compose greater than
70% of measured submicron OC [6, 7]. The production
of submicron particles from bubble bursting remains a
key aspect of the global radiation budget because large
particle sources are limited to continental and coastal regions
[9]; yet the remote marine atmosphere covers more than
half of the earth’s surface. In remote regions, marine-
derived particles have been estimated to account for up to
90% of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) [10]. Decreases
projected for Arctic sea ice extent in response to climate
warming may contribute an additional 40–200 ng m−3 of
aerosol organic carbon (OC) by 2100 from a combination

of increased surface ocean productivity and increased spatial
extent of wave action [11]. This change in OC is significant
considering that background concentrations of less than 1 μg
m−3 are common in the remote MBL [8, 10, 12–15].

In ocean surface waters, rising bubbles scavenge organic
material that is transferred to the atmosphere as the
bubble bursts [1, 16, 17]. Much of this scavenged organic
material has been classified as “exopolymers,” which are
mostly composed of polysaccharides [18]. The potential
for breaking waves to contribute organic mass to aerosol
particles increases with the high concentration of surface
active organic compounds and microorganisms enriched in
the surface microlayer (SML), relative to the underlying
water [19–21]. Observed enrichment factors (EFs) are several
orders of magnitude for dissolved and particulate organic
carbon (OC) and for specific components like bacteria
and viruses. The production of sea spray from bubble
bursting results in further enrichment of OC [8, 21, 22].
EFs for organic components in marine aerosol particles have
been reported from 5 (viruses and bacteria) to over 100
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(organic carbon) from the SML [8, 21]. Since the surface
ocean is the primary source of marine POA, the types and
relative contributions of organic compounds are expected to
be similar. Chemical characterization of the SML and surface
water has revealed that carbohydrates constitute 80% of
TOC [23], although lipid and protein components have also
been observed [21, 24]. Investigations of the composition
of airborne marine organic particles have shown multiple
lines of evidence for carbohydrates [5, 7, 8, 22, 25–27],
amino acids [22, 28], and marine microorganisms [21, 25],
confirming that many of the organic components found in
the SML and surface ocean are transferred to the marine
atmosphere. It is crucial for understanding the role of sea
spray aerosol in marine aerosol-cloud interactions that we
not only quantify the organic fraction but also characterize
its composition, since the hygroscopicity of organic compo-
nents varies so widely. One important question that remains
is how these marine organic components are mixed in
airborne particles, since the CCN activity of organic particles
can be significantly altered by small amounts of soluble
material [29].

To better characterize marine POA in the remote marine
boundary layer, aerosol particles were collected during
research cruises in the Arctic and southeastern Pacific oceans
in local springtime. Single particle X-ray spectromicroscopy
was used to separate individual particles into four distinct
types of marine POA using organic functional groups, par-
ticle morphology, and elemental composition. The findings
of this analysis are compared in the context of previ-
ous marine POA observations using a variety of analytical
techniques.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample Collection. Ambient aerosol particles for Scan-
ning Transmission X-ray Microscopy with Near-Edge X-ray
Absorption Fine Structure (STXM-NEXAFS) analysis were
collected in 2008 as part of the International Chemistry
Experiment in the Arctic LOwer Troposphere (ICEALOT)
and VAMOS Ocean Cloud Atmosphere Land Study Regional
Experiment (VOCALS-REx) research cruises, using nearly
identical sample collection techniques. The ICEALOT cruise
through the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans was conducted
in March and April 2008 on the UNOLS R/V Knorr to
investigate the composition and sources of atmospheric
aerosol and gas phase species to the northern polar region.
Detailed descriptions of the ICEALOT cruise track, sampled
air mass histories, and related aerosol measurements are
described in [8] and the associated supplementary material.
All ICEALOT single particles presented here were collected
north of 63◦N; most particles were collected within the
Arctic Circle (north of 66.56◦N). In October and Novem-
ber 2008, the NOAA R/V Ronald Brown traveled in the
southeastern Pacific Ocean in the region along 20◦S as
part of VOCALS-REx, a multiplatform campaign designed
to investigate ocean-atmosphere interface processes and
to probe aerosol-cloud interactions in the stratocumulus-
topped MBL [30]. Details of the VOCALS-REx cruise
track, sampled air mass histories, and aerosol chemistry

are described in [15]. VOCALS-REx single particle samples
were collected along the 20◦S portion of the cruise track,
including both coastal and remote marine locations. For
simplicity, all ICEALOT particles will be referred to as
“Arctic” and all VOCALS-REx particles will be referred to as
“Pacific.”

Particles were collected through a shared, isokinetic
sampling inlet 18 m above sea level [31] and impacted onto
silicon nitride windows (Si3N4, Silson, Ltd., Northampton,
England) at 1 LPM (providing a 2.5 μm 50% efficiency size
cut) using a rotating impactor (Streaker, PIXE International
Corp., Tallahassee, FL). This impactor was located in a
humidity-controlled enclosure; the relative humidity was
below 30% during ICEALOT and was controlled at 55%
during VOCALS-REx. Windows were sealed and stored
frozen until analysis.

2.2. Analysis

2.2.1. STXM-NEXAFS. Particles were analyzed on Beamline
5.3.2 at the Advanced Light Source in Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (Berkeley, CA) at atmospheric temper-
ature and under dry He (1 atm). Details of STXM-NEXAFS
analysis of atmospheric aerosol particles are described in
[32, 33], and a brief description is provided here. Image scans
from 278 to 320 eV (with up to 0.2 eV resolution) of individ-
ual particles provide X-ray absorption spectra of the carbon
K-edge, with characteristic peaks from various energy tran-
sitions of the bound carbon atoms. Organic and inorganic
carbon-containing functional groups are identified by their
specific absorption energy between 280 and 320 eV (Table 1).
Potassium L-edge transitions also occur in this region. Only
particles with measurable difference in absorbance between
280 and 292 eV (the carbon edge) are selected for image
scans. Energy calibrations were performed within 48 hours
of particle analysis using CO2 as the reference material. All
necessary adjustments were less than 0.05 eV. Absorption
spectra from each pixel within the two-dimensional particle
image are averaged and normalized following the procedure
described in [33]. Spectra normalization entailed subtracting
background absorbance (278–283 eV) followed by normaliz-
ing to total carbon content (301–305 eV). This normalization
provides more uniform spectra for qualitative comparison.
Image alignments were performed in Matlab (Mathworks
Inc.) using a normalized cross-correlation algorithm imple-
mented in the Matlab image-processing toolbox [33]. An
automated algorithm for peak fitting [33] provides relative
absorption of aromatic/alkene R(C=C)R′, ketone R(C=O)R′,
alkyl R(C–H)nR′, carboxylic carbonyl R(C=O)OH, alcohol
R–COH, and carbonate CO3

2− carbon. Spherical-equivalent
geometric diameter is used to approximate particle size and is
equal to the diameter of a sphere having the same area as the
sum of individual pixels with signal above the background
level.

Individual particle spectra were clustered using a guided
Ward clustering algorithm based on a training set of spectra
from the 14 particle classes described in [32]. Following
clustering, visual inspection of the resulting classes identified
4 spectra types whose class assignments did not accurately
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Table 1: X-ray spectra carbon K-edge, near-edge, and postedge
features.

Component Transition Energy (eV)

Aromatic/alkene,
R(C=C)R′

C 1s-π∗C=C 284.4–286.4a

Ketone, R(C=O)R′ C 1s-π∗C=O 286.2–290.9a

Alkyl, R(C–H)nR′ C 1s-σ∗C–H 287.4–288.5a

Amide carbonyl,
R–NH(C=O)R′

C 1s-π∗C=O 288.3 ± 0.2b

Carboxylic carbonyl,
R(C=O)OH

C 1s-π∗C=O
288.2–288.9
± 0.3a

Alcohol, R–COH C 1s-3p/σ∗C–OH 289.5 ± 0.3b

Inorganic carbonate,
CO3

2− C 1s-π∗C=O 290.4a

Alkyl, R(C–H)nR′ C 1s-σ∗C–C 290.8–293a

Potassium, K L2,3 edges
297.4 ± 0.2
and 299 ±

0.2c

a[34], b[35], c[36].

represent their spectral features. These spectra had not been
observed in previous STXM-NEXAFS studies of atmospheric
particles and therefore were not represented in the 14-class
training set. The interpretation of these spectra is described
in detail in Section 3.

2.2.2. SEM-EDX. Following STXM-NEXAFS analysis, a
subset of analyzed carbon-containing single particles (11
particles) were investigated for elemental composition using
Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive X-
rays (SEM-EDX) at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Analytical Facility (La Jolla, CA) using a model FEI Quanta
600 microscope at 10 keV. Samples were uncoated and were
analyzed under moderate vacuum. All samples showed Si
and N absorption due to the sample substrate. Identified
elements include C, O, Ca, S, Na, Mg, and Cl.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the distribution of analyzed carbonaceous
particles in Pacific and Arctic samples categorized by
particle-average spectra. Nonmarine particle types include
soil dust, combustion, and secondary particles. These par-
ticle types have been observed in previous measurements
in urban locations (e.g., Mexico City) and areas affected by
urban outflow (e.g., offshore China, the Caribbean, and the
Pacific Northwest) [32]. Soil dust particles are characterized
by carbonate, potassium, and carboxylic acid-containing
organic components (Type “f” in [32]) and are attributed to
air masses passing near Santiago and other urban areas along
the arid Chilean coast before reaching the ship [15].

Combustion particles show strong aromatic/alkene
absorbance at 285 eV and broad alkyl carbon absorption at
292 eV (similar to Type “d” in [32]). With one exception,
these particles were submicron, and four out of eight
particles were below 300 nm spherical equivalent diameter.

Table 2: Summary of observed marine particle types in southeast
Pacific and Arctic samples.

Type
No. of Marine Particles

Pacific Arctic

Polysaccharide

with carboxylic acid (PsI) 0 43

without carboxylic acid (PsII) 7 0

Protein 2 4

Phytoplankton 19 0

Total 28 47

Secondary type particles (type “a” in [32]) are charac-
terized by broad carbon absorption beyond 300 eV and
by carboxylic carbonyl absorption at 288.7 eV. In previous
studies in marine locations, these particles have been the
most commonly observed type [32]. In Pacific samples,
however, much of the carboxylic acid-containing organic
mass is associated with soil dust particles, consistent with
measurements reported in [37] of internal mixtures of oxalic
and malonic acids with mineral dust.

All organic particles not included in the soil dust,
combustion, or secondary particle types were identified as
marine origin and fell into four types: carboxylic acid-
containing polysaccharides (Arctic), low-solubility polysac-
charides (Pacific), calcareous phytoplankton fragments
(Pacific), and proteinaceous material (Arctic and Pacific)
(Table 2). Marine particles were observed in both Pacific and
Arctic samples; however, most of the particles collected in
the Arctic region were supermicron. The features and inter-
pretation of the NEXAFS spectra and STXM morphology
of particles in each marine type are discussed in detail in
the following sections. In addition, three Pacific particles
were identified with carbonate and potassium absorption but
without any signatures of organic carbon. Their spectra are
very similar to type “E” particles found in ocean sediments
in [38], which were identified as marine calcium carbonate.
These particles are labeled “CaCO3” in Figure 1 but are not
included below since they lack organic components.

3.1. Carboxylic Acid-Containing Polysaccharides on Sea Salt.
Figure 2(a) shows single particle spectra (and category
average) for the most commonly observed marine particle
type. Spectra in this category have strong carboxylic carbonyl
peaks and weak alcohol, carbonate, and potassium peaks.
These particles were seen in Arctic samples and compose 43
of the 48 analyzed Arctic particles. Two particles collected at
a coastal site in California, which is frequently influenced
by marine air masses, also share these features [39]. This
particle type is distinct from Type “a” particles in [32]
in the stronger contribution of the carboxylic carbonyl
peak and the broad alkyl absorption near 293 eV. Filter
measurements of submicron particles from the Arctic show
a large contribution from alcohol (C–OH) groups to OM
attributed to marine carbohydrate-like compounds [8], con-
sistent with previous chemical characterization of the surface
microlayer as 80% carbohydrate [23] and with exopolymer
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Figure 1: Distribution of the number of analyzed particles from (a) southeastern Pacific and (b) Arctic marine boundary layers. Particles
labeled as “marine polysaccharide” in Arctic samples correspond to Figure 2(a) (PsI) while those in southeastern Pacific samples correspond
to Figure 2(b) (PsII). Particle frequency for the collected samples is partly a result of sampling bias and does not represent the observed
particle size distribution.

secretions (EPSs) repeatedly identified in submicron marine
aerosol [7, 25–27]. Just under 90% of the observed Arctic
supermicron particles do not show a significant peak at
289.5 eV (C–OH transition), which is different from most of
the reported carbohydrate reference spectra [35]. A fraction
of these observed spectra do have a shoulder located near
289.5 eV; yet all spectra are dominated by a large peak near
288.7 eV (carboxylic carbonyl). Relative NEXAFS absorption
of carboxylic carbonyl and alcohol groups in acid-group-
containing reference polysaccharides shows a similar trend;
for example, muramic acid and alginic acid show stronger
carboxylic carbonyl (π∗ transition) peaks than alcohol (σ∗

transition) peaks [35] despite the fact that the molar ratio of
carboxylic acid to alcohol groups is 0.33 in muramic acid and
0.5 in alginic acid. These compounds are found in bacterial
(muramic) and brown algae (alginic) cell walls as structural
polysaccharides. Glucuronic acid is another carboxylic acid
containing component of polysaccharides that shows strong
carboxylic carbonyl absorption (288.65 eV) [35].

Alginic acid is a relevant example for marine POA since
the brown algae family includes giant kelp and seaweed
found in cold, northern hemisphere oceans [40]. Figure 3
shows the similarities between the average spectrum of
particles in this category and an alginic acid reference
spectrum [41]. Both spectra show a strong, narrow peak
at 288.7 eV and a weaker, broad absorption at 293 eV,
without any other organic carbon peaks. Carbonate and
potassium absorbances in the average carboxylic acid-type

spectrum can be attributed to the sea salt associated with
these particles. Many of the particles in this type were
characterized by inorganic cuboid structures with an uneven,
organic coating (Figure 4(a)), which also were absent in
the previously observed secondary particles. EDX spectra
of four particles from this class are shown in Figure 5 of
Russell et al. [8]; observed peaks include Na and Cl for
all four particles. This small amount of organic relative
to crystallized sea salt is consistent with the lower organic
enrichment expected for supermicron particles rather than
submicron particles. This morphology suggests that the
organic components on these particles are more soluble than
previously reported polysaccharides, which are generally
colloidal spherules not associated with sea salt [25–27].
The association with seawater components is also consistent
with the assignment of these particles as carboxylic acid-
containing polysaccharides like alginic acid, since it has a
strong tendency to take up water. These particles are referred
to as “Type I polysaccharides” or PsI.

3.2. Low-Solubility Polysaccharides. Figure 2(b) shows single
particle spectra (and category average) for particles with
visible alcohol C–OH absorption (289.5 eV) accompanied
by aromatic, ketonic, and carboxylic carbonyl carbon peaks
found only in Pacific samples. Here the carboxylic car-
bonyl absorption is approximately equal to the alcohol car-
bon absorption. Reference polysaccharides with equivalent
peak heights at or near 288.7 (carboxylic carbonyl) and
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Table 3: Observed types of marine primary organic aerosol and the suggested biological relevance of specific particle types.

Location Method(s) Particle Size Dominant Component(s)
or Spectral Feature

Biological Relevance

Polysaccharides

Arctica TEM, <100 nm Colloidal spherules EPS gels

Variousb TEM <1 μm Colloidal spherules EPS gels

X-ray backscatter,

and solubility

Mediterranean Sea and Alcian blue dye 1–50 μm Semi-transparent colloids Polysaccharides

Long Island Soundc

W. Pacificd TEM, <50 nm Colloidal spherules EPS gels

SEM with X-ray
backscatter,

and solubility

North Atlantice,∗ HNMR (WSOC and
WIOC)

60–1000 nm Hydroxylate aliphatics Lipopolysaccharides

Lipid-like aliphatics

Arctic f FTIR spectroscopy <1 μm Organic hydroxyl groups Polysaccharides

Alkane groups

SE Pacificg FTIR spectroscopy <1 μm Organic hydroxyl groups Polysaccharides

SE Pacifich STXM-NEXAFS <1 μm Organic hydroxyl groups Polysaccharides

Arctich STXM-NEXAFS >1 μm Carboxylic acid groups Polysaccharides

Protein and amino acid compounds

Arctici TEM and Extraction >50 nm Hydrophobic organic
aggregates

Amino acids

Mediterranean Sea and HPLC and not provided Asp, Glu, Ser, Ala Amino acids

Long Island Soundc Coomassie Blue dye 1–50 μm Semi-transparent colloids Proteins

Arctich STXM-NEXAFS >1 μm Alkane and Protein

amide groups

SE Pacifich STXM-NEXAFS >1 μm Alkane and Protein

amide groups

Micro-organisms and their fragments

Arctici TEM and Extraction 400 nm Bacteria and diatoms

Arctica TEM, 200–5000 nm Micro-organisms and
fragments

X-ray backscatter,

and solubility

W. Pacificd TEM, >400 nm CaCO3 Coral-related

SEM with X-ray
backscatter,

3.7 to 7.5 μm Bacteria

and solubility

SE Pacifich STXM-NEXAFS <1 μm CaCO3 and alkane groups
Calcareous phytoplankton
fragments

None listed

Tasmania j PALMS >160 nm Organic mass fragments

Arctick TEM >100 nm Organic liquid Proteins

Irelandl IC, <1.5 μm WIOC (not characterized)

EGA, WSOC (aliphatic groups

HNMR, near heteroatoms, HULIS,

and TOC
and partially oxidized
species

∗HNMR characterized aerosol was generated in a laboratory setting from collected seawater.
a[25], b[26], c[22], d[27], e[7], f [8], g [15], hThis work, i[28], j[14], k[42], l[6].
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289.5 eV (alcohol) include chitin and L-rhamnose [35].
Chitin does not contain any carboxylic carbonyl groups but
does contain amide carbonyl groups (monomers are N-
acetylglucosamine) which may be responsible for the peak
at 288.4 eV. Glucosamine is also present in a 1 : 1 ratio
with muramic acid monomers in peptidoglycan, which has
been shown to be a major constituent of marine dissolved
organic matter (DOM) [43]. Therefore, the observed peak
in the average alcohol-type spectrum near 288.7 eV could be
attributed either to carbonyl in amide groups or to a mixture
with carboxylic carbonyl-containing polysaccharides. It is
more probable that these particles contain a mixture of
structural polysaccharides than isolated compounds, result-
ing in less pronounced spectral features than the reference
spectra. In fact, the most similar spectrum to the category
average comes from a sediment sample of marine particulate
organic matter (POM, [38]) (Figure 3). [38] used factor anal-
ysis to separate different biological compounds in marine
POM, and one factor with significant C–OH absorption
was identified as carbohydrate material. The carbohydrate-
containing marine POM shares the aromatic and ketonic
carbon absorbances with the spectra of these particles, while
reference (pure) structural polysaccharide spectra in [35]
do not. Particles of this type are referred to as “Type II
polysaccharides” or PsII.

Filter-based FTIR spectroscopic measurements of Pacific
submicron particles show a significant contribution from
marine OM (from factor analysis) that is most prominent in
sampled air masses with low PM1 particle mass (<1 μg m−3)
and with low radon concentration (<200 mBq m−3), indi-
cating little continental influence [15]. Complementary
ion chromatography (IC) measurements show low con-
centrations of submicron Na+ (<0.1 μg m−3) or Cl−

(<0.07 μg m−3), which is consistent with the relatively calm
seas encountered during the cruise. PsII particles are
spherical, with no cuboidal inorganic core (Figure 4(b)),
similar to the spherical colloidal structures observed in TEM
by [25–27]. The lack of cuboids is consistent with the
lower fraction of Na/OM expected in submicron particles
[44].

3.3. Calcareous Phytoplankton Fragments. Figure 2(c) shows
single particle spectra (and category average) for particles
with three strong, narrow peaks at 288.1, 290.4, and 292 eV
associated with alkyl R(C–H)nR′ (π∗), inorganic carbonate
CO3

2− (π∗), and alkyl R(C–H)nR′ (σ∗) transitions, respec-
tively. These particles were strictly submicron and found
in Pacific samples. A particle with this same characteristic
signal was also found in a sample collected at a California
coastal site [39]. Compared with all other particle-average
spectra, these spectra have much stronger signal-to-noise
and have little particle-to-particle variability. These particles
also have very little pre-edge absorbance indicating that
they are entirely composed of the absorbing (carbonaceous)
material, consistent with their strong signal. The narrow
alkyl peaks indicate little variation in the neighbors of the
absorbing alkyl carbon atoms (e.g., straight-chain alkane
compounds) as does the absence of other organic carbon
peaks.

The carbonate peak at 290.4 eV is also strong and narrow,
indicating that other than the long-chain hydrocarbon
compounds, the particle is mostly some form of carbonate.
The reference spectrum for CaCO3 is shown in Figure 3.
CaCO3 shares the sharp peak at 290.4 eV and the multiple,
broad peaks to the right of 295 eV with the average spectrum.
To determine the type of carbonate-based mineral, 6 of the
19 particles in this category were analyzed with SEM-EDX;
all particles showed strong C, O, and Ca signals while S, Na,
Mg, and Cl were absent or weak (Figure 5(c)). These particles
show a variety of nonspherical shapes. Some particles
appear elliptical with sharp points (Figure 4(c)) and others
are amorphous. Based on their appearance, the particles
resemble small, dust-like fragments. However, their chemical
composition is not consistent with aged or processed dust
transported to the remote MBL. In addition, long-chain
hydrocarbons are not typical of secondary organic aerosol
[45]; the absence of S in EDX spectra also makes it unlikely
that atmospheric processing is responsible for the majority
of organic mass in these particles.

Previous observations of excess Ca2+, relative to sea
salt ratios, in marine aerosol have been attributed to
fragments of calcium carbonate-producing phytoplankton
(coccolithophores) emitted to the atmosphere during bubble
bursting [46]. Other possible sources of elevated calcium
include EPS, which have been shown to incorporate calcium
in gel formation [47]. These single-celled phytoplankton
produce delicate, calcium carbonate scales (coccoliths) that
continually slough off the organisms during their growth and
that are released during predation [48]. These scales are oval-
shaped and are typically 500–3000 nm in length, resulting
in fragments that are consistent with the observed size
range of these alkane/carbonate particles. Coccolithophores
(especially Emiliania huxleyi) are abundant in both high-
and low-latitude oceans and are responsible for about half of
the total oceanic carbonate production [49]. Their blooms
are so large and persistent that they can been seen from space
in satellite images of ocean color as patches of light green
against the dark blue ocean. A recent study measuring whole
coccolithophores, detached scales, and calcite fragments in
surface waters in the same region as the VOCALS-REx
cruise has documented their abundance in the Peru-Chile
Upwelling (PCU) and the South Pacific Gyre (SPG) [49]. The
measured seawater carbonate particle surface area distribu-
tion in their work showed a large peak between 2 and 3 μm
(corresponding to whole coccoliths with diameters between
1.6 and 2 μm) and a smaller peak at 250 nm (corresponding
to coccolith fragments with diameters around 560 nm). This
smaller mode is consistent with the size range of observed
particles in this category.

In addition to producing a large fraction of oceanic
carbonate, coccolithophores are known to produce extremely
stable, lipid-like compounds called alkenones (nC37–C39),
which contain one ketone group and two or three degrees
of unsaturation [50]. Although the exact function of these
compounds is unknown, an investigation of alkenones in
various organelles and membranes of Emiliania huxleyi has
shown that they are predominantly located in the coccolith-
producing compartment (CPC) of the cell and are most likely
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Figure 2: Individual (grey) and average (black) NEXAFS spectra of the four marine particle types including (a) PsI, (b) PsII, (c) calcareous
phytoplankton fragments, and (d) proteinaceous particles. Illustrations in each panel represent commonly observed morphologies associated
with each spectra type. The observed size range for each type is shown below the illustrations.

membrane-unbound lipids associated with the function of
the CPC [51]. The coproduction of these long-chain alkanes
with calcite coccoliths is consistent with the strong, sharp
alkyl peaks present in our alkane/carbonate particle spectra
and with the absence of other groups, such as carboxylic

acids. Coproduction would also result in a similar ratio
of the two species (alkane and carbonate) over the parti-
cle, rather than separate carbonate and alkane-dominated
regions. Figure 5(b) shows the pixel-by-pixel normalized
alkane absorption compared with normalized carbonate
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Figure 3: Normalized average spectra for each of the four
marine particle types and (below) corresponding reference spec-
tra with similar features. Spectra were reproduced from [41]
(alginic acid), [38] (carbohydrate and protein-like marine POM),
and http://xray1.physics.sunysb.edu/∼micros/xas/xas.html, unpub-
lished (CaCO3). Vertical grey lines mark relevant transitions
(from left to right): 285 eV (R(C = C)R′), 286.7 eV (R(C=O)R′),
288.1 eV (R(C–H)nR′), 288.3 eV (R–NH(C=O)R′), 289.5 eV (R–
COH), 290.4 eV (CO3

2−), 292 eV (R(C–H)nR′), 297.4 eV (K), and
299 eV (K).

absorption for each of the 19 alkane/carbonate-type parti-
cles. Correlations between these two groups are strong (12
of the 19 particles have r > 0.75). These strong correla-
tions demonstrate the uniformity of the two groups over
individual particles, though the relative amounts of alkane
and carbonate groups (i.e., the fitted slopes) vary among
particles. Given these observations, the alkane/carbonate
particles will be referred to as “Calcareous phytoplankton
fragments” in the remaining sections.

3.4. Proteinaceous Particles. Figure 2(d) shows single parti-
cle spectra (and category average) for particles with aro-
matic/alkene, alkyl, and amide carbon absorptions at 285,
287.7, and 288.2 eV, respectively. The aromatic/alkene peak at
285 eV has a shoulder at 285.4 eV in all 6 particles indicating
the presence of multiple unsaturated carbon environments.
These spectra, like the calcareous phytoplankton spectra,
have low noise and are quite similar to one another in
terms of peak locations, shapes, and relative peak heights.
Unlike the other categories, particles with this signature
are found in both Arctic and Pacific samples but with
slightly different morphologies. The two Pacific particles

are spherical and all four of the Arctic particles are loose
agglomerations of carbonaceous material (Figure 4(d)). The
most unique feature of these spectra is the shoulder at
288.2 eV, corresponding to carbonyl carbon in an amide
group [34, 35]. Amide groups have also been identified
from the CNH σ∗ transition at 289.5 eV [34, 52]. Amide
groups (known as peptide bonds when found in proteins)
are formed from dehydration reactions of the carboxylic acid
group of one amino acid monomer and the amine group
of another. Therefore, reference spectra for amino acids
that have strong carboxyl carbonyl absorption [35] are not
representative of bound amino acid monomers in proteins.
The broad alkyl absorption near 292 eV indicates that a
variety of alkyl carbon environments exist in these particles,
contrasting the sharp peak at 292 eV in the calcareous
phytoplankton fragments. In addition, the presence of two
alkyl carbon peaks and the absence of the carboxylic carbonyl
peak indicate that these proteinaceous compounds may be
related to lipoproteins that are found in the membranes of
chloroplasts. Lipoproteins contain both lipid and protein
components and could be responsible for the significant alkyl
absorption seen here. Aromatic and alkene groups are found
in proteins as well. Phenylalanine, tyrosine, histidine, and
tryptophan are all amino acids with aromatic or alkene side
groups.

The fourth pair of spectra in Figure 3 show the spec-
tral similarities between the average amide-type particle
spectrum and the protein-like component of marine POM
identified in [38]. The two spectra share the small shoulder
at 285.4 eV and the amide and broad alkyl absorption
regions. However, the amide-type average spectrum has
more π∗ alkyl absorption (287.7 eV) (which is associated
with long-chain hydrocarbons such as lipids) than the
protein-like marine POM. The lipid component may give
these particles more surface active properties and may result
in preferential concentration in the surface microlayer. If
this is the case, lipid-containing proteinaceous material
would be preferentially transferred to the atmosphere during
bubble bursting over nonlipid proteinaceous compounds.
The particle images in this type, both spherical and agglom-
erative, show little evidence of sea salt, which is consistent
with hydrophobic organic material. In collocated filter
measurements of both Pacific and Arctic MBL air masses,
primary amines composed 8% of marine OM (from factor
analysis). In fact, primary amine groups have been identified
in marine OM factors from all ambient measurements where
marine factors were identified [8]. That the Pacific and Arctic
proteinaceous POA spectra are indistinguishable reflects the
apparent chemical similarity of the protein components in
marine POA.

3.5. Reconciling Marine POA Observations. Over 10 years of
measurements of marine POA are summarized in Table 3;
although the collection encompasses particle properties
determined from diverse techniques from TEM-EDX to
HNMR, most observations can be assigned to one of
three main types: (1) polysaccharides, (2) proteins and
amino acids, or (3) microorganisms and their fragments.
Figure 6 illustrates the three main types and their surface
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Figure 4: Relative carbon images of representative particles for (a) PsI, (b) PsII, (c) calcareous phytoplankton, and (d) proteinaceous particle
types. For each image, the red-blue color scale is relative to individual particle carbon absorption, where red denotes the maximum carbon
absorption and blue denotes the minimum.

ocean counterparts using the four types of marine POA
particles observed in this study. The chemical characteriza-
tion of single marine POA particles suggests that biogenic
organic components and microorganisms observed in this
and previous studies are present as an external mixture
including—but not limited to—polysaccharides, proteins,
and microorganisms.

Using TEM images of colloidal spherules, X-ray backscat-
ter of elemental components, and tests for solubility, Leck
and Bigg [25, 26] deduced that the hydrated, heat-resistant,

hydrophobic organic substance present in submicron marine
aerosol was related to exopolymer secretions (EPSs), which
are high molecular weight, hydrated polysaccharides. This
finding was consistent with numerous reports of large
concentrations of EPS in surface ocean water [18, 47]. The
colloidal structure of the hydrophobic particles is also consis-
tent with the observation of gel formation from the marine
EPS [47, 53]. Although the attributes of their measurements
of particle shape, size, and solubility were consistent with
EPS characteristics, little chemical evidence was available
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Figure 5: (a) Relative carbon absorbance per pixel from integrated NEXAFS particle-average spectrum for a calcareous phytoplankton
fragments. (b) Alkane absorbance compared with carbonate absorbance for pixel-by-pixel fit of NEXAFS spectra of all calcareous
phytoplankton type particles. Markers are colored by the correlation coefficient for each least-squares linear regression (one color per
particle). (c) EDX spectrum of the same particle at 10 keV accelerating voltage. Vertical red lines mark the C, N, O, Si, and Ca absorbances
from left to right. N and Si absorbances are from the sample substrate.

to confirm their composition as polysaccharides. Near the
same time, ambient marine particles from the Mediterranean
and Atlantic were shown to contain polysaccharide-rich
gels using Alcian blue dye, a stain sensitive to all types
of polysaccharides [22]. EI-MS measurements of marine
aerosol in the western Pacific also showed substantial contri-
butions from carbohydrates (i.e., levoglucosan and glucose)
partially attributed to organics from the ocean surface [5].
A subsequent HNMR study of laboratory-generated aerosol
(using North Atlantic seawater) corroborated the presence
of polysaccharide-like organic components in marine POA
by reporting aliphatic and hydroxylated functional groups
in addition to lipid-like signatures [7]. The authors pro-
posed lipopolysaccharides as a possible explanation for the

observed groups. Evidence that polysaccharides accounted
for 44–61% of marine submicron OM was provided in
Russell et al. [8] using FTIR spectroscopy. Their work
used the chemical similarity of alcohol C–OH groups in
ambient marine submicron aerosol with reference FTIR
spectra of 11 different polysaccharides (e.g., pectin, glucose,
and xylose). That study was the first to report large quantities
of specific signatures of polysaccharides associated with sea
salt in submicron ambient marine aerosol, consistent with
both the physical attributes reported in [25, 27] and the
chemical signatures of simulated marine aerosol in [7]. Using
single particle spectromicroscopy, we have observed that
polysaccharide-containing particles make up a majority of
the measured carbonaceous single particles in two marine
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Figure 6: Illustration of the four observed marine particle types in the ocean and atmosphere.
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Figure 7: Estimated mass of marine particle types from both Arctic
and Pacific samples.

regions. From these single particle measurements we have
also estimated the mass distribution of Arctic and Pacific
marine particles, using the spherical equivalent diameter
approximated for each particle and an average density of
1 μg m−3 (for simplicity). Figure 7 shows the combined,
approximate mass distribution of Arctic and Pacific marine

POA. Together, Type I and II polysaccharides compose
57% of measured submicron particle mass (and 83% of
total particle mass), consistent with the observations of
[8]. We also show that multiple types of polysaccharides,
including water-insoluble compounds resembling chitin,
exist in airborne marine particles.

Prior to the discovery of polysaccharides in marine
aerosol, TEM analysis of Arctic submicron aerosol particles
indicated that the spherical, hydrophobic organic particles
could be related to amino acids (i.e., L-methionine) based
on the surface active nature of the aerosol particles and
on measurements of surface active proteins being scavenged
by bubbles in seawater [28]. However, the same properties
attributed to proteins in Leck and Bigg [28] could also be
attributed to EPS [25–27]. More recently, Kuznetsova et al.
[22] used Coomassie blue dye to confirm that some of the
colloidal gel-like material surrounding bacteria and virus
in Mediterranean and Atlantic marine aerosol samples was
indeed proteinaceous. Here we report observations of amide-
containing hydrophobic marine aerosol particles from two
distant ocean environments that match the characteristic
spectral signatures of proteinaceous marine POM, indicating
that protein-like organic compounds also contribute to
marine POA in many parts of the marine atmosphere.

Marine microorganisms clearly play a large role in
marine aerosol formation and composition. In addition to
secreting nonvolatile organic components (e.g., polysaccha-
rides, lipids, and proteins) and emitting gas phase precursors
to marine aerosol (e.g., dimethyl sulfide, DMS), they can
themselves be lofted to the atmosphere where they can serve
as surfaces for heterogeneous reactions and as cloud conden-
sation nuclei [1, 21, 25, 28]. Most observations of airborne
microorganisms have reported bacteria or diatom fragments,
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mostly because these particles have distinct shapes easily
discernible from other particles in TEM images. Submicron
fragments, especially if mixed with gel-like organic material
concentrated in the surface microlayer, are extremely difficult
to identify based solely on morphology. SEM coupled with
EDX can confirm the presence of C, O, and nutrient-
affiliated elements like N and P but cannot provide the
chemical specificity needed to identify the components
of intact cell walls, chloroplasts, or other organelles. For
this, X-ray spectromicroscopy is well-suited [38, 41]. Using
STXM-NEXAFS we have identified submicron fragments
of calcareous phytoplankton (coccolithophores) previously
suggested to contribute significant quantities of nss-Ca in
MBL aerosol [46]. The unique signature of CaCO3 coupled
with straight-chain alkane groups in the average spectra was
combined with subparticle resolution spectra—confirming
the uniform distribution of the two components—to sup-
port the classification of these particles as biological.

4. Conclusion

Ambient sub- and supermicron marine aerosol particles
were collected in Pacific and Arctic marine boundary layers
and subsequently analyzed using single particle STXM-
NEXAFS, revealing four distinct types of marine POA.
Although two-thirds of marine particles were characterized
as polysaccharides, important differences exist even among
those seemingly similar biogenic compounds, including the
association with sea salt and the inferred differences in
hygroscopicity. We also report evidence of proteinaceous
compounds and the first observation of calcifying phyto-
plankton in marine POA.

In previous chemical characterizations of marine aerosol,
most observations of marine POA show either hydrophobic,
polysaccharide-like material or morphologically distinct
microorganisms (i.e., bacteria and diatoms). The parti-
cles presented here, while consistent with those observa-
tions, provide a more detailed, chemically specific pic-
ture of marine aerosol that resolves some of the uncer-
tainties associated with previous observations. These obser-
vations also confirm that multiple, distinct types of
marine particles are emitted to the atmosphere as external
mixtures.
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We examined the effect of organic matter released by four different algal species on the hygroscopic growth and droplet activation
behaviour of laboratory-generated marine aerosol particles. Hygroscopic growth factors and dry diameters for activation were
reduced by less than 10%, compared to that of sodium chloride or of artificial seawater that was devoid of marine surfactants.
Concentration-dependent nonideal behaviour was observed for the artificial seawater. But within measurement uncertainty, the
measured hygroscopic growth and droplet activation behaviour for the samples that contained organic matter were consistent with
a hygroscopicity parameter that was constant between the sub- and supersaturated measurement points. Also, the hygroscopic
growth measured for hydrated particles after 3 and after 10 seconds was similar, which implies that in this time range no kinetic
effects were detected.

1. Introduction

Approximately 71% of the Earth’s surface is covered by
oceans, which provide a constant source of marine aerosol
particles. Atmospheric marine aerosols consist of particulate
matter with both, primary and secondary origin. Marine
primary particles are produced on the ocean surface by
bubble-bursting and tearing from breaking waves, that is,
by processes depending on the wind speed. Secondary
particulate matter originates from gas-to-particle conversion
processes, such as nucleation and condensation [1], and,
in the marine case, comprises substances as non-sea-salt
sulphate and organic species.

Regarding the Earth’s radiation budget, marine particles
affect both the aerosol direct and indirect effects. Pilinis et al.
[2] stated that the single most important parameter in
determining direct aerosol forcing is the relative humidity
(RH), and the most important process is the increase of the
aerosol mass as a result of water uptake. Compared to con-
tinental aerosol, marine aerosol particles generally are more
hygroscopic (see e.g., [3], where the particle hygroscopicity

parameter κ [4] of the more hygroscopic particle fraction
was determined to be around 0.3 for continental and 0.45
for marine aerosol, and with a κ of 0.95 for an additional
(small) sea-salt mode for the marine case). This makes
marine aerosol particles particularly susceptible to changes
in relative humidity. Likewise, they easily can be activated
to cloud droplets at atmospheric relevant supersaturations.
The largest sea-salt particles may behave as giant Cloud
Condensation Nuclei (CCN), [5] and their role in the
initiation of precipitation in warm shallow clouds is still
under discussion (e.g. [6–8]).

Model results obtained by Textor et al. [9] showed that
worldwide all-model-average emissions are dominated by
the mass of sea-salt, followed by dust, non-sea-salt sulphate,
particulate organic matter, and finally black carbon. Marine
stratus and stratocumulus clouds contribute about 30% to
40% to the Earth’s albedo [10, 11]. Therefore, overall, marine
aerosol particles can be assumed to play an important role for
the Earth’s atmosphere on a global scale.

The chemical compounds present in an aerosol particle
influence its hygroscopic growth and its activation to a
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cloud droplet. The influence of organic material contained in
marine particles on their hygroscopic growth and activation
behaviour continues to be the subject of intensive inves-
tigation. Organic material in these particles can originate
from different sources. For marine aerosol, one source
is the metabolic activity of oceanic phytoplankton which
produces a complex mixture of dissolved and particulate
species, including organic compounds such as carboxylic
acids, lipids, amino acids, and carbohydrates [12]. These
components can become incorporated into particles during
the bubble-bursting process. A further source for organic
material in marine aerosol is of secondary nature; volatile
gases (e.g., isoprene produced by phytoplankton, but also
gases emitted by the terrestrial biosphere or such of anthro-
pogenic origin) can be precursors for substances condensing
onto the existing particles [13, 14].

Different studies have examined marine aerosol with
respect to its content of organic matter. Randles et al. [15]
assumed this content to constitute up to 50% of the dry
submicron marine aerosol mass. Cavalli et al. [16] found
water-soluble and water-insoluble organic carbon (WSOC
and WINSOC, resp.) in samples of marine aerosol collected
during a phytoplankton bloom period in the North Atlantic.
WINSOC was found to be the dominant submicron and
the second dominant supermicron aerosol species (only
exceeded by sea-salt), followed by WSOC as the next
abundant species in both cases. The WSOC comprised about
20% to 30% of the total carbon and consisted of aliphatic
and partially oxidized species and humic-like substances. The
organic fraction found by Cavalli et al. [16] was reported
to feature appreciable surface-active properties, where the
bulk surface tension reduction could be expressed in terms
of the concentration of dissolved organic carbon using the
Szyszkowsky-Langmuir expression. Results from Cavalli et
al. [16] agree with those described in [17], where North
Atlantic marine aerosol arriving at the west coast of Ireland
(Mace Head) was analyzed. O’Dowd et al. [17] observed
that organic matter in the aerosol occurred in correlation
with biological activity in the ocean. They also observed an
increase in the organic fraction with decreasing size. Among
the analyzed WSOC from the particles, they found partly
oxidized species which, they assume, could potentially cause
large decreases in surface tension.

Mochida et al. [18] examined marine aerosol from the
North Pacific and found that concentrations of lower molec-
ular weight (C14 to C19) saturated fatty acids correlated with
sea-salt concentration and occurred in correspondence to
algal bloom periods. They concluded that the fatty acids were
released from the ocean surface to the atmosphere, and they
also stated that fatty acids are among the substances that are
potentially filmforming and that could, therefore, influence
the behaviour of the particles upon hydration.

Tervahattu et al. [19, 20] analyzed atmospheric particles
of marine origin using aerosol mass spectrometry and
electron microscopy and found fatty acids present in the
particles. The possible influence of the fatty acids on the
particles was discussed, and two opposing effects were
mentioned. One of the discussed effects was the formation
of a hydrophobic organic film that could act as a barrier to

hygroscopic growth, a possibility that already earlier has been
discussed in connection to sea-spray generated aerosols by
Ellison et al. [21]. The second effect was a lowering of the
particle surface tension, which in turn would facilitate the
activation to a cloud droplet, as discussed in [22]. Such a
surface tension reduction has been found in seawater samples
that were enriched in organic matter through desalting by
Moore et al. [23]. The carbon concentration at which a
reduction of the surface tension of 1% (compared to that of
water) was found was in the range from 300 to 800 mg/L,
which is above that naturally observed in seawater.

Sellegri et al. [24] examined the influence of a synthetic
surfactant (SDS) on the particle generation from artificial
seawater in the laboratory, using bubble-bursting processes
to produce the particles. They observed from their mea-
surements that both temperature and the surfactant concen-
tration in the seawater influence the produced aerosol and
its size distribution. They compared the obtained particle
number size distributions to those typically measured for
North Atlantic marine aerosol. This comparison is generally
limited due to the possible addition of organic particulate
matter from the gas phase to the marine particles. But Sellegri
et al. [24] still suggest that marine submicron primary
aerosol modes may mainly result from bubble bursting
processes on a first approximation.

A modeling study by Randles et al. [15] showed that
the direct aerosol effect is affected by the large amount
of organic matter that can be contained in marine aerosol
particles, in that this direct effect is noticeably diminished
when the organic fraction is taken into account, compared to
assuming the particles to consist of pure NaCl. This is largely
due to the hygroscopicity of the organic matter being lower
than that of NaCl. Additionally, as described above, chemical
compounds that were said to potentially influence the surface
tension of aerosol particles have been identified in marine
samples. It is known that a significant suppression of surface
tension has a large effect particularly on particle activation
(e.g., [25]). Furthermore, solutions of NaCl and seawater
samples are known to show a concentration-dependent
nonideal behaviour, that is, the degree of nonideality changes
with the concentration of the solute in the particle/droplet
[26, 27]. It is pertinent to ask whether hygroscopic growth
and activation of multicomponent aerosol particles rep-
resentative of those in the marine atmosphere may be
described by a simple approximation to the Köhler equation
or whether nonideality variation or the presence of surface
active components invalidate such an approach.

To further elucidate this question, the present study
examines the behaviour of seawater enriched by algal
exudate. The algae species that were cultured to obtain
algal exudates were Chaetoceros sp. (Chaet), Emiliana huxleyi
(E. huxleyi), Phaeocystis (Phaeo), and Thalassiosira rotula
(T. rotula). Chaet and T. rotula both belong to the group
of diatoms which is one of the most common types of
phytoplankton. E. huxleyi occurs in great abundance in the
Earth’s oceans, from the tropics to subarctic waters [28].
The Phaeocystis specie, too, is widely distributed throughout
the world’s oceans and is even found in sea ice. It can
form floating colonies with hundreds of cells embedded in a
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polysaccharide gel matrix that can multiply massively during
blooms [29]. These algae species are all major contributors to
primary production of organic matter in the ocean, having
an important role in marine food chains and in the global
carbon cycle.

A bubble-bursting generator described in Fuentes et al.
[30] was used in our study to generate particles from samples
of artificial seawater and from samples containing additional
organic material, that is, algal exudate from cultures of the
above mentioned algae species. Size selected particles were
used to measure hygroscopic growth and activation of the
particles. The different data sets were used to derive particle
hygroscopicities for a wide range of water activities, where we
used the hygroscopicity parameter ρion as defined in [31].

2. Theory

The main goal of this study was to examine the hygroscopic
behaviour of particles that consisted of salts contained in
seawater and additional organic matter originating from
algae. Hygroscopic diameter growth factors and critical dry
diameters for activation were interpreted in terms of particle
hygroscopicity. For that, the Köhler theory, which connects
particle size and hygroscopicity to hygroscopic growth and
activation, was used. The theory connects water vapor
saturation at the surface of the droplet, Sd, to the Kelvin term
accounting for the curvature of the droplet, K , and the water
activity or Raoult term accounting for dissolved matter in the
solution, aw

Sd = Kaw = exp

(
4Mwσs
RTρwdd

)
∗ exp

(
−φνρsVs

Msnw

)
, (1)

with the molecular weight of water Mw, the surface tension
of the solution σs, the ideal gas constant R, the temperature
T , the density of water ρw, and the diameter of the hydrated
particle/droplet dd, the osmotic coefficient φ (accounting for
nonideality of the solution), the number of ions per solute
molecule ν, the solute density ρs, the volume of the solute
(i.e., of the dry particle), Vs, the solute molecular weight Ms,
and the number of water molecules in the droplet nw.

The solute parameters of the Raoult term can be
combined into a single hygroscopicity parameter, ρion [31]:

ρion =
φνρs
Ms

. (2)

This approach is useful when the solute properties are
unknown, as often is the case for organic compounds or
for mixtures. If the properties of all the components in a
mixture are known, then ρion can be obtained by applying
a volume mixing rule. This will be used later in this study
for an artificial seawater sample. Values of ρion are generally
comparable to κ as defined in [4]. As explained in [32], at
aw > 0.95, ρionMw/ρw = κ to better than 3%.

The osmotic coefficient included in ρion is often assumed
constant for dilute solutions such as at the high RH values
considered in this study, that is, a possible change in
nonideal solution behaviour with the concentration of the
solute in the particle/droplet solution is omitted. This results

in a constant value for ρion. However, it is well known
that, for example, NaCl or ammonium sulphate show a
concentration-dependent nonideal behaviour (e.g., [26]).
When the nonideality of a solution in dependence of the
solute concentration (i.e., the component activity coefficient)
is known, a concentration-dependent description of ρion

is possible. Or, vice versa, measurements can be made at
different concentrations (e.g., by measuring hygroscopic
growth at different relative humidities (RHs)), and if ρion

derived from these measurements shows a concentration
dependence, this could indicate a concentration-dependent
nonideal behaviour.

We will make use of this in evaluating the influence of
algal exudates on the hygroscopic behaviour of seawater in
this work. In the analysis, ρion as derived from measured
hygroscopic growth and activation (through use of (1) and
(2)) will be employed.

3. Sample Preparation

Data from six different samples will be shown in this study.
One sample was artificial seawater devoid of organics, one
algae medium (natural seawater with nutrients), and four
samples were seawater proxies containing mixes of exudates
produced by four different algae species, namely Chaeto-
ceros sp. (Chaet), Emiliana huxleyi (E. huxleyi), Phaeocystis
(Phaeo), and Thalassiosira rotula (T. rotula).

The artificial seawater was prepared from analytical grade
salts and deionised water following the method described by
Kester et al. [33]. The ionic mass ratios of Na+, Cl−, Mg2+,
HCO3

−, and SO4
2− were comparable to those in seawater.

The salt mixture contained, by mass, 73.6% NaCl, 14.5%
MgCl2, 11.5% Na2SO4, and 0.4% NaHCO3. Seawater
samples of 3.5% salinity were prepared by adjusting the
solution density at the laboratory temperature using a
hydrometer. This corresponds to concentrations of the salts
in the artificial seawater of 22.9 g/L NaCl, 4.6 g/L MgCl2,
3.6 g/L Na2SO4, and 0.01 g/L NaHCO3.

Algal growth medium was prepared based on natural
seawater from the North Atlantic (Tiree passage, Scotland,
UK) that had been filtered with GF/C (Whatman), amended
with F/2 nutrients and either selenite or silicate [34], and
sterilized by autoclaving (121◦C for 15 min).

For the preparation of the different seawater proxies
enriched with biogenic organics, the filtered natural seawater
amended with algal medium was used for growing four
different phytoplankton cultures in the laboratory. The algae
cultures were grown in glass Erlenmeyer flasks. Monitoring
of algal growth was done by measuring in vivo chlorophyll-a
fluorescence every 2 days using a Turner Trilogy fluorometer.
Following algae growth, the cell biomass was removed by
filtration. Details of the culturing and subsequent filtering
procedures can be found in [30].

Artificial seawater devoid of organics and natural seawa-
ter enriched with the produced biogenic matter were com-
bined to prepare seawater proxies at 512 μM DOC (Dissolved
Organic Carbon), where DOC analysis was done using a
Shimadzu TOC-V CPH/CPN. The samples were prepared
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such that one of the algal exudates comprised 50% of the
total organic concentration, while the rest of the organic
content was equally divided between the other three algal
exudates on study (i.e., 16.7% of total DOC for each algal
exudate). The samples were named after the algae species
which was the most abundant (e.g., the organic fraction in
E. huxleyi Mix consisted to 50% of E. huxleyi exudate and
to 16.7% of each of the other three algal exudates). The
organic concentration selected (about 0.01 g/L) is within the
range of concentration expected for organics in naturally
enriched seawater in areas of high biological activity [35,
36]. This value for the organic concentration was derived
from the adjusted value of 512 μM DOC by considering
the phytoplankton average elemental composition following
Fraga [37], which then yields a molar mass of 2.38 kDa and a
molecule to C mass ratio of 1.87.

The samples (each about 6 L in total) were kept frozen
until shortly (some hours) before measurements took place,
when they were left to thaw at laboratory temperature.

4. Experimental Setup

A bubble-bursting aerosol generation method, using the
recirculation of liquid samples by means of a peristaltic
pump, was used to produce a marine aerosol proxy (see
Figure 1). Experiments were performed using a PTFE tank
(internal dimensions: 20.5 cm height, 19.5 cm width, and
27.5 cm length) filled with 3.5–6 L of sample. The sample was
recirculated and impinged on the sample surface in the tank.
With this technique, air entrained in the sample by water
impingement was dispersed in a rising plume of bubbles that
burst at the sample surface. In order to generate a statistically
significant number of particles for the aerosol experiments,
the recirculating flow was divided in eight separate jets
by using a flow distributor. The bubble plume penetration
distance was about 5–7 cm. Whilst bubble paths and lifetimes
in the small-scale tank employed in this study were shorter
than those expected in oceanic conditions [30], theoretical
analysis of the kinetics of adsorption of marine organics on
rising bubbles indicated that the time required for adsorption
equilibrium is rapid compared to the characteristic bubble
lifetimes in small-scale systems [30]. Hence, the experimental
configuration employed should be valid for conducting
studies on the effects of biogenic organics on the sea spray
aerosol.

A chemically resistant Teflon composite tube (Masterflex
I/P 70) was employed for water recirculation in order
to avoid contamination of the samples and adhesion of
surfactants on the tubing wall. The water flow (4 Lpm) was
controlled by setting the peristaltic pump rotating speed to
35–40 rpm and monitored using a rotameter.

Thorough cleaning procedures were applied in order to
minimize the presence of contaminants in the system. The
tank walls and bubbling apparatus were rubbed with chlo-
roform and isopropanol, rinsed and washed with deionised
water. Deionised water was recirculated for 30–60 min in
order to rinse the pump tubing prior the experiments.

Air
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Dillution

Excess
aerosol

out

Dryer

D
M
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Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental setup.

For the aerosol experiments, the PTFE tank was sealed
and swept with a continuous particle-free air flow of 3–
3.5 Lpm. The humidity of the aerosol flow extracted from the
outlet of the tank was reduced by dilution with dry, particle-
free air (see Figure 1). The excess flow was vented through
a T-connector, and the flow needed to feed the different
instruments was led through a diffusion dryer, reducing the
humidity to a value below 10% RH. After that, the dry
aerosol flow was divided into two flows and distributed to
the instruments.

In each of the two lines, dry particle sizes were selected
by use of a neutralizer (Kr 85) and a Differential Mobility
Analyzer (DMA) (Type Vienna Medium, aerosol to sheath
flow rate of 1 to 10 Lpm). Downstream of each of the
two DMAs, the particle number concentration of the quasi
monodisperse aerosol were determined with a CPC (TSI-
3010 Condensation Particle Counter, TSI Inc., St. Paul
Minnesota, USA).

In one line, the CPC measured with an aerosol flow
of 0.9 Lpm, while the remaining 0.1 Lpm was used for
hygroscopic growth measurements with LACIS (Leipzig
Aerosol Cloud Interaction Simulator, [38]). The number
concentration measured with this CPC was only used to
monitor the stability of the particle generation system.
The size selected by the respective DMA, that is, the dry
particle mobility diameter used for LACIS measurements was
200 nm. For the measurements, the LACIS flow tube had a
total length of 7 m, and hygroscopically grown particles were
detected at a tube length of 1 m and 7 m, using two optical
particle spectrometers (OPSs, [39]) simultaneously. Prior to
the measurement campaign, the OPSs were calibrated with
PSL-particles with diameters of 300, 400, 500, 700, 800, and
1600 nm. The RH obtained in the LACIS flow tube was
constantly controlled after each of the measurements by mea-
suring the hygroscopic growth of size-selected ammonium
sulphate particles. The RH needed to grow the particles to
the measured sizes was inferred from Köhler theory. From
these measurements, an uncertainty range for RHs adjusted
in LACIS was obtained. LACIS measured hygroscopic growth
for RHs between 90% and 99%. More details about LACIS
calibrations and typical uncertainty ranges can be found in
[32, 38].
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In the second aerosol line, the aerosol coming from the
DMA was diluted with 1 Lpm dry particle-free air. From
the resulting 2 Lpm, 1 Lpm was fed into the CPC and a
CCNc (Cloud Condensation Nuclei counter, [40], Droplet
Measurement Technologies, two column version), each. The
size at the DMA was scanned to obtain a number size
distribution in the range from 25 to 500 nm, measuring at
40 different dry diameters with a logarithmic equidistant
spacing. The DMA selected one size for 50 s before selecting
the next one. The CCNc kept a constant supersaturation
during the scan of the whole size distribution. To obtain
the activated fraction from CPC and CCNc data, the data
measured during the first 30 s after the change of the size
at the DMA were discarded and the following 10 s of data
were used. The CCNc was adjusted to supersaturations s
between 0.1% and 0.4% (s = Sd − 1). The calibration curve
of the CCNc was determined prior to the measurements for
s ranging from 0.1% to 0.7%. For this, the activation of size-
segregated ammonium sulphate particles was measured, and
the respective s was inferred via Köhler theory, giving the
relation between s and the instrument settings, that is, the
calibration curve. This curve was kept constant during the
experiments, and tests of this calibration were done before,
during and after the experiment period by repeatedly mea-
suring again the activation of size-segregated ammonium
sulphate particles. These repeated measurements were used
to derive an uncertainty range for s of the CCNc. Typical
uncertainty ranges that were found for the CCNc were
already given in [32].

In this study, also data obtained from measurements of
the hygroscopic particle growth conducted with a Humidity
Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (H-TDMA, Univer-
sity of Manchester) and the same marine aerosol generator
will be used [41]. For a description of the H-TDMA
instrument see Fuentes et al. [30].

5. Shape Factor

It has long been known that dry NaCl particles are not
spherical [42]. A nonspherical shape has also been observed
for particles generated from seawater samples that contained
NaCl as the main component [27]. When particles are
not spherical, a shape correction has to be accounted for
to obtain a volume equivalent diameter of the particles
(which is one of the parameters in the Köhler theory) from
the mobility diameter selected by the DMA. The shape
of particles does, however, also depend on the particle
generation and on the subsequent drying process (see e.g.,
[30, 43]).

Therefore, to obtain the shape factor valid for the
particles generated in this study, we particularly examined
particles produced from artificial seawater and from the
Chaet Mix sample. Particles of different dry sizes were
selected by the DMA and their sizes were measured in LACIS,
which was operated at dry conditions (<5% RH) for these
measurements. For the evaluation of the OPS signals, a
refractive index of 1.55 was used. This value was obtained
using a volume mixing rule and the particle composition as
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Figure 2: Comparison of dry particle diameters as selected by the
DMA with the respective values measured with LACIS. The black
line is the 1-to-1 line.

given in Section 3. (This value for the refractive index was
still valid if an enhancement of the organic fraction due to the
particle generation [41] was accounted for.) A comparison
of diameters measured by the OPS with those selected by
the DMA can be seen in Figure 2. When no shape factor is
used, the diameters selected by the DMA are larger than those
obtained from the LACIS measurement for both examined
samples. The best agreement between the data and the 1-to-1
line (also shown in Figure 2) was obtained, when assuming a
shape factor of 1.06. This value of 1.06 was used to calculate
the volume equivalent diameters from the mass equivalent
diameters for all particles generated in this study.

6. Results and Discussion

In Figure 3 we show measured hygroscopic growth factors
and critical diameters for activation of the different samples.
It is difficult to distinguish between the data obtained for
the different samples, but Figure 3 serves to show that all
the samples had a comparably similar behaviour with respect
to hygroscopic growth and activation. For comparison,
the theoretical values for sodium chloride and ammonium
sulphate were added as well. The ammonium sulphate curves
are indicated by the light grey lines. The sodium chloride
curves are displayed as dark grey lines surrounded by grey
shaded areas, where the shaded areas indicate the range of
measurement uncertainties in water vapor saturation (for
LACIS: in RH (i.e., aw) and for the CCNc in s). These ranges
correspond to uncertainties of 2σ (i.e., the 95% confidence
range) and were obtained from repeated measurements
with particles from a well-known substance (ammonium
sulphate), as described in Section 4.

Measured values shown for artificial seawater in Figure 3
stand out slightly from the others, as particles generated
from this sample showed the largest hygroscopic growth,
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Figure 3: Left panel: Measured hygroscopic growth factors from
the H-TDMA (smaller symbols) and LACIS (larger symbols).
Right panel: Measured dc from the CCNc. Additional curves in
both panels show the theoretical curves for sodium chloride and
ammonium sulphate.

consistent with showing the lowest critical diameters for
activation, dc. These values are close to those for sodium
chloride for both hygroscopic growth and activation. The
theoretical data for ammonium sulphate particles clearly
separate from all others, with their hygroscopic growth being
smaller and their activation occurring at larger values for dc
than for particles of any of the examined samples.

Measurements with the H-TDMA and LACIS were
conducted at different dry particle diameters (240 nm or
200 nm selected by the DMA, that is, volume equivalent
diameters, dp, of 226 nm or 188 nm when including the shape
factor correction for H-TDMA and LACIS, respectively),
so we show hygroscopic growth factors (= dd/dp) as a
function of water activity aw (i.e., of Sd/K = (RH/100)/K).
The ranges of aw in which data from the H-TDMA and
LACIS are shown are indicated at the top of Figure 3. The
further examination of the data, which will be shown next,
gives a clearer picture of the overlap between data from
the two different instruments. The critical dry diameters
for activation, dc, as shown in the right panel of Figure 3,
were derived from CCNc measurements and were also shape
factor corrected with the above derived value of 1.06. While
in general the data measured for hygroscopic growth and
activation of the artificial seawater sample were close to
those of pure NaCl (within measurement uncertainty), dc
measured at s = 0.1% was lower than that of NaCl, that
is, it seemed to be easier to activate and differed from that
of NaCl by more than the measurement uncertainty. As
NaCl is the most hygroscopic compound in the artificial
seawater, this result might indicate a problem with the CCNc
at s = 0.1%. During the calibration of the CCNc with size-
selected ammonium sulphate particles, a deviation of the
linear relationship between the temperature gradient in the

CCNc column and the supersaturation was observed at s =
0.1%. The supersaturation at this lowest value likely was
larger than adjusted, but could not be determined with a
high accuracy. Therefore, although the values for ρion were
calculated from these data points, they were not considered
in the further data evaluation.

For the calculation of ρion from the measurements, a
value for the surface tension σs was needed. In [41] it is
described in detail how, based on measurements, surface
tension isotherms were determined for the algal exudates that
were also used to prepare the samples in our study. From
this, σs of droplet solutions at the point of activation can
be calculated. Droplets activating at smaller particles (and
larger supersaturations) have more concentrated solutions
at the point of activation, hence, smaller particles show a
larger decrease in σs, if surface active compounds are present.
The smallest particles for which activation was measured in
our study had diameters of about 40 nm, for which a surface
tension reduction at the point of activation for the different
algal exudate mixtures was found in the range from 0.5 to
3%, where the largest reduction was observed for Chaet Mix
[41]. For particles with sizes >100 nm, this reduction was
<1%. Also, particle hygroscopic growth for RHs < 95% is
insensitive to σs [25]. Therefore, in the present study, we used
the surface tension of water for the determination of ρion in
our study. As surface tension depends on temperature, for
data measured with the CCNc care was taken to account for
the temperature in the instrument.

Figure 4 shows ρion derived from the measurements
through the use of (1) and (2) (for details on these
calculations see e.g., [32]). Data is shown separately for the
different samples. As mentioned above (Section 2), values of
ρion are generally comparable to κ, and for example, ρion =
70∗ 103 mol/m3 corresponds to a κ value of 1.26.

The overlap regions for data being derived from H-
TDMA and LACIS for the different samples can be seen
clearly for the different samples in Figure 4. The data from
the two different instruments are in agreement within mea-
surement uncertainty. Also, no large deviations were found
between ρion determined with LACIS at high RHs and those
derived from CCNc measurements. As particle activation is
sensitive to σs [25], if the assumed value for σs deviated much
from the actual ones, this would show in differences of the
ρion values obtained from LACIS and the CCNc data. A clear
example for this can be found, for example, in [25], a study
examining laboratory-generated SOA (Secondary Organic
Aerosol). Such differences, however, were not observed in the
study presented here.

In Figure 4, again theoretical curves were added. The
dotted black line in the two upper panels shows the
theoretical curve for sodium chloride. The red curve depicted
in all panels is the theoretical curve for ammonium sul-
phate. The blue curve shows the theoretical values that
would be expected based on the composition of artificial
seawater, together with assuming a nonideal behaviour as
that of NaCl. To obtain the curve, ρion for fully dissolved
artificial seawater was derived from the mass fractions
of the different components contained in the sample
(see Section 3), together with using a volume mixing rule
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Figure 4: ρion derived from measured hygroscopic growth and activation; filled and open symbols were derived from H-TDMA and LACIS
measurements, respectively, crosses from CCNc measurements (respective κ values are indicated at the right axis). Additional curves are
thought as guide for the eye. More details about them are given in the text.

and the properties (ρs, Ms, ν) of the respective components.
This yielded a value of 72.3 ∗ 103 mol/m3 (as compared
to 74.1 ∗ 103 mol/m3 for fully dissolved NaCl). This value
for the fully dissolved solution was then overlain with the
same nonideal behaviour that is described for pure NaCl (see
[26]), the main component of the artificial seawater. When
comparing this blue curve with the ρion values derived from
the measurements for the artificial seawater (blue symbols
in the upper panel on the left side of Figure 4), we obtained
an R2-value of 0.77. Therefore, we conclude that the artificial
seawater sample shows a nonideal behaviour similar to that
of NaCl.

The grey line shown in all the panels of Figure 4 was
obtained from the blue line (i.e., the artificial seawater curve)
through lowering it by a constant factor. This factor was
obtained by minimizing the least square value between the

lowered (grey) curve and the ρion values obtained from the
algae medium measurements (upper panel on the right side).
The minimum least square was obtained for a curve that
came from multiplying the curve for the artificial seawater
with a factor of 0.872. This corresponds to a ρion for the
highly diluted algae medium sample of 63.0 ∗103 mol/m3.
This lowering of ρion by 12.8% compared to that of artificial
seawater can be attributed to the additives that were added
to the seawater to produce the algae medium. The R2-value
between the lowered (grey) curve and the measured values is
0.78. This degree of agreement between the grey curve and
ρion for the algae medium shows that a nonideal behaviour
close to that of NaCl was also observed for this sample.

For the examined algal exudate samples, the blue and
grey lines described above are also shown for comparison in
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the different panels of Figure 4. However, for all of these sam-
ples, additional horizontal straight black lines are given in
the panels. These lines indicate the average ρion from the data
shown in the respective panel. The values are 58.3, 65.9, 65.8,
and 61.3∗ 103 mol/m3 for Chaet Mix, E. huxleyi Mix, Phaeo
Mix, and T. rotula Mix, respectively. For highly diluted solu-
tions, these average ρion values for the algal exudate samples
agree with that of the algae medium within measurement
uncertainty. The components with lower hygroscopicities
contained in the algae medium (i.e., the nutrients) were dif-
ferent to those in the algal exudate samples. The algal exudate
samples will not contain substantial nutrient levels, as these
were consumed by the algae during growth. Therefore, it is
merely coincidental that ρion values from the algae medium
are similar to those of the algal exudate samples. But this
will be used later in our study to compare the concentration-
dependent ρion found for the algae medium to the ρion values
obtained for the algal exudate samples.

For Chaet Mix, green bars in Figure 4 indicate ρion deter-
mined using the concentration-dependent surface tension of
Fuentes et al. [41], as opposed to the surface tension of water.
This leads to a lowering of the average ρion of about 3% (to
56.5 ∗103 mol/m3). As Chaet Mix showed the largest surface
tension reduction, the respective effect for the other algal
exudate samples would be even smaller. The trend of ρion

with respect to the changing solution concentration is not
affected.

Our measurements can be compared to those done by
Sellegri et al. [44], where hygroscopic growth at 84% RH
was measured for particles with a dry diameter of 85 nm.
Particles were produced by bubble bursting from artificial
seawater (a mixture of purely inorganic salts) and natural
seawater (containing organic matter). ρion values that can be
derived from their measurements are 72.2 ∗ 103 mol/m3 for
the artificial seawater (as compared to 86.1 ∗ 103 mol/m3

at 84% RH in our study) and 61.1 ∗ 103 mol/m3 for the
natural seawater. While this value for the natural seawater
is within those obtained for our algal exudate samples, the
hygroscopicity obtained for the artificial seawater in our
study exceeds that given by Sellegri et al. [44] by almost
20%. This difference, however, could originate in different
concentrations of the salts in the artificial seawater, which is
difficult to test as the concentrations used by Sellegri et al.
[44] are not given in their publication. Sellegri et al. [44] also
measured hygroscopic growth for ambient marine particles
at the western coast of Ireland (Mace Head) and found
growth factors that were still lower than those of laboratory-
generated particles from natural seawater, corresponding to
ρion of 52.2∗ 103 mol/m3.

Recently, Wex et al. [3] derived average particle hygro-
scopicities from collections of H-TDMA data. The data had
been measured around the globe during more than a decade
and were collected in overview papers by Kandler and Schütz
[45] and Swietlicki et al. [46]. Wex et al. [3] give hygroscopic-
ities in terms of the parameter κ, with κ for the more hygro-
scopic particle fraction being around 0.3 for continental and
0.45 for marine aerosol, and with κ being 0.95 in an addi-
tional (small) sea-salt mode for the marine case. These values
correspond to ρion of 16.7, 25.0, and 52.8 ∗ 103 mol/m3,

respectively. The hygroscopicity derived from ambient data
in Sellegri et al. [44] agrees well with that obtained for
the average sea-salt mode in [3]. However, these values are
still about 20% smaller than those measured for laboratory-
generated particles from natural seawater or from the algal
exudate samples examined in this study. This might be a hint
towards difficulties in imitating marine aerosol in the labora-
tory, which possibly can be due to the addition of particulate
organic matter from the gas phase in the marine atmosphere.

We now get back to the analysis of the data shown in
Figure 4. The ability of the grey curve to represent the ρion

values obtained for the algal exudate samples was evaluated.
For all four samples, R2 < 0.5 was obtained (with R2 as low
as 0.03 for Phaeo Mix). The variances between the ρion values
and the grey curve were larger than those between the ρion

values and the average ρion by a factor of 6.8, 1.4, 3.6, and 1.6
for Chaet Mix, E. huxleyi Mix, Phaeo Mix, and T. rotula Mix,
respectively. From both, the R2-values and the variances, it
follows that using a constant, average ρion (i.e., independent
of the solution concentration) describes the data better than
using the grey curve. The addition of the algal exudates seems
to cause the nonideal behaviour of the solutions to become
independent of the solution concentration.

We also examined a possible influence of kinetic effects
on the measured hygroscopic growth. Data were obtained
from the two LACIS-OPCs that were positioned after the first
meter of the flow tube and at its end after 7 meters. These
positions correspond to residence times of the particles
in the hydrated state of about 3 and 10 seconds. Figure 5
shows the measured hygroscopic growth factors. The grey
area indicates the uncertainty in aw for the measurements
done in the upper part of the flow tube (2σ , i.e., 95%
confidence range), the error bars indicate the same for
the measurements done at the end of the flow tube. No
noticeable difference between the measured values after 3
and after 10 seconds can be seen. Therefore, in the data
presented here, we do not see an influence of kinetics on the
hygroscopic growth behaviour of the examined samples for
the examined time scale of 3 to 10 seconds.

Summarizing we can say that rather than complicating,
the addition of algal exudates to sea-salt particles seems
to simplify the description of their hygroscopic behaviour.
Hygroscopic growth and activation could be described by
using values for σs and ρion that were independent of the
solution concentration over the wide range of concentrations
examined in this study. This is consistent with no substantial
effect of surface tension and a constant nonideality with
respect to solute concentration. This, however, is contrary
to well-established behaviour of NaCl [26] and sea-salt
solutions (e.g., [27], and artificial seawater examined in
our study). It is possible that this simplification in the
hygroscopic behaviour could be caused by cancellation of
effects that are/could be concentration dependent, such
as nonideality, shape factor, stepwise deliquescence, or
surface tension (where it has to be repeated that hygroscopic
growth for RHs < 95% has been shown to be insensitive
to surface tension, [25]). Overall, the limited data set that
was examined in this study does not allow to examine the
underlying effects in more detail.
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Figure 5: Comparison of hygroscopic growth measured with
LACIS at two different positions of the LACIS flow tube, that is,
after different residence times of 3 and 10 seconds.

The independence of σs and ρion from the solution
concentration enables the description of the particle hygro-
scopicity with a single parameter, be it ρion or κ. The average
ρion shown in in Figure 4 corresponds to κ of 1.05, 1.19,
1.19, and 1.10. When the hygroscopic growth factors of,
for example, a 100 nm particle at 90% RH is calculated
from these average ρion values, it is found to range from
2.15 to 2.24. These growth factors are slightly larger than
those given by McFiggans et al. [47] for atmospheric marine
particles, which range from 2.06 to 2.14 for the above
mentioned particle size and RH. This discrepancy, however,
can be attributed to additional particulate matter that can
be acquired by marine particles, for example, from the
gas phase. Among the possible candidates are non-sea-salt
sulphates from Dimethylsulfide (DMS, [48]) or additional
SOA mass from biogenic sources [13], but also secondary

aerosol mass originating from sources as the terrestrial
biosphere or from anthropogenic origin that are transported
over the ocean [14]. Therefore, as, due to its vast size, a
complete marine environment can not be imitated, our focus
here was on a subsystem, that is, on the influence of algal
exudates on hygroscopic growth and activation, for which it
was found that a simple description is possible.

7. Summary and Conclusion

In the present study, an examination of the influence of algal
exudate, that is, of biogenic organics, in seawater samples
on hygroscopic growth and droplet activation behaviour of
particles produced from the samples was introduced. The
algal exudates were obtained from culturing four different
phytoplankton species and subsequent removal of the cell
biomass by filtration. Algal exudate was produced from
either Chaetoceros sp., Emiliana huxleyi, Phaeocystis, and
Thalassiosira rotula, which are all major contributors to
primary production of organic matter in the ocean. Mixtures
of these exudates were added to seawater, yielding seawater
proxies with concentrations of dissolved organic carbon on
the order of those expected in regions of high biological
activity. These, thus, prepared samples were examined,
together with a sample of artificial seawater (that contained
no organics) and with algae medium, which was the initial
natural seawater sample with added nutrients employed for
growing the algal cultures. The hygroscopic growth of sam-
ples containing algal exudate was measured twice, once after
3 and once after 10 seconds of residence time at humidified
conditions. No change in the measured hygroscopic growth
was detected, that is, no kinetic effects could be observed in
this time range.

Hygroscopic growth and particle activation of the algal
exudate samples and of the algae medium were found to be
reduced by less than 10%, compared to artificial seawater,
and they were clearly above that of ammonium sulphate.
For the determination of the hygroscopicity parameter
of the samples, the surface tension of water was used.
Concentration-dependent nonideal behaviour was observed
for the artificial seawater and for the algae medium sample,
following that described for NaCl [26]. This concentration
dependence was not observed for the samples containing
algal exudate. Therefore, it is possible to use a single
parameter description of the hygroscopicity of the particles
generated from the algal exudate samples, independent of the
concentration of inorganic and organic solutes in the particle
or droplet solution, with parameters as, for example, ρion [31]
or κ [4].

Overall, the examined algal exudates in the samples did
not complicate the description of the hygroscopic behaviour
of particles generated from these samples but rather made
it more simple. It should be stressed, however, that marine
particles can contain additional matter acquired from the
gas phase, where marine sources can add inorganic matter
(e.g., non-sea-salt sulphates from Dimethylsulfide, [48]) and
organic matter [13], and to which also anthropogenic sources
and the terrestrial biosphere can contribute.
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Measurements of ozone fluxes using the eddy-correlation (EC) technique were carried out for the first time at the Mace Head
atmospheric research station, on the west coast of Ireland between August-October 2009. Vertical exchange of ozone was measured
from a tower platform at 22 m above mean sea level to study fluxes over coastal waters excluding the tidal region. The results were
averaged over 30 min and exhibited predominantly downward but also upward transport of ozone in the boundary layer. Data
quality was found to be high based on inspection of cospectra and micrometeorological measurements. During the study period,
a major physical influence on O3 fluxes was found to be wind speed. Measured fluxes were of the same magnitude as reported in
previous open ocean studies ranging from approximately +0.2 to −0.5μg m−2 s−1 (−0.017μg m−2 s−1 on average, corresponding
to a deposition velocity of 0.25 mm s−1 or a surface resistance of 4.13 s mm−1). These results are considered to represent ozone
fluxes over shallow coastal waters west of Ireland for conditions during summer and fall not affected by phytoplankton blooms.

1. Introduction

Tropospheric ozone has potential negative impacts on
human health and vegetation, and also acts as an important
greenhouse gas. Background ozone levels at Mace Head
Research Station in western Ireland, currently at an annual
average of 35 ppbv, have shown a steady increase over
the past two decades at an overall rate of 0.31 ppbv/year
between 1987 and 2007 [1]. During the same period the
relative contribution to these increasing ozone levels from air
advected over the North Atlantic has also significantly grown.
Deposition of ozone to surface ocean waters via physical
uptake (solubility, turbulent mixing) and chemical reactions
in the surface layer [2–4] likely constitute a significant, albeit
highly variable “buffer” curtailing the rate of ozone increase
in this region.

It has been proposed that ozone can be rapidly degraded
by chemical reactions with biogenically produced com-
pounds such as iodide in surface seawater [5–7] leading to
the release of iodine compounds followed by rapid particle
nucleation [8]. Recent measurements over the northern coast
of France by Whitehead et al. [9] appear to confirm the link

between ozone deposition fluxes to exposed tidal flats and
the reactions of ozone with volatilized iodine compounds
producing new particles and contributing to particle growth
and formation of cloud condensation nuclei. This study
was primarily aimed at understanding particle production
involving ozone deposition over tidal regions whereas very
little is known to date about the potential importance of this
process over open ocean waters.

The spatial extent of tidal regions is insignificant com-
pared to the open ocean water scale. It has been shown that
despite its moderate water solubility the physical removal
of ozone by air-sea exchange can be substantial at high
wind speeds, increasing by a factor of up to five as wind
speed increases from 0 to 20 m s−1 [6]. Nevertheless, ozone
deposition velocities over ocean waters are relatively low
compared to exposed tidal or continental regions (typically
<0.1 cm s−1) and are therefore difficult to measure. Due to
these challenging conditions, very few corresponding field
measurements have been conducted up to now [9–12].

Future model simulations and predictions of ozone
removal rates in North Atlantic marine air are in progress to
establish a baseline for the seasonal ozone influx to western
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Europe and, specifically, to Ireland (see [13] this issue).
The biochemical removal rate of ozone may also exhibit a
seasonal signal in conjunction with phytoplankton blooms
occurring mainly during spring and summer. Therefore,
model improvement requires complementary direct mea-
surements of ozone deposition fluxes to surface seawater over
at least one full seasonal cycle. In the present paper we report
first data for ozone fluxes measured by eddy correlation at
the Mace Head Atmospheric Research station during the
period August–October 2009. The primary goal of this study
was to provide a data base for large-scale model simulations
by measuring ozone fluxes over continental shelf waters
excluding tidal regions.

2. Experimental

The Mace Head observatory is located on the west coast of
Ireland (53◦20′N, 9◦54′W). The local meteorology, research
facilities, and measurement programme have previously
been described in detail by Jennings et al. [14] and O’Connor
et al. [15]. Mace Head is located on a peninsula with the
oceanic footprint from the North Atlantic corresponding to
the local 220◦–320◦ wind sector. On a yearly average, westerly
winds from this sector prevail (55%), the average wind speed
is 7 m s−1, and water depths within the flux footprint vary
between 10–33 m.

In August 2009, a Rapid Ozone Flux Instrument (ROFI;
[16]) based on the technique developed by Gusten et al.
[17], was installed on top of the 22 m tower at Mace Head.
The shoreline in front of the 22 m tower is inhomogeneous,
rocky, and slanted with a tidal region that extends from 80 m
to 180 m away from the base of the tower. The tower is
supported by guy wires to reduce vibrations, and has been
constructed in order to minimize shadowing on sensors or
obstruction to airflow from the marine sector.

Previous footprint and micrometeorological analyses by
Norton et al. [18] and Kunz and de Leeuw [19] under marine
air mass conditions had shown that flux measurements from
the top of the tower (22 m) maximize the oceanic footprint.
This has also been confirmed by further micrometeorolog-
ical studies at Mace Head which established relationships
between wind speed and CO2 flux [20] and between wind
speed and primary marine aerosol fluxes [21, 22].

In addition to the ROFI instrument, the eddy flux system
used in the present study included a three-dimensional
ultrasonic anemometer (Sonic R3; Gill) measuring the three
orthogonal wind velocity components u, v, w at 10 Hz, a UV
photometric ozone analyser (model 49i; Thermo Scientific)
measuring ambient O3 mixing ratios at 22 m height with a
1 min resolution, and an open path, nondispersive H2O/CO2

infrared gas analyser (LI-7500; Licor). The latter instrument
was used to obtain water vapour data for the Webb correction
(see next section), and the CO2 data were used to identify and
remove rainfall periods from the O3 flux records.

The ROFI recorded ozone fluctuations at 10 Hz by
measuring the chemiluminescence generated from the reac-
tion of O3 with a coumarin-based dye coated on a disc
installed perpendicular to the sample air stream across from
a photomultiplier tube. The temperature of the disc was

maintained at 30◦C, and the sample flow rate was kept at
100 litres per minute according to the users manual. The
intake tubing length and diameter were 5 m and 0.019 m,
respectively. The raw voltage signals from the ROFI were
calibrated in ppbv units based on the 1 min resolution
measurements of the UV photometric analyzer. The effective
coating on one disc lasted on average for about 3–5 days after
which a new disc was prepared and installed.

The system components were located on the marine
sector side of the tower. The anemometer head, the Licor
head, and the ROFI intake tubing were all colocated on the
end of a 3 m boom extending towards the marine sector,
with minimal separation between the ROFI intake and the
sonic head (0.1 m in the vertical, 0 m in the horizontal plane).
The boom was supported by an extended arm to reduce
vibrations in the vertical and horizontal planes, and the
anemometer head was leveled with the horizon to decrease
errors in subsequent coordinate rotations.

3. Theory

Eddy covariance (EC) is a direct micrometeorological tech-
nique for measuring turbulent fluxes in the atmospheric
boundary layer. The peak of the spectrum of eddy size
depends on the measurement height, the surface roughness
height, and wind speed, since eddies increase in size with
height and decreased surface roughness. A scalar flux can be
measured provided the instrumentation is sufficiently fast-
response (10–20 Hz) to capture the dominant range of eddy
sizes contributing to the flux.

In general, it is assumed that EC measurements made at
one point are representative of the area upwind and that the
footprint is large enough for the entire fetch to fall within it.
It is also assumed that most net vertical transfer is carried
out by eddies, and that there are no low-frequency trends
in the data (stationarity requirement). Application of a 5 min
running mean (high-pass filter) ensured that the stationarity
requirement was met, and data were subsequently checked
to verify that the running mean was correctly applied.
Such detrending may cause a slight underestimation of
flux but can be compensated for through spectral analysis
[23]. However, such corrections were not applied since
corresponding changes in absolute flux magnitudes amount
to less than 18% having no effect on flux direction [20].

The height-independent bulk transfer process for heat or
trace gases is treated as the sum of the turbulent transfer of
the scalar variable from a height z (m) above the surface in
question, to the zero plane displacement height, d (m) as well
as the transfer across a diffusive sublayer that extends a few
millimetres above the surface. Both of these pathways can
be represented by resistances, assuming that no storage or
chemical conversion occurs within the measurement height
on the scale of turbulent transport [24].

The aerodynamic atmospheric resistance (ra) is used to
represent the first pathway, and is calculated assuming gra-
dient transport theory. This resistance depends on turbulent
intensity, which in turn depends on atmospheric stability. An
additional resistance representing the near-surface laminar
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sublayer (rb), across which transport is governed by molec-
ular diffusion to the surface, represents the second pathway,
and can vary spatially and temporally, providing the main
resistance to deposition. The total resistance rt is defined as

rt = ra + rb + · · · = −XO3

FO3

= − 1
vd

, (1)

where vd represents the deposition velocity, and XO3 and
FO3 represent the ozone concentration and ozone flux at
the measurement height, respectively. The aerodynamic and
molecular sublayer transport define the maximum possible
deposition velocity. Additional resistance terms due to other
processes may be inferred from the difference between total
flux measurements and the computed resistance terms.

4. Data Reduction

As already described in Section 2, rainfall contaminated data
periods were removed as well as periods with wind directions
outside of the marine sampling sector. To ensure that data
quality from the ROFI was satisfactory, a procedure was
implemented to identify and discard erroneous or low-
quality data points. The first few hours of a disc sampling
period sometimes contained spurious values, and so all
data up to 2 hours immediately after renewing a disc
were removed. Ozone mixing ratios obtained from the UV
photometric instrument were plotted against ROFI output
voltages for each sample disc at a 1 min resolution as well
as the ratios between both data sets. Outliers and periods
of questionable data were removed, especially towards the
end of a disc sampling period, when sensitivity was reduced
to about 1-2 V output signal. A more detailed description
of this procedure can be found in Muller et al. [25]. In
order to maximize correlation, corresponding data sets were
phase-shifted to compensate for any time delays in the data
logging process. The time delay for the ROFI instrument was
calculated to be 0.85 sec based on intake tube dimensions and
flow rate (see Section 2).

Ultrasonic anemometer temperature data were used
to calculate the virtual air temperature, which was then
corrected for water vapour fluctuations to obtain the true air
temperature. Performing a running mean on data sets acted
like a recursive high-pass filter, whereby lower frequency
trends were attenuated by using a running mean time
constant of 5 min. Coordinate rotations were applied in
order to minimize errors caused by vertical advection or
human error in sonic leveling. Two-dimensional coordinate
rotations were used, and basically pointed u in the direction
of mean incident air flow by minimizing v and w to zero.

Covariances were calculated and then block-averaged
over 30 min periods to yield momentum flux (τ), friction
velocity (u∗), drag coefficient (CD), roughness length (z0),
sensible heat flux (H), latent heat flux (LE), and Monin-
Obukhov length (L). The latter was used to define a
dimensionless scaling parameter, z/L, to define the thermal
stability state of the boundary layer.

Three different methods were applied to obtain ozone
fluxes: the Ratio Method (RM), the Ratio Offset Method

(ROM), and the Disc calibration method (DCM). For the
RM method, raw covariances of the vertical wind component
with the raw O3 signal (voltages from the ROFI), were
divided by the mean voltage to provide the deposition
velocity, which was then multiplied by the absolute ozone
concentration. This method assumes that the voltages are
proportional to the absolute concentrations including a zero
offset. The ROM method is based on the RM method, with
a modification that accounts for the offset (mean output at
zero ozone concentration) in the analyser. The offset was
obtained by calculating the intercept of ozone concentrations
plotted against voltages by using 1 min averages for each hour
of data. The DCM method applies a calibration factor to
the raw flux for each disc period, which was obtained by
calculating the slope of the relationship between the output
voltage and O3 concentration. This calibration factor was
then multiplied by the raw flux to obtain absolute ozone
fluxes. A detailed comparison of these three methods can be
found in Muller et al. [25].

In a further step, the Webb correction [26] was applied
to the fluxes of H2O and O3. A small but significant vertical
velocity known as the Webb velocity may arise from the
fact that turbulent motion can also consist of ascending or
descending air parcels due to density differences and must be
taken into account when evaluating EC flux measurements.

The water vapour flux was corrected for density varia-
tions due to temperature fluctuations which was then used
along with the temperature flux to calculate the Webb
velocity:

w = μ
w′q′

ρd
+
(
1 + μσ

)w′T′
T

. (2)

Here, μ is the ratio of the molecular masses of air to water
(1.6077), σ is the ratio of moist and dry air densities, and ρd
is the density of dry air. The resulting Webb velocity was then
applied to the raw O3 flux:

FX ,O3 = w′X ′O3
+wXO3 . (3)

The filtering of data was divided into two main cate-
gories, and only data meeting certain criteria were retained.

(1) Filtering for an oceanic footprint.

(a) Wind direction (220◦ ≤ WD ≤ 320◦). Data
with a wind direction outside this range were
removed to obtain an oceanic fetch.

(b) Stability (−2 ≤ z/L ≤ 2). Data with a stabil-
ity scaling parameter outside this range were
removed to ensure that extreme stability cases
were excluded. This was also the range investi-
gated by Kaimal et al. [27], making cospectral
comparisons more relevant.

(c) Source Region (≥90% of cumulative normalized
contribution to flux, CNF, at ≥700 m distance
from tower). Data points that had more than
10% of their CNF within 700 m distance of the
tower were removed to exclude any remaining
influences from exposed land surfaces.
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(2) Filtering for data quality.

(a) Wind speed variability (σU22 ≤ (U22/7.5)). Data
points with a high 22 m level wind speed
variability (or standard deviation, σU22 ) were
removed assuming U22/7.5 as a suitable cutoff
level.

(b) Correlation between raw O3 signal voltages and
O3 concentrations. If the correlation coefficient
between these two variables was <0.5 for any
30 minute period, the data was deemed unsatis-
factory. Correlation coefficients were computed
using the same data used for computing the
offsets and calibration factors for the ROM and
DCM methods.

5. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the results of the filtered data set consisting of
69 half-hour periods. The three methods used to determine
ozone fluxes (RM, ROM and DCM) produced nearly
identical results. Therefore, only fluxes obtained using the
ROM method are presented. O3 fluxes ranged from +0.2 to
−0.5 μg m−2 s−1 (−0.017 μg m−2 s−1 on average, correspond-
ing to a deposition velocity of 0.25 mm s−1 or a surface
resistance of 4.13 s mm−1). The large variability and range
of fluxes observed here are comparable to values reported
previously for other coastal areas [9, 11, 12] as well as recent
shipboard measurements over open ocean regions [10].
Daytime and nighttime periods are also indicated in Figure 1.
Corresponding average fluxes were −0.038 μg m−2 s−1 and
−0.021 μg m−2 s−1, respectively, which suggest a diurnal cycle
similar to what has been reported by Gallagher et al.
[11]. However, the difference between both values was not
statistically significant.

Data loss resulted mostly from data filtering due to out-
of-sector wind conditions, rainfall, and poor disc quality.
Four distinct periods can be identified from Figure 1. O3

fluxes during the third period (early October, yearday 276–
278) were conspicuously low and virtually zero. The data
were deemed to be sound since no evidence was found for
malfunction of the instruments during the corresponding
period. Therefore, cospectra of all O3 fluxes with values
between |0.01| and |0.02|μg m−2 s−1 were averaged and
are shown as a single line (wX) in Figure 2, approximating
to the temperature cospectra (wT). Since smaller high-
frequency eddies transport scalars more effectively than
lower frequency eddies, they are of most interest here.
The theoretical ideal slope described by Kaimal et al. [27]
displaying a −4/3 power law is shown for comparison. It
agrees well with both the wX and wT cospectra at higher
frequencies. This shows that the data were of good quality
and suggests that noise was negligible in this frequency range.

Back trajectories of air masses were evaluated for each
measurement period. Figure 3 shows an example for Septem-
ber 6 (yearday 250) which, overall, was typical for the periods
shown in Figure 1. Therefore, the variations found in the
data were likely not caused by major changes in air mass
composition. As outlined in Section 2, any influence by
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Figure 1: Time series of 30 min averaged O3 fluxes (dots) during
August–October 2009 showing the four main measurement peri-
ods; red: 28-29 August (Yearday 240-241), magenta: 4–9 September
(Yearday 247–252), blue: 3-4 October (Yearday 276–278), and
green: 22–26 October (Yearday 295-299). Time in hours from 00:00
on the first day of each period is shown on the x-axis, with 12:00
and 00:00 marked sequentially with a dotted and solid vertical line,
respectively.

tidal movements on the recorded fluxes was expected to be
negligible (see also Figure 5). Footprint contributions were
calculated and averaged for 30 min periods based on the
model by Schuepp et al. [28]. The model applies to neutral
stability conditions which were predominant during all study
periods and typically prevail at Mace Head during westerly
flow due to moderate to high wind speeds producing a
well-mixed boundary layer [22]. A cumulative normalised
contribution to the flux measurements curve (CNF) was
estimated as a function of distance from the measurement
point. This curve was differentiated to obtain the relative
contribution to the measured flux as a function of distance
and was calculated for an average of all half-hour high
wind speed (≥8 m/s) and low wind speed (<8 m/s) data
normalised to a height of 10 m (U10 wind speed) for an
oceanic fetch. These two curves are shown in Figure 4, with
distance given on a logarithmic scale on the x-axis. The
peak contribution, or most likely source region for both
wind speed regimes was close to 1 km, verifying that the
footprint was large enough for the majority of the fetch of
interest to fall within it and thereby matching one of the
key EC theory assumptions. The higher wind speed curve
gives greater accuracy and confidence in locating the source
region due to its narrower width and higher peak. The two
black vertical lines represent upper and lower tidal limits
(80 m and 180 m, resp.). The peak contribution for both high
and low wind speeds was thus from significantly beyond the
lower tidal limit, suggesting the impact of the tidal zone to be
minimal and the measurement height of 22 m to be adequate.

Figure 5 shows a scatter plot of O3 fluxes versus the corre-
sponding O3 mixing ratios. The latter varied between about
25 ppbv and 45 ppbv during the entire measurement period,
that is, over a relatively small range. This may partially
explain why a consistent relationship between both data sets
was not evident. However, a moderately strong relationship
between wind speed and O3 fluxes was found as shown in
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Figure 6. A power-law regression was applied and resulted
in a best fit curve shown by the solid black line of the form
FO3 = 7.75 × 10−4(U10)1.56. Ozone deposition fluxes tended
to increase with higher wind speeds, which were coincident
with the largest negative fluxes shown in Figure 1. Previously,
McVeigh [20] reported a qualitatively similar relationship
between wind speed and CO2 fluxes measured at Mace Head.
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Figure 5: Scatter plot of O3 fluxes versus O3 mixing ratios showing
a relatively low correlation between both data sets (r2 = 0.038).
High-tide and low-tide fluxes are also shown by different coloured
symbols.

However, to a certain extent the scatter in the ozone flux data
may also be due to chemical reactions in the atmospheric
boundary and the sea surface layer. On the other hand, based
on Aqua satellite observations by the MODIS (Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) instrument (http://
oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/products/chlo.html) we found no
evidence for major phytoplankton blooms occurring in the
footprint area during any of the observation periods. This
may rule out the presence of high concentrations of reactive
hydrocarbons affecting ozone deposition. With respect to
the very low fluxes measured during the third period (also
in the beginning of the fourth period) the red symbols in
Figure 6 highlight the corresponding data showing that their
magnitudes were independent of wind speed, and therefore
other reasons must exist for their relatively small values.

O3 fluxes were found to be both negative and positive in
their direction of transport, which was not expected because
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Figure 6: Relationship between 10 m wind speed and O3 fluxes
measured at 22 m. The black line represents the power-law relation
between the 10 m wind speed and O3 fluxes which was calculated
as FO3 = 7.75 × 10−4(U10)1.56 (r2 = 0.344). The red data points
represent data from period (3) in Figure 1.

there are no processes at the sea surface that are known to
produce O3. A possible explanation for the positive fluxes
may be signal noise since more flux values were measured
below −0.1 μg m−2 s−1 than above 0.1 μg m−2 s−1. However,
given that the O3 cospectra in Figure 2, which represent all
fluxes between |0.01| and |0.02|μg m−2 s−1 exhibited a good
shape and were similar to the temperature cospectra, noise
was unlikely to be a major problem in this range.

6. Conclusions

First measurements of ozone fluxes during late summer
and fall season have been conducted over shallow coastal
waters west of Ireland based on the eddy flux covariance
method. The results were comparable with previous studies
at other coastal locations and over open ocean areas. We
consider our results as baseline O3 fluxes in the absence of
major phytoplankton blooms which did not occur during
the measurement periods in the footprint region as verified
from satellite observations by the Aqua/MODIS instrument.
The measurement height of 22 m was appropriate for
excluding any significant influence by tidal movements on
the measured fluxes. A diurnal signal was suggested by the
average results but could not be statistically distinguished.

The main physical influence on O3 fluxes was wind speed.
Chemical reactions in the air and sea surface may have signif-
icantly influenced deposition rates, being the most plausible
reason for the large degree of scatter observed. Although
not highly significant, the power-law fit in Figure 6 points in
a negative (downward) direction, consistent with the mean
O3 flux value measured in this study. Negative fluxes were
expected according to theory, but the present results suggest
that at the relatively small exchange rates encountered over
open waters (compared to continental and exposed tidal
environments) transport can occur in both directions, most
likely due to its turbulent nature (see also [10]).

The current measurements are planned to be continued
over a longer time period in order to investigate the
seasonality of the fluxes, as well as any biological influences
in more detail. Larger deposition rates are expected over
regions with emissions from phytoplankton blooms due
to increased chemical removal of ozone by reactions with
hydrocarbons such as isoprene. Shipborne investigations
during the occurrence of such blooms would be important
to further establish the potential importance of the oceanic
biosphere in curtailing atmospheric ozone levels with impli-
cations for particle nucleation, and to provide more data for
corresponding global model simulations.
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A regional climate model is used to evaluate dry deposition of ozone over the North East Atlantic. Results are presented for a
deposition scheme accounting for turbulent and chemical enhancement of oceanic ozone deposition and a second non-chemical,
parameterised gaseous dry deposition scheme. The first deposition scheme was constrained to account for sea-surface ozone-iodide
reactions and the sensitivity of modelled ozone concentrations to oceanic iodide concentration was investigated. Simulations
were also performed using nominal reaction rate derived from in-situ ozone deposition measurements and using a preliminary
representation of organic chemistry. Results show insensitivity of ambient ozone concentrations modelled by the chemical-
enhanced scheme to oceanic iodide concentrations, and iodide reactions alone cannot account for observed deposition velocities.
Consequently, we suggest a missing chemical sink due to reactions of ozone with organic matter at the air-sea interface. Ozone loss
rates are estimated to be in the range of 0.5–6 ppb per day. A potentially significant ozone-driven flux of iodine to the atmosphere is
estimated to be in the range of 2.5–500 M molec cm−2 s−1, leading to a mixing-layer enhancement of organo-iodine concentrations
of 0.1–22.0 ppt, with an average increase in the N.E. Atlantic of around 4 ppt per day.

1. Introduction

Ozone plays a key role in atmospheric chemistry, absorbing
harmful UV rays in the stratosphere whilst simultaneously
acting as a greenhouse gas (radiative forcing of tropospheric
ozone is around 25% that of CO2 [1]), and acting as a
harmful pollutant in the troposphere [2–4]. Influencing the
oxidising capacity of the atmosphere as a powerful oxidising
agent, it is the dominant precursor to the ubiquitous
hydroxyl radical which acts as an atmospheric cleansing
agent by determining the lifetime of important atmospheric
trace gases. It is vital, therefore, that tropospheric ozone
concentrations are realistically simulated in modelling both
air pollution and chemistry-climate interactions.

600–1000 Tg O3 year−1 is removed from the troposphere
via dry deposition [5]. The deposition of ozone to water
surfaces is small compared to deposition to land [6]:
typically, the rate of dry deposition of ozone to the continent
is nearly six times faster than the dry deposition rate of
ozone to the ocean [7]. However, considering 70% of the

globe has ocean coverage, the loss of marine boundary layer
ozone via oceanic dry deposition still represents a significant
sink for the global ozone budget. Obtaining an accurate
prediction of ozone flux to the sea is imperative not only in
predicting ambient ozone concentrations, but also because of
the biogeochemical consequences of ozone reactions in the
sea surface.

For example, recent work [8, 9] has shown that ozonation
of iodide in the sea surface can result in the formation of
reactive organoiodine products that result in iodocarbon
emissions from the sea surface. These iodocarbons pho-
todissociate rapidly form iodine atoms which are known
to catalytically destroy ozone [10], resulting in further
reduction of marine boundary layer ozone levels. Also,
ozonation of iodine atoms results in formation of iodine
oxide (IO) radicals which have the potential to lead to new
marine aerosol formation [11]. This newly discovered mech-
anism could have significant biogeochemical consequences,
in terms of the feedback mechanism in halogen-mediated
ozone destruction, the halogen source in coastal areas which
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could account for the hitherto unexplained elevated levels
of IO observed at Cape Verde [12], and the subsequent
formation of new particles which could influence the solar
radiation budget.

There is still major uncertainty regarding the amount
of ozone lost to the ocean by dry deposition [13]. The
dry deposition of ozone to the ocean involves a number
of complex processes: physical, chemical, and biological.
Transport of ozone through the atmosphere depends on
surface roughness, wind speed, and atmospheric turbu-
lence; transport across the quasilaminar boundary layer
is limited by the diffusivity of the gas in air, while the
ocean-surface uptake of ozone depends on the water-side
turbulence conditions, ozone solubility, and availability of
reacting chemicals in the surface layer [14, 15]. Up to now,
these processes have been poorly understood and have not
generally been considered in deposition schemes commonly
applied in atmospheric chemistry models. The difficulty
in the definition, and therefore the parameterisation of
these processes is exacerbated by the scarcity of in situ
measurements of ozone dry deposition velocities. Wesely and
Hicks [16] found deposition velocities of ozone to the sea
surface to vary between 0.01 and 0.05 cm s−1. However, the
eddy correlation studies of Gallagher et al. [17] carried out
in the North Sea indicate deposition velocities as high as
0.1 cm s−1.

The rate of gaseous dry deposition to a surface is
parameterised by deposition velocity, Vd (cm s−1). Vd is used
to calculate the downward flux of ozone to the ocean, FO3

= VdC where C denotes surface level gas concentration.
Vd is computed (in analogy with electrical transport) as
the reciprocal of the sum of the resistances encountered
by the gas on its journey to the surface sink. Using the
standard resistance model to compute deposition velocity,
resistances to gaseous deposition are atmospheric resistance,
quasilaminar resistance and surface resistance [14].

The gaseous dry deposition scheme of Wesely [18]
is widely applied in air quality, atmospheric chemistry,
and chemistry climate models to represent gaseous dry
depositional sinks. In its evaluation of deposition velocity,
this scheme calculates explicitly only aerodynamic resistance
and resistance to transfer across the quasilaminar surface
layer. Surface resistance is calculated as a series of smaller
resistances which are generally provided by look-up tables,
with values differing according to land use type, species in
question and season. In this system, derivation of surface
resistance to deposition at water surfaces is neglected and
surface resistance is set to a constant value of 2000 m−1 s.
The same surface resistance is applied to all water surfaces,
irrespective of water body classification, climate, or meteo-
rological conditions, thereby grossly simplifying the complex
mechanisms involved in surface transfer. Surface resistance
is the most significant parameter in the case of ozone
deposition to the ocean [19] and in reality, surface resistance
is greatly diminished by turbulence in the ocean surface and
by the presence of ocean-depleting chemicals in the ocean
surface—namely iodide [20, 21], and organic matter [22],
for example, chlorophyll [23] and DMS [5, 20]. Due to the
highly reactive nature of ozone, these ocean surface reactions

can have a very significant enhancing effect on oceanic ozone
deposition and the chemical reactions between ozone and
organic matter and chlorophyll have yet to be parameterised
and constrained in dry deposition models.

Due to it’s parameterisation of surface resistance, the dry
deposition scheme of Wesely [18] underestimates deposition
rate of ozone to the ocean at both high- and low-wind speeds
compared to observations [20].

The advanced Fairall et al. [13] scheme described in
Section 2.1 is an explicit parameterisation of ozone deposi-
tion to the ocean, allowing for enhanced ozone deposition
due to ocean surface turbulence and ocean surface layer
reactions.

The Fairall et al. scheme has recently been incorporated
into a global model, with analysis, discussion on role of
controlling parameters, and validation the parameterisation
conducted by Ganzeveld et al. [5]. In this study, the parame-
terisation is scaled to include reactions of ozone with iodide,
dimethyl sulfide (DMS), alkenes, and organic chemistry.
The study finds the role of biogeochemistry to dominate
in computation of deposition velocities in the tropical and
subtropical regions whereas the turbulent forcing of ozone
deposition dominated over biogeochemical factors in the
mid to high latitudinal regions. Simulation results indicate
a small sensitivity of marine boundary layer ozone concen-
trations to varying biogeochemical and turbulent conditions,
despite the wide range of deposition rates simulated using the
Fairall et al. [13] scheme which is scaled to include organic
reactions. This occurs partly due to interaction of different
factors affecting deposition velocity. For example, in tropical
regions, the reducing effect of high water temperature values
on ozone solubility in water counteracted higher chemical
ozone transfer due to elevated iodide concentrations. As a
result, applying enhanced iodide concentrations in coastal
regions did not explain discrepancies between observed and
simulated VdO3. Furthermore, the lack of sensitivity of simu-
lated boundary layer ozone concentration to dry deposition
velocity illustrates the role of compensating effects in climate
models due to atmospheric transport and chemistry which
maintain ozone concentrations within the marine boundary
layer, despite the temporal and spatial variability in oceanic
ozone uptake. The global model study also found the use of
the advanced Fairall et al. [13] scheme in the model only
slightly reduced (∼6%) the total dry deposition flux of ozone
to the ocean compared to simulations ran using the Wesely
[18] scheme with constant surface-resistance. This shows
that the Wesely [18] scheme is appropriate for modelling
ozone deposition on a global scale for an annual period, but
it is thought that due to the North East. Atlantic region being
both organically active and prone to turbulent conditions,
use of the chemically enhanced Fairall et al. [13] scheme on
ozone concentrations in this area may be more significant
due to regional-scale, short-term effects than indicated by
findings of the global model study of Ganzeveld et al. [5].
Also, as the effect of temperature on molecular diffusivity is
accounted for in this study, it is thought that the limiting
effect of ozone water solubility on computed deposition
velocities will be less pronounced than found in the global
model study (see Section 2.2.3). Furthermore, in contrast
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with the global model simulations, in this study the effect
of salinity on ozone solubility, diffusivity, and ozone-iodide
reaction rates are included. Our analysis shows that effect
of salinity on ozone-iodide reactions can enhance reaction
rates by as much as 23% (Section 2.3.1). Including the effect
of salinity on key parameters accounts for further variations
between results the global model study and results of regional
model simulations presented here.

For this study, the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation
has been adapted to account for enhanced deposition
due to iodide-ozone reactions in the ocean-surface layer.
Furthermore, a mechanistic scaling to account for marine
organic chemistry using oceanic chlorophyll concentrations
as a proxy for organic activity has been included in the
scheme. The parameterisation is then incorporated into the
regional climate model with tracer extensions (REMOTE)
[24, 25] and the sensitivity of simulated ozone flux and
ambient ozone concentrations to varying oceanic iodide
concentrations and inclusion of organic chemistry is inves-
tigated.

2. Methods

2.1. Details of the Fairall et al. [13] Parameterisation of
Oceanic Ozone Deposition. The ozone deposition param-
eterisation of Fairall et al. [13] calculates oceanic ozone
dry deposition velocity by integration of the turbulent-
molecular transport equation in the ocean, while accounting
for increased deposition of ozone to the ocean due to
sea surface turbulence and due to surface-level chemical
reactions. The sea-surface turbulence is a function of wind
speed, water density, and the buoyancy flux of water [26].

Chemical reactions are integrated into the scheme by way
of reactivity time-scale term, Aoz (s−1) which characterises
the time scale of a chemical reaction for ozone in the sea
water. It is calculated as the product of the sea-surface
concentration of the ozone reactant (Ci) and a second order
rate constant (ki) for the reaction in question

Aozone =
∑
Ciki. (1)

Instead of using the three-resistance approach of Wesely [18],
this parameterisation combines atmospheric and quasilam-
inar resistance into one resistance term which is calcu-
lated using the tropical ocean global atmosphere coupled
ocean-atmosphere response experiment (TOGA-COARE)
gas transfer model [27, 28]. The bulk of the parameterisation
serves the computation of the turbulence-dependent surface
resistance with an added chemical enhancement term. The
scheme has been modified to allow for variation of iodide
reaction rates with temperature [29], variation of ozone
diffusivity in water due to temperature [30] and salinity [31],
and variation of ozone solubility with temperature [32].

2.2. Sensitivity Analysis

2.2.1. Turbulent/Nonturbulent Scheme. The Fairall et al. [13]
scheme computes surface resistance by first solving the
conservation equation for the case of negligible turbulence.

From this solution, the turbulent solution is calculated
by considering a turbulent eddy diffusivity term obtained
using surface-layer similarity scaling [27]. From the scheme,
deposition velocities are effectively calculated for two cases:
negligible turbulence and nonnegligible turbulence. Figure 1
depicts deposition velocities obtained from the turbulent and
nonturbulent schemes as a function of reactivity for various
wind speeds, displaying how the turbulent and nonturbulent
schemes converge for very high water-side reactivity values.
This convergence occurs due to destruction of ozone in the
surface layer occurring so rapidly that ocean turbulence has
no enhancing effect on deposition velocity. The magnitude
of the effect of ocean surface turbulence on deposition
velocity depends on the reactivity term. For high-wind
speeds (conditions of significant ocean surface turbulence),
the deposition velocity is less dependent on reactivity than in
the nonturbulent case (lower wind speeds). This illustrates
the dominance of turbulent forcing over the reactive sink at
high-wind speed.

2.2.2. Sensitivity of Deposition Velocity to Reactivity Term.
The deposition velocities predicted by the Fairall et al. [13]
scheme following a simulation in REMOTE were plotted
against their corresponding wind speeds for various reactiv-
ity values, in order to look at the sensitivity of deposition
velocity to the reactivity time scale factor (Aoz), as shown
in Figure 2. Deposition velocities computed by the Wesely
[18] scheme were also plotted in Figure 2, for comparative
purposes. A significant increase in deposition velocity from
the Fairall et al. [13] scheme is observed in Figure 2 for wind
speeds over 4 m s−1 for reactivities exceeding 1000 s−1. At
lower reactivities, the Wesely [18] scheme predicts higher
deposition velocities, especially at low-wind speeds.

The reactivity value needed in the Fairall et al. [13]
parameterisation to match deposition velocities computed by
the Wesely [18] scheme depends on the wind speed value.
For low-wind speeds (under 4 m s−1), reactivity of 1000 s−1

yields similar deposition velocities to those predicted by
Wesely [18]. For high-wind speeds (over 10 m s−1), water-
side reactivity of 100 s−1 would yield deposition velocities in
the same range as those predicted by Wesely [18]. Therefore,
for deposition velocities exceeding those predicted by the
nonchemical, nonturbulent Wesely [18] scheme, reactivity
in the ocean should exceed 1000 s−1. At low reactivities,
the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation predicts a linear
relationship between deposition velocity and wind speed,
due to the dominance of the turbulent driven deposition over
the chemical sink, as discussed in the previous section.

In their sensitivity analysis of the parameterisation,
Fairall et al. [13] found that using the chemically enhanced
turbulent deposition scheme, typical observed ozone deposi-
tion velocities of 0.05 cm s−1 would require a reactivity rate of
1000 s−1. This can be observed from Figure 2. Gallagher et al.
[17] observed ozone deposition velocities to the ocean as
high as 0.1 cm s−1 in the North Sea. Deposition velocities of
this magnitude would require a reactivity rate of the order of
104 s−1 using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme at low to moderate
wind speeds.
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Figure 1: Comparison of deposition velocity as a function of
reactivity for the nonturbulent and the turbulent Fairall et al.
[13] scheme for differing 10 m wind-speeds (U10). Nonturbulent
deposition velocity is obtained by solution of the basic ozone
conservation equation, whereas the turbulent deposition velocity
is obtained by solution of the conservation equation including a
turbulent eddy diffusivity term that is obtained from surface-layer
similarity scaling [27]. Note how both schemes converge for high
reactivity values. This occurs because in incidences of very high
oceanic reactivity, ozone is destroyed so rapidly in the ocean surface
layer that ocean turbulence has no enhancing effect on deposition
velocity.

2.2.3. Sensitivity of Deposition Velocity to Sea-Surface Temper-
ature (SST). As mentioned in Section 2.1, the Fairall et al.
[13] parameterisation has been constrained to allow for
variation of ozone diffusivity in water due to temperature
[30] and salinity [33] and variation of ozone solubility with
temperature [34]. Using box model simulations, the effect of
SST on the deposition velocity was investigated for typical
North Eastern Atlantic conditions (wind speed of 8 m s−1 and
oceanic reactivity of 500 s−1). See Figure 3.

Results from box-model simulations confirm that inclu-
sion of temperature dependence of molecular diffusivity
renders the simulated deposition velocities less sensitive to
SST variations. From Figure 3, the slope of the relationship
between ozone deposition velocity and SST is 50% steeper
when the effect of SST on molecular diffusivity of ozone
is not considered; in this case, the computed deposition
velocities are likely to be oversensitive to SST. As discussed
in the introduction to this paper, the effect of including
variability of ozone diffusivity with SST is thought to
compensate for the limiting effect of low-ozone solubility
on simulated ozone deposition velocities, compared to
the results of the global model study of Ganzeveld et al.
[5].
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Figure 2: Deposition velocities computed from the Fairall et al. [13]
(F07) and Wesely [18] (W89) schemes running within REMOTE. In
the figure legend above, the subscript following the F07 label refers
to the reactivity time-scale factor in operation for that scheme.

2.3. Chemical Scaling of the Reactivity Term. Accounting for
chemical reactions in the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation
requires scaling of the chemical reactivity term Aoz, as
defined in (1). In their exploration of impact of chemical
reactions on ozone deposition, Chang et al. [20] identified
iodide as the most likely chemical compound residing in
the sea surface to drive ozone deposition compared to other
substances (DMS, alkenes). DMS was recognised as having
potential to enhance ozone deposition, but only at extreme
oceanic concentrations. At mean oceanic concentrations of
DMS, deposition velocity due to molecular gas transfer
and chemical reactions of ozone with DMS was an order
of magnitude lower than the deposition velocity due to
molecular diffusion and chemical reactions of ozone and
iodide and deposition velocity due to molecular gas transfer.
Reactions of ozone and alkenes were a further two orders of
magnitude lower again. For this reason, reactions of ozone
with DMS and alkenes were not considered in this study,
their chemically enhancing effects on ozone deposition being
overshadowed by iodide reactions. Chang et al. [20] did
not investigate the effect of chlorophyll on ozone deposition
which Clifford et al. [23] found to have a significant enhanc-
ment effect of the same order of magnitude as for iodide
reactions. In this study, analysis of chemical enhancement
to ozone deposition is limited to iodide and chlorophyll
reactions.

2.3.1. Iodide Reactions. To scale Aoz, the kinetics between
ozone and it’s various reactants needed to be determined.
The enhancing effect of iodide reactions on ozone deposition
has been long documented [20, 21]. From the kinetics
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Figure 3: Box-model-derived relationship between deposition
velocity and sea-surface temperature, using a typical Atlantic
wind speed of 8 m s−1 and reactivity of 500 s−1. The solid line
depicts a relationship between deposition velocity and SST when
only temperature dependence of ozone solubility in seawater is
considered based on the theory of Kosak-Channing and Helz
[34]. The filled circles represent a relationship between deposition
velocity and SST when temperature dependence of both ozone
solubility and molecular diffusivity in seawater is considered.
Variation of ozone diffusivity in seawater is based on the theory of
Johnson and Davis [30] and Jahne et al. [31]. Linear correlations
between ozone deposition velocity and SST are given in the legend.

of the ozone-iodide reaction derived by Magi et al. [29],
relationships between ozone-iodide rate constant and water
salinity were derived for different water temperatures. From
this, a relationship between the second order reaction rate
ksalt and saline water temperature T was deduced for water
of ionic strength of seawater (0.7 M) resulting in the linear
relationship of (2), where ksalt refers to the reaction rate of
ozone in salt water of ionic strength 0.7 M and T refers to
water temperature in degrees Kelvin

ksalt
(
109 s−1) = −40.85 + 0.15T (K). (2)

From the work of Magi et al. [29], the effect of salinity
enhances ozone-iodide reaction rates by as much as 23%
compared to those for pure water, and so it was considered
important to account for the salinity of seawater in parame-
terising ozone-iodide reactions.

Oceanic iodide concentrations in the North Atlantic vary
between 0 and 150 nM [35]. For this study, constant iodide
concentrations were varied between 50 nM and 200 nM
to evaluate the sensitivity of simulated ozone levels and
resulting ozone fluxes to the effect of changing iodide
concentrations, in contrast to the global modelling study of
Ganzeveld et al. [5] who infer oceanic concentrations using
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Figure 4: Monthly averaged chlorophyll-a concentration (mg m−3),
as detected by MODIS for June, 2003. Taken from the NASA
OceanColor website (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/.)

an anticorrelation between nitrate and iodide developed by
Campos et al. [36]. Furthermore, the global model study did
not include the effect of salinity of seawater on ozone-iodide
reaction kinetics, as is done in this study.

2.3.2. Organic Enhancement of Ozone Deposition. It has been
long postulated that organic reactions in the sea surface layer
can have a significant enhancing effect on ozone deposition
[22]. Clifford et al. [23] suggest that the reaction between
ozone and chlorophyll can increase ozone deposition velocity
by up to a factor of 3 for wind speeds up to 20 m s−1

compared to deposition velocities computed solely on ozone-
iodide reactions. Considering the ubiquity of chlorophyll in
the ocean, the organic enhancement of ozone deposition
could have a significant effect on ozone concentrations
in the marine boundary layer. This organic enhancement
of ozone deposition was mechanistically incorporated into
the Fairall et al. [13] deposition scheme using satellite
chlorophyll data from MODIS (moderate resolution imaging
spectroradiometer) [37]. The upper and lower limits of
oceanic chlorophyll concentrations were set to 3 mg m−3 and
0 mg m−3, respectively, and oceanic iodide concentration was
set to a typical value of 100 nM. Figure 4 shows monthly aver-
aged chlorophyll concentrations for June 2003, as detected by
MODIS. Although chlorophyll values as high as 30 mg m−3

in coastal regions are visible in Figure 4, the upper limit
of chlorophyll concentration was set to 3 mg m−3 because
open ocean chlorophyll concentrations in the North East
Atlantic do not exceed this value. Also, when the resolution
of the model is taken into consideration, chlorophyll values
averaged over a single grid cell never exceed 3 mg m−3, even
in coastal areas. Therefore, 3 mg m−3 is a sensible upper limit
for open ocean chlorophyll concentrations for this study.

Ozone deposition velocity was computed as before
using the Magi et al. [29] iodide chemistry and increased
according to a linear chlorophyll-dependent enhancement
factor: deposition velocity increased by a factor of 3 at the
upper limit of chlorophyll concentration values. Deposition
velocity was left unchanged at the lower limit of chlorophyll
concentration where deposition velocity was based only on
iodide chemistry.
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The technique employed in this study differs from that
of Ganzeveld et al. [5] who applied linear dependence of
reactivity term Aoz on chlorophyll concentrations whereas
in this study, the deposition velocity increases linearly with
chlorophyll and the organic reactions are not represented
in Aoz. This organically enhanced version of the Fairall
et al. [13] deposition scheme is herein referred to as the
mechanistic ozone deposition scheme.

This scaling is a crude approach to the quantification
of organic reactions in the computation of ozone depo-
sition velocity and should be interpreted as a first-order
representation of organic chemistry within the Fairall et
al. [13] scheme, oceanic chlorophyll concentration being
used as a proxy for biological activity. Further work is
needed to parameterise the role of organic reactions in ozone
deposition.

2.4. Ozone-Deposition Driven Upward Iodine Flux. The
major source of iodine to the atmosphere is most likely due to
emission of organoiodine compounds from the ocean [38].
Martino et al. [8] have recently shown that a proportion
of organic iodide found in the marine atmosphere can
be formed from volatile organoiodine compounds (VOIs)
which are produced via ozone-iodide reactions in the sea
surface, thereby uncovering a potentially significant iodine
source to the marine atmosphere which is kick started
by the deposition of ozone to the sea surface. The VOI
species identified by Martino et al. [8] resulting from ozone
deposition are CH2I2, CH2ICl, and CHI3. Based on the
findings of Martino et al. [8] and the work of Garland et
al. [21], the extreme upper limit of iodine vapours released
to the atmosphere can be estimated from the ozone flux
of ozone to the ocean, assuming all of the new VOIs
are emitted from the ocean surface, without any being
transported to the ocean mixed layer or being destroyed
by photolysis at the sea-air interface. This newly defined
halogen source in the marine boundary layer could have
significant biogeochemical consequences, in terms of both
marine boundary layer (MBL) ozone depletion and new
particle formation.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion

Monthly REMOTE simulations were carried out for the
month of June, 2003. The model domain spans Northern
Europe and is depicted in Figure 11. Resolution of the model
is set to 0.5 deg, giving an average grid cell size of 50 km
× 50 km. Meteorological and chemical initial and boundary
conditions are taken from ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) and used to initialise all
grid points at the start of each simulation. Lateral boundaries
are enforced at six hourly intervals and emission scenarios
were supplied from the EMEP site. In 2003, monthly average
chlorophyll concentrations in the North East. Atlantic were
at an annual peak in the month of June [37].

3.1. Ozone Concentration Fields. Figure 5 shows surface
level mean monthly ozone concentrations simulated using

different deposition schemes within REMOTE. There is
little or no difference between simulated surface level ozone
concentrations using the nonchemical Wesely [18] scheme
and the Fairall et al. [13] scheme for 50 nM or 200 nM
iodide concentrations, consistent with findings of the global
model study of Ganzeveld et al. [5]. One can conclude from
this that ozone concentrations predicted using the Fairall et
al. [13] scheme within REMOTE are insensitive to iodide
reactions at realistic Atlantic iodide concentrations—even at
an upper limit of oceanic iodide concentration of 200 nM.
Therefore, although variation in iodide concentration and
reaction rate causes variation in ozone deposition velocity,
these deposition velocities are not sufficiently significant to
overcome other compensating effects in the climate model
and substantially decrease simulated ozone concentrations.
However, a notable decrease in ozone concentrations is
observed around the North East Atlantic when the mechanis-
tic ozone deposition scheme of Fairall et al. [13] is employed.
Simulated ozone depletion in this region is due to the
relatively high chlorophyll concentrations. In regions of low
oceanic chlorophyll concentration (e.g., the Mediterranean),
the mechanistic ozone deposition scheme models similar
ozone concentrations as computed using the Wesely [18]
scheme.

Figure 6 depicts ozone concentrations in the North
East. Atlantic region as predicted by REMOTE using three
permutations of the Fairall et al. [13] scheme and using
the nonchemical Wesely [18] scheme. The Fairall et al.
[13] scheme including 100 nM iodide chemistry predicts
ozone concentrations similar to those simulated using the
Wesely [18] scheme. The impact of chlorophyll on simulated
ozone levels in this region can be seen by comparing the
mean monthly ozone levels simulated using the Fairall et
al. [13] scheme scaled to include iodide chemistry alone
(100 nM I scheme), and the mechanistic version scaled to
include both iodide chemistry and organic reactions. Ozone
levels simulated by the mechanistic dry deposition scheme
are as much as 15 ppb lower than ozone levels simulated
by both the Wesely [18] scheme and the 100 nM I scheme.
The Fairall et al. [13] 100 nM I scheme and the mechanistic
scheme differ only by organic enhancement of deposition
velocity and so the lower ozone concentrations simulated
by the mechanistic schemes are due to inclusion of organic
chemistry alone.

Figure 7 compares ozone concentrations measured at the
Mace Head atmospheric research station measurement site
off the west coast of Ireland to modelled ground-level ozone
concentrations in this region. Ozone levels were measured
at Mace Head using a continuous ozone analyser by UV
photometry. See Tripathi et al. [39] for full description of this
data and measurements. All simulated ozone concentrations
agree quite well with observations, but the Mace Head
ozone concentrations simulated by the mechanistic scheme
correlate better with the observed ozone concentrations than
other schemes. The root mean square (RMS) deviation
between in situ ozone measurements at Mace Head and
modelled ozone concentration for this region was 7.7 ppb
when using the mechanistic scheme whereas the next closest
correlations were obtained using the Fairall et al. [13]
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Figure 5: Monthly average O3 concentrations in ppb as predicted by REMOTE for June 2003 for various dry deposition schemes. 50 nM I
plot and 200 nM I plot show simulated ozone concentrations (ppb) using the iodide-only chemical Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation with
oceanic iodide concentrations set to 50 nM and 200 nM, respectively. The Wesely [18] plot shows the ozone concentrations simulated by
the nonchemical scheme and the Mechanistic Scheme plot depicts the O3 concentrations simulated using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme with
inclusion of a first-approach chlorophyll-based organic chemistry.

scheme with reactivity set to 1000 s−1, and the Wesely [18]
scheme which gave RMS deviations of 9.1 ppb and 11.6 ppb,
respectively. This shows that on average, deviations between
simulated ozone concentrations and in situ measurements
are less for results obtained using the mechanistic ozone
dry deposition scheme than those generated using other dry
deposition schemes. However, firm conclusions on accuracy
of dry deposition parameterisation cannot be drawn here, as
simulated ozone-mixing ratio is dependent on other model
processes including atmospheric chemistry, transport, and
boundary conditions. In addition, the in situ measurements
represent a point measurement of ozone-mixing ratio,
whereas the model output represents average ozone mixing
ratio over a grid cell which spans 50 km × 50 km. In this
analysis, attempts have been made to account for this by
comparing modelled ozone concentrations with in situ ozone

measurements averaged over 1.75 hours, the time taken for
an air mass to traverse the length of one grid cell (50 km),
assuming an average easterly wind speed of 8 m s−1. However,
localised effects influencing ozone concentrations at Mace
Head will not be represented in model simulations due to the
effect of averaging over the grid cell area and so simulated
ozone concentrations will not have the same variation as
ozone measurements at Mace Head. This would explain
large variations between simulated and measured ozone
concentrations for example, measurements between Julian
Day 166 and 171 are much lower than all model results.

From Figure 7, it can be seen that the 100 nM I Fairall et
al. [13] scheme and the Wesely [18] scheme predict higher
ozone concentrations than observations or other model
set ups during periods of low-wind speeds (e.g., between
days 165 and 171). The reactivity of the 100 nM I scheme
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Figure 6: Monthly average O3 concentrations in ppb in the North East Atlantic region as predicted by REMOTE for June 2003 for various
dry deposition schemes. 100 nM I plot depicts simulated ozone concentrations (ppb) using the iodide-only chemical parameterisation of
Fairall et al. [13] with oceanic iodide concentrations set to 100 nM. The Wesely [18] plot shows the ozone concentrations simulated by the
nonchemical scheme. Reactivity 1000/s plot shows ozone concentrations simulated using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme with reactivity term
set to constant 1000 s−1 and mechanistic scheme plot depicts the ozone concentrations simulated using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme with
inclusion of first-approach chlorophyll-based organic chemistry.

is not large enough to account for ozone water surface
transfer at low-wind speed and the Wesely [18] scheme does
not account for chemical ozone transfer at all. Therefore,
using either of these schemes, REMOTE over predicts ozone
concentrations at periods of low-wind speed.

Simulations using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme with
constant reactivity set to 1000 s−1 predict very similar ozone
concentrations around Mace Head to the simulations using
the mechanistic scheme (reactivity due to 100 nM Iodide
and organic enhancement). Therefore, around the western
Irish coast, it can be deduced that effect of organic chemistry
causes oceanic reactivity of the order of 1000 s−1. Figure 8
shows monthly average values of deposition velocities com-
puted for the various deposition schemes. In the mechanistic
scheme, organic reactions are parameterised by increasing

deposition velocity according to oceanic chlorophyll concen-
tration, and so organic reactions are not represented in the
reactivity term, Aoz of the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisa-
tion. However, by comparing average deposition velocities
depicted in Figure 8 with relationship between reactivity and
deposition velocity shown in Figures 1 and 2, it can be
deduced that the deposition velocities obtained around the
Irish coast using the mechanistic scheme (0.6–0.1 cm s−1)
would require reactivity values exceeding 1000 s−1, assuming
moderate windspeeds. Variation of Vd in the Wesely [18]
scheme and the Reactivity 1000 s−1 scheme occurs due to
turbulent effects alone.

3.2. Ozone-Loss Rate. The loss rate of ozone from the mixing
volume to the ocean due to dry deposition was calculated in
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order to assess the impact of varying ozone deposition on
the rate of atmospheric ozone loss to the ocean as a result
of dry deposition and the consequential effect on ambient
ozone concentration. The loss rate is given by

Loss Rate = FO3

L
, (3)

where FO3 is the dry deposition flux of ozone to the ocean
(the product of deposition velocity and ambient ozone con-
centration) and L is the boundary layer height. Deposition
velocities and ozone concentrations were extracted from
REMOTE and boundary layer height taken as a constant
800 m. Figure 9 shows ozone-loss rates computed for the
various dry deposition schemes.

A higher deposition velocity does not necessarily denote
a higher ozone-loss rate, as the loss rate is proportional to
both ozone concentration and deposition velocity.

The loss rate of ozone to the ocean varies with oceanic
iodide concentration as seen from the first two plots of
Figure 9, using the iodide-only constrained scheme of Fairall
et al. [13]. This occurs due to the different deposition
velocities generated from the dry deposition schemes based
on reactivity. However, it can be seen that the variation of
the iodide concentration has no significant effect on ground
level ozone concentration and so the variation in ozone-loss
rate due to differences in iodide concentration is too subtle to
have a bearing on ambient ozone concentrations, indicating
the dominance of other processes over the dry deposition

sink in regulation of ambient boundary layer ozone con-
centrations within REMOTE for lower dry depositional loss
rates.

The Wesely [18] scheme predicts a greater ozone-loss
rate than the mechanistic ozone deposition scheme. This
occurs due to the depletion of ambient ozone concentrations
because of enhanced dry deposition in the presence of
marine biological activity.

3.3. Upward Iodine Flux. 20% of ozone deposited to the sea
surface reacts with iodide [21]. 1% of iodide oxidised by
ozone reacts with organic matter to form the VOIs (CH2I2,
CH2ICl, or CHI3) that are released from the sea surface
[8]. The upper limit of potential iodine flux to the marine
atmosphere as a result of ozone deposition is predicted
using these relationships. Resulting VOI fluxes are shown
in Figure 10. The upward VOI flux is derived directly from
the downward ozone flux, and so the same factors influence
both the downward ozone flux and the upward iodine
flux. The upward VOI flux also varies with oceanic iodide
concentration. It is stressed that this potential VOI flux to
the atmosphere represents an extreme upper limit, and is to
be interpreted as such.

The upward VOI flux predicted using the Wesely [18]
scheme exceeds that predicted by the Fairall et al. [13]
scheme constrained by iodide reactions. The mechanistic
ozone dry deposition scheme predicts VOI flux exceeding
that predicted using Wesely [18] in some regions ( north east
of Britain) while the flux is less than that predicted using
Wesely [18] in other areas (off the southern Irish coast).

This ozone deposition-driven flux of iodine from the
ocean is likely to have significant biogeochemical conse-
quences. Marine aerosols and cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) can be formed from iodine vapours in coastal
environments [11, 40]. The addition of new aerosols to the
coastal atmosphere could have a significant impact on the
global solar radiation budget due to their role in scattering of
incoming solar radiation, and therefore accurate prediction
of the VOI flux is imperative in predicting future climatic
scenarios. To fully assess the atmospheric implications of this
extra iodine source in the MBL, the upward organoiodine
flux and resulting chemical reactions and particle formation
would have to be included in the chemical scheme of
REMOTE.

3.4. Area-Averaged Study of Simulation Results. A quanti-
tative comparison of simulation results using the various
dry deposition schemes was performed by taking an area
average of various parameters over a boxed region in the
North Atlantic, off the Irish coast—a region of relatively
high biological activity. The region is displayed in Figure 11.
In this area, average, maximum, and minimum deposition
velocities from the various schemes were compared, as were
the average simulated ozone concentrations, average ozone-
loss rates, average upward VOI flux and derived average
increase in the daily rate of the VOI-mixing ratio. Results are
tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure 8: Monthly mean deposition velocity in the North East Atlantic region as predicted by REMOTE for June 2003 for various dry
deposition schemes. 100 nM I plot depicts deposition velocity using the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation with oceanic iodide concentrations
set to 100 nM. The Wesely [18] plot shows deposition velocity simulated by the nonchemical scheme. Reactivity 1000/s plot shows deposition
velcity simulated using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme with reactivity term set to constant 1000 s−1 and mechanistic scheme plot depicts the
deposition velocity simulated using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme with inclusion of first-approach chlorophyll-based organic chemistry.

3.4.1. Deposition Velocity. Deposition velocities simulated
using the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation vary with
oceanic iodide concentration, but as we have seen earlier,
these variations are too subtle to have a significant effect
on ambient ozone concentrations. The mechanistic scheme
computes deposition velocities in this region exceeding those
computed using the [18] scheme by 18%. Neither the Wesely
[18] scheme nor the Fairall et al. [13] scheme constrained
to iodide chemistry can account for deposition velocities as
high as the observations of Gallagher et al. [17]. Surface
resistance is set to a constant 2000 m−1 s in the Wesely [18]
scheme, and so maximum deposition velocity computed by

this scheme deviates very little from the average deposition
velocity; using this nonchemical scheme, deposition veloci-
ties cannot match the upper limit of observations under any
conditions.

Additional chemical reactions must be included in the
dry deposition scheme in order to realise deposition veloc-
ities as high as observations. Only the mechanistic ozone
deposition scheme predicts deposition velocities higher than
observations of Gallagher et al. [17]. Therefore, only by
integration of organic chemistry into the dry deposition
scheme can deposition velocities as high as observations be
realised.
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Figure 9: Monthly mean O3 loss rates (ppb per day) as predicted by REMOTE June 2003 for various dry deposition schemes. Simulated loss
rates using the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation with oceanic iodide concentrations set to 50 nM and 200 nM, respectively, are shown. The
Wesely [18] plot shows the ozone-loss rates simulated by the nonchemical Wesely [18] scheme and the mechanistic scheme shows the O3

loss rate simulated using the Fairall et al. [13] scheme with inclusion of first-approach chlorophyll-based organic chemistry.

3.4.2. Ozone Concentration. Simulated average ozone con-
centrations in this area are relatively insensitive to oceanic
iodide concentration. Inclusion of first-order organic chem-
istry parameterisation based on Clifford et al. [23] into
the dry deposition parameterisation causes a decrease in
simulated ozone concentration in the area of 20.5% or
9.5 ppb compared to concentrations simulated using the
Wesely [18] scheme. This increase in ozone deposition occurs
due to the enhancement of ozone deposition velocity due
to inclusion of organic reactions in the mechanistic ozone
deposition scheme, as discussed above. The Wesely [18]
scheme predicts an average ozone concentration in this
area 1.6% lower than that predicted using the Fairall et al.

[13] parameterisation constrained by an oceanic iodide
concentration of 100 nM.

3.4.3. Ozone-Loss Rate. Average ozone-loss rate computed by
Wesely [18] exceeds that computed by the mechanistic ozone
deposition scheme by nearly 6% in this region. The lower
loss rate is due to the lower ambient ozone concentrations
in the boundary layer due to organic enhancement of ozone
deposition computed by the mechanistic ozone deposition
scheme. The less reactive scheme constrained only by iodide
reactions also computes ozone-loss rate less than that of the
Wesely [18] scheme due to the higher deposition velocity
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Figure 10: Monthly average upward iodine flux in molecules per cm−2 s−1, as predicted by REMOTE for June 2003 shown for the European
region. Simulated flux using the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation with oceanic iodide concentrations set to 50 nM and 200 nM, respectively,
are shown. The Wesely [18] plot shows the flux simulated by the nonchemical Wesely [18] scheme and the mechanistic scheme shows the
flux simulated using the Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation using a first-approach organic chemistry scaling.

computed by the Wesely [18] scheme. The relatively small
changes in loss rates are shown not to have a large effect
on ambient ozone concentrations in REMOTE, but accurate
estimation of ozone dry deposition flux is necessary to
evaluate ozone-deposition driven upward VOI flux.

3.4.4. Potential Upward VOI Flux. This flux is estimated
linearly from the downward ozone flux. The simulated
potential VOI flux emitted from the ocean in this area is
of the order of 108 molecules cm−2 s−1. Martino et al. [8]
compute a typical downward depositional iodine flux of
3 × 107 atoms cm−2 s−1. The potential upward VOI flux
exceeds the depositional iodine flux, thus constituting a
significant additional source of atmospheric iodine in marine
environments, especially in regions of high biological activity
when organic enhancement of ozone deposition is factored
into the dry deposition parameterisation.

3.4.5. Increase of VOI-Mixing Ratio. Recent measurements
of iodocarbon fluxes taken in the North East. Atlantic [41]
have found open ocean sea-air fluxes of the ozone-deposition
derived VOIs (CH3I, CH2I2, and CH2ICl) as high as 9.6× 107

molecules cm−2 day−1, which would lead to a mixing ratio
increase of 4.24 ppt per day. The average flux value observed
in this region would lead to a VOI increase of 1.2 ppt per
day. In the more biologically active shelf and coastal regions,
measured VOI sea-air fluxes have been measured that would
result in mixing ratio increases as high as 9.3 ppt per day and
18.1 ppt per day, respectively. The measurements were taken
in the biologically active regions off the west coast of Ireland
where organic enhancement of ozone deposition is likely to
occur.

The average simulated increase of potential VOI-mixing
ratio in this area is of the order of 4 ppt per day and
the range of ozone-driven iodocarbon flux in this region
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Table 1: Results from area average analysis carried out over a boxed region in the North Atlantic.

Scheme

Average
deposition

velocity
(cm/s)

Maximum
deposition

velocity
(cm/s)

Minimum
deposition

velocity
(cm/s)

Average [O3]
in ppb

Average O3
loss rate (ppb

per day)

Average upward
VOI flux

(molecules
cm−2 s−1)

Average mixing
ratio VOI

increase (ppt
per day)

Reactivity of 50 nM Iodide 0.0305 0.0509 0.00123 47.8647 1.57031 7.11E + 07 3.14E + 00

Reactivity of 100 nM Iodide 0.0355 0.0575 0.00127 47.5876 1.82221 8.26E + 07 3.64E + 00

Reactivity of 150 nM Iodide 0.0392 0.0623 0.00129 47.3911 2.0009 9.07E + 07 4.00E + 00

Reactivity of 200 nM Iodide 0.0421 0.0661 0.0013 47.2334 2.1445 9.72E + 07 4.29E + 00

Reactivity 1000 s−1 0.0573 0.0848 0.00134 36.6113 2.26644 1.03E + 08 4.53E + 00

Wesely [18] scheme 0.0463 0.0488 0.0019 46.8433 2.34064 1.06E + 08 4.68E + 00

Mechanistic scheme
(Reactivity of 100 nM
Iodide and Organic
reactions)

0.0547 0.161 0.00173 37.2185 2.20302 9.98E + 07 4.40E + 00

Percentage difference
between Wesely [18] and
Mechanistic Scheme

−18.171 −230.38 8.86149 20.5468 5.87979 5.87979 5.87979

Percentage difference
between Wesely [18] and
100 nM I−scheme

23.1573 −17.915 33.0857 −1.5888 22.1493 22.1493 22.1493

Figure 11: Location of boxed region in the North Atlantic off
the west coast of Ireland in which the area-averaged analysis was
performed.

is 2.5–500 M molec cm−2 s−1 which would correspond to a
mixing-layer enhancement of VOI concentrations of 0.1–
22.0 ppt per day. This enhancement to the mixing ratio was
calculated using ideal gas theory and assuming a boundary
layer height of 800 m and should be interpreted as the
extreme upper limit of potential VOI flux occurring as a
result of ozone deposition—in reality, a proportion of this
flux would be mixed downwards and a further proportion
will be photolysed at the sea surface [8]. Taking this into
consideration, simulated VOI-mixing ratio enhancement
is well within range of the recently observed iodocarbon

fluxes [41], especially considering large iodocarbon fluxes
observed in shelf and coastal regions. Considering the molar
mixing ratio of total organic iodine ranges between 3–
4 pptv in the boundary layer [42–44], even a small mixing
ratio enhancement of these proportions would enhance
atmospheric iodine concentrations considerably.

The extra iodine compounds released to the atmo-
sphere could further add to ozone depletion in the marine
boundary layer, thus forming a catalytic cycle of ozone
destruction. Read et al. [45] investigated halogen-mediated
ozone destruction over the tropical Atlantic Ocean and found
that based on typical organic iodine molar mixing ratios
of 3–4 ppt in the MBL [44], resulting IO concentrations
of 1 ppt would cause ozone loss of 1.24 ppb per day due
to atmospheric reactions with IO. Crudely assuming a
linear relationship between organic iodine concentrations
and resulting ozone loss, additional influx of 22 ppt organic
iodine per day into the mixing layer due to the ozone-
deposition driven VOI flux would result in a further ozone
loss of 7.8 ppb per day. Even though this case represents
the upper limit VOI flux to MBL, it is evident that the
halogen-mediated ozone destruction cycle is likely to have
significant consequences for ozone concentrations in the
marine boundary layer, depleting ozone mixing ratios to
the order of a ppb per day. To further investigate this
feedback mechanism, REMOTE would need to be adapted
to include halogen chemistry and the upward VOI flux. This
is scheduled for further work.

4. Conclusions

Consistent with results of global model study conducted
by Ganzeveld et al. [5], our results show that ozone
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concentrations predicted by the Fairall et al. [13] parameter-
isation within REMOTE are insensitive to realistic variations
of oceanic iodide concentrations. Furthermore, the ozone
concentrations predicted by this turbulent and chemically
enhanced deposition scheme do not exceed those predicted
by the highly parameterised Wesely [18] scheme when the
parameterisation is constrained by iodide chemistry alone
for typical oceanic iodide concentrations. In order for the
new scheme to simulate deposition rates as high as field
observations, oceanic reactivity must be in the order of
1000 s−1. The source of this extra reactivity is most likely due
to ozone reacting with organic matter and chlorophyll in the
sea surface [22, 23].

Deposition velocities as high as the observations of
Gallagher et al. [17] were realised in regions of high
biological activity using the mechanistic ozone deposition
scheme, in which a crude first-approach scaling of organic
ozone reactions was applied to the Fairall et al. [13]
parameterisation. Use of this mechanistic ozone deposition
scheme including organic reactions yielded boundary layer
ozone concentrations much lower than those predicted
using the highly parameterised, constant surface-resistance
deposition scheme of Wesely [18]. This result is in contrast
with findings of Ganzeveld et al. [5] who found the use of
mechanistic approach to evaluation of surface resistance in
fact reduced total dry deposition flux of ozone to the ocean
compared to simulations ran using the Wesely [18] scheme
with constant surface-resistance, even though the global
model study incorporated additional chemical reactions of
ozone with DMS, C2H4, and C3H6, which were deemed
negligible in this study. However, variations between the
global model results and results from this are most likely
due to variation between the temporal and spatial resolution
of the two model studies: the focus of this study is limited
to a biologically active region for a time of year in which
biological activity is at a maximum and so it would be
expected that biochemical effects would be significant in
resulting simulations. In contrast, the Ganzeveld et al. [5]
study was performed on a global scale for a yearly period
and simulated annual mean mixing ratios were analysed
which would not reflect short-term seasonal effects. As stated
in the introduction, the Wesely [18] scheme serves well in
simulating ozone deposition for large-scale simulations, but
the mechanistic Fairall et al. [13] parameterisation serves
best for simulating ozone deposition velocity to the ocean
for particular regional or seasonal effects, as in the case of
high biological activity due to a phytoplankton bloom. In
addition, Ganzeveld et al. [5] used variable inferred oceanic
iodide concentration fields as opposed to constant oceanic
iodide fields utilised in this study. Also, the global model
study did not allow for the enhancing effect of high sea
surface temperature (SST) on diffusivity of ozone in water
and so ozone transfer in regions of high SST was limited
by solubility and the enhancing effect of seawater salinity
on ozone-iodide reaction kinetics was not considered in the
global model study.

Based on the findings of this study, it is postulated that
high ozone fluxes can be theoretically explained only by

consideration of reactions of ozone with ocean dwelling
organic matter.

Simulated ozone concentrations agree closely with in situ
measurements at Mace Head. On average the mechanistic
ozone deposition scheme displayed least deviation from
measurements. This indicates a closer correlation between
actual ozone concentrations and simulated ozone concen-
trations using the mechanistic scheme (RMS deviation of
7.7 ppb) than using the iodide-only scheme or the nonchem-
ical Wesely [18] scheme (RMS deviation of 11.6 ppb).

Ozone dry deposition flux depends on both ozone
concentration and deposition. Variations in ozone flux do
not necessarily have a significant effect on ambient ozone
concentration due to dominance of other model processes
over the dry deposition processes at low deposition velocities.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first
study to use the advanced mechanistic ozone deposition
scheme of Fairall et al. [13] to quantitatively evaluate the
newly discovered ozone deposition-driven upward flux of
iodine from the ocean outlined by Martino et al. [8], which
is likely to have significant biogeochemical consequences.
Ambient ozone concentrations are insensitive to oceanic
iodide concentrations, but ozone dry deposition flux (and
resulting upward iodine flux) varies with oceanic iodide con-
centration and so iodide reactions must be explicit within dry
deposition models to adequately simulate biogeochemical
consequences of dry depositional ozone flux.
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Terrestrial and marine photosynthetic organisms emit trace gases, including isoprene and monoterpenes. The resulting emissions
can impact the atmosphere through oxidative chemistry and formation of secondary organic aerosol. Large uncertainty exists as
to the magnitude of the marine sources of these compounds, their controlling factors, and contribution to marine aerosol. In
recent years, the number of relevant studies has increased substantially, necessitating the review of this topic. Isoprene emissions
vary with plankton species, chlorophyll concentration, light, and other factors. Remote marine boundary layer isoprene mixing
ratios can reach >300 pptv, and extrapolated global ocean fluxes range from <1 to >10 Tg C year−1. Modeling studies using surface
chlorophyll concentration as an isoprene emissions proxy suggest variable atmospheric impacts. More information is needed,
including emission fluxes of isoprene and monoterpenes from various biogeographical areas, the effects of species and nutrient
limitation on emissions, and the aerosol yields via condensation and nucleation, in order to better quantify the atmospheric
impacts of marine isoprene and monoterpenes.

1. Introduction

It is has been well established that photosynthetic organ-
isms can emit trace gases, collectively known as biogenic
volatile organic compounds (BVOCs), that play a role in
the formation of ozone (O3) and help extend the lifetime
of important atmospheric gases such as methane and
carbon monoxide. Isoprene (C5H8) is the atmosphere’s most
ubiquitous BVOC with annual global emissions estimated
at 500–750 Tg of carbon [1]. While terrestrial vegetation
has the highest isoprene emission rates, it has been shown
that productive areas of remote ocean, coastal upwelling
regions, and wetlands [2–4] can all emit isoprene at rates
that can potentially influence the oxidation capacity of the
atmosphere in remote marine and coastal regions [5–9]. In
addition to its photochemical role, isoprene has been shown
to be an important precursor to secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) formation [10, 11]. Recent studies revealed that SOA
can strongly impact the radiation balance of the atmosphere,
modify cloud microphysics, and participate in chemical

transformations. Marine SOA of biogenic origin could be
especially important for understanding the cloud-mediated
effects of aerosols on climate, because cloud properties
respond to aerosols in a nonlinear way and are most
sensitive to the addition of particles when the background
concentration is low [12]. While the role of ocean ecology
in shaping the microphysical properties of low-level marine
clouds and planetary albedo is highly uncertain, it has been
found that organic aerosol emitted over biologically active
oceanic regions can potentially influence number concen-
tration and chemical composition of accumulation mode
marine aerosols [13–18]. The incomplete characterization of
these impacts in remote marine regions is seen as a major
obstacle for improved understanding of radiative balance,
contributing up to 80% uncertainty in simulated values of
aerosol indirect effect [19].

While it is clear that heterotrophic bacteria, marine
phytoplankton, and seaweeds can all emit isoprene [2, 20–
22], current debate centers on (1) the magnitude and
spatial distribution of global marine fluxes of isoprene,
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(2) sensitivities of marine isoprene emissions to environmen-
tal parameters (e.g., incoming solar radiation, temperature,
and nutrient abundance), (3) dependence of marine isoprene
emissions on phytoplankton speciation, (4) contribution of
marine isoprene-derived SOA to submicron marine aerosol
mass, (5) relative amounts of marine isoprene-derived SOA
to SOA formed from other marine BVOCs, (6) the role
of marine isoprene-derived organic vapors on potential
enhancement of nucleation events and growth of ultrafine
particles in coastal and remote ocean environments, and
(7) the nature of marine monoterpene emissions, which
were only very recently discovered in both laboratory and
field work. Finally, due to its ubiquitous production by
photosynthetic vegetation, marine isoprene can also be used
as a tracer of ocean biological processes when continental
influence is eliminated.

In order to better quantify the roles of marine isoprene
and monoterpenes in atmospheric chemistry and climate,
the spatial distribution of the production and emission
mechanisms need to be better constrained. This paper
will review the state of the science of marine isoprene
and monoterpene research through 2009 (∼70 publications
including articles in press and recent conference results) and
give recommendations for improvement of present marine
emission parameterizations. Three general types of studies
are described: laboratory measurements on monocultures or
simple mixtures of phytoplankton and other organisms, field
measurements (including transects and mesocosm studies),
and global estimates by modeling approaches. Each of these
has their own benefits and drawbacks. For example, lab-
oratory studies can better elucidate processes/mechanisms,
and more closely approximate cause-and-effect experiments.
Field studies can directly measure emission fluxes, integrate
various simultaneously-acting source and sink mechanisms
on chemical concentration, and are not subject to bottle
effects. As all three types of studies provide information on
production or emission rates of isoprene and monoterpenes,
all are included and distinguished when relevant. When
necessary some production rates or fluxes were converted
between various units or estimated based on information
provided in the publications.

2. Marine Isoprene Seawater Concentrations

The first report of marine isoprene, and observed correla-
tions between seawater isoprene and chlorophyll concentra-
tion, was in the field measurements of Bonsang et al. [2]. In
depth profiles from various Pacific Ocean and Mediterranean
Sea sites, it was observed that the isoprene concentration
maxima were broadly consistent with chlorophyll concen-
tration maxima (based on chlorophyll fluorescence). Other
field studies [24–26] also found subsurface isoprene concen-
tration maxima at depth broadly coinciding with chlorophyll
in the Florida Straits, eastern Atlantic Ocean, and Northeast
Pacific sites. It should be noted that throughout the paper
we will refer to both chlorophyll and chlorophyll-a as
“chlorophyll” when authors do not make clear distinction of
specific pigment composition. When specified, “chlorophyll-
a” or “Chl-a” will be used.

Surface seawater measurements conducted in the North
Sea and the Southern Ocean showed positive correlations
of isoprene and chlorophyll that were independent of the
presence of individual phytoplankton species [3]. These
authors observed a seasonal isoprene concentration cycle of
two orders of magnitude, with isoprene consistently super-
saturated in seawater relative to its ambient concentrations.
These commonly observed positive correlations of isoprene
and chlorophyll imply a direct biogenic source of isoprene
from phytoplankton. Published observations of isoprene
concentrations in seawater are listed in Table 1 and depicted
in Figure 1.

Field enclosures and mesoscale enrichment experiments
in surface ocean waters populated by phytoplankton have
clearly shown rapid isoprene production responses after
changes in ambient conditions. For example, Wingenter
et al. [23] observed 3-to 7-fold increases in isoprene con-
centrations in air equilibrated with seawater inside an iron-
fertilized patch during the Southern Ocean Iron Experiment
(SOFEX) experiment. These concentrations were positively
correlated with biological productivity (which coincided
with a shift in plankton species present), suggesting that
phytoplankton community growth and speciation shifts
are also important controls on isoprene emissions. Based
on these results, the authors hypothesized that the glacial
era iron fertilization may have impacted the atmosphere
through release of isoprene and other biogenic trace gases.
A separate iron fertilization experiment in the North Pacific
[24] exhibited 6-fold higher isoprene production rates inside
the fertilized patch as compared to outside of the patch.
A mesocosm study in a Norwegian fjord [39] showed that
air concentrations of isoprene peaked from 12–4 pm, the
portion of day with highest typical light and temperate
intensity, and were at minimum levels at night. Interestingly,
some isoprene emission occurred in overcast skies and at
night, which the authors hypothesize was likely due to
ventilation of built up mixed layer concentrations produced
during daylight hours.

3. Marine Isoprene Production Rates

3.1. Laboratory Studies of Environmental and Physiological
Controls. In addition to ambient measurements, isoprene
production has also been detected from more than 27
phytoplankton species grown in the laboratory by a number
of researchers under varying conditions. The results summa-
rized in Table 2 (and Figure 2) exhibit a large variation in
production rates ranging over several orders of magnitude.

Shaw et al. [21] tested the effects of a variety of phys-
iological parameters and microorganism interactions on
isoprene production rates by phytoplankton monocultures.
They showed that isoprene production by phytoplankton
exhibited maxima at certain light (>150 μE/m2/sec) and
temperature conditions (23◦C). A rapid increase in isoprene
production was observed at low light levels, with a gradual
increase as irradiance increased, until production rates
leveled off. This pattern of isoprene production was shown
to be similar to that of terrestrial vegetation (e.g., [43]).
A comparison by Gantt et al. [22] of chlorophyll-normalized
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Figure 1: Marine Isoprene Seawater Concentrations. Concentrations in pmol/L. All values reported in the corresponding table are included,
except for global modeling studies for which individual locations were not reported. Only “out of bloom” values reported for fertilization
experiments. Representative lat./long. coordinates chosen when necessary. Figure background shows SeaWiFS retrieved surface [Chl-α].
Figure 1 only: Two high points removed [20, 28] to bring all other points in range.

isoprene production rates for diatoms and coccolithophores
and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) showed con-
sistency with these results, despite a limited number of
light levels tested. In contrast, production rates dropped at
higher temperatures. While these exact conditions may be
linked to species-specific growth requirements and cannot
be easily generalized to all species, the measurements of
Shaw et al. [21] clearly show the importance of sunlight
and water temperature on isoprene production rates by
phytoplankton.

The impact of addition of both grazers and viruses
on isoprene production rates by phytoplankton was also
tested in separate experiments by Shaw et al. [21]. The
presence of these other microorganisms was found to affect
isoprene production only through the impacts of these
organisms on phytoplankton cell counts. For example, the
grazers ate the phytoplankton cells, and thus there were less
phytoplankton available to produce isoprene, and thus less
isoprene. However, the grazers themselves did not produce
or consume isoprene. Shaw et al. [21] also showed that the
presence of several selected species of heterotrophic bacteria
did not impact production rates; that is, there was no
evidence of isoprene production or consumption by these
bacterial species.

Additional results by these authors showed that
chlorophyll-normalized production rates were constant
across the species tested. This fact, combined with low
absolute production rates and percentages of fixed carbon
loss to isoprene (approximately 10−4% for phytoplankton
as compared to 0.5%–2% for higher plants; Shaw et al.
[21]) suggested that isoprene may be emitted as a waste
product. As the species tested by Shaw et al. [21] represent
oligotrophic oceanic regions with low community growth
rates, reported marine isoprene production rates might be

expected to be lower than those for phytoplankton species
representative of more nutrient-replete areas. More recently
Arnold et al. [37] confirmed the previously observed linear
relationship of isoprene with chlorophyll, although the
slopes varied with species.

Laboratory isoprene emission rates of Colomb et al. [34]
and Moore et al. [33] were not included in Table 2, as the
detectable isoprene production could not be easily converted
to units comparable to other studies.

3.2. Field Studies on Environmental and Physical Controls.
As discussed above, a number of relationships have been
observed between ambient concentrations of seawater iso-
prene and (1) chlorophyll concentration, (2) phytoplankton
species, and (3) diel cycles (likely reflecting light and/or tem-
perature variations) [2, 3, 23–27, 39]. Despite the inability
to explicitly test cause-and-effect of these parameters in the
field, and the use of concentration rather than production
rate, the results of these studies are broadly similar to the
corresponding relationships to production rates observed in
laboratory studies.

3.3. Effects of Phytoplankton Species and/or Functional Type.
Isoprene production is dependent on the phytoplankton
species or functional type, as well as changes in ambient
conditions. Therefore, it is informative to review the specific
effects that phytoplankton speciation may have on marine
isoprene emissions. Table 2 lists 10 species (or genera
with unspecified species) whose isoprene production rates
have been measured across the various studies reviewed.
Due to the paucity of studies on isoprene production
by phytoplankton, results from both laboratory and field
studies are included in this analysis when relevant. For five
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Figure 2: Marine Isoprene Flux Measurements and Estimates. Fluxes reported as ×108 molecules/cm2/sec. Otherwise as for Figure 1.

species/genera (Skeletonema costatum, Chaetoceros neogra-
cilis, Thalassiosira pseudonana, Dunaliella tertiolecta, and
Amphidinium sp.), isoprene production is always detected
but the rates cannot be directly compared due to the lack of
quantifiable or consistent units. In the case of Phaeodactylum
tricornutum, Synechococcus sp., and Thalassiosira weissflogii,
there are conflicting reports of detected production. This is
likely due to a characteristic culturing choice or detection
limit issue as in all cases the “not detected” value was
from the same report [25]. The two species whose reported
isoprene production rates have comparable units (Prochloro-
coccus, Emiliania huxleyi) have rates within a factor of 10 of
each other.

In order to simplify the characterization of marine
isoprene production, individual species have been grouped
by phytoplankton functional type (PFT) as follows: chloro-
phytes, coccolithophores, haptophytes, cyanobacteria, nitro-
gen fixers, diatoms, dinoflagellates, picoeukaryotes, and
unclassified species. Within several functional types, and
specifically diatoms, the range of isoprene production
rates was quite variable, ranging from zero to 4×10−18

moles/cell/day (or 67 μmol/(g chl)/day for a second diatom
species), two of the highest production rates reported for any
species. The coccolithophore and cyanobacteria production
rates were within 2 orders of magnitude. Haptophyte and
picoeukaryote production rates were similar within each
group with the variation less than 1 order of magnitude,
although only 2 studies for each PFT exist. The isoprene
production rates for diatoms have been most extensively
measured in previous studies based on the number of
individual species tested. Due to the relative lack of avail-
able measurements, but high values for some production
rates, we suggest the need for additional sampling of
the chlorophyte, haptophyte, and dinoflagellate functional
types.

3.4. Isoprene Production by Other Marine Organisms. In
addition to the work just discussed on microalgae, isoprene
measurements related to the presence of other marine
organisms have been made. Broadgate et al. [20] mea-
sured isoprene concentrations in enclosed coastal rockpools
which were filled with various macroalgal (e.g., seaweed)
species. Isoprene in seawater increased 6-fold from dark
to light periods, and up to 62-fold over the course of a
sunny day. Increasing temperature also increased seawater
isoprene concentration up to 10-fold. These observations,
in combination with increased fluxes during periods of
ebbing tide, led the authors to hypothesize that seaweeds
are similar to higher plants in that isoprene may contribute
to their thermotolerance. Isoprene has also been detected
in other studies of coastal waters inhabited by macroalgae
[44].

Isoprene production by bacteria was also recently
observed in estuary sediments at levels of 0.15 to
0.71 pmoles/cm2/hr [28]. However, the focus of the Acuna-
Alvarez et al. [28] study was on isoprene consumption, which
will be described in the next section.

Aquatic plants of a higher order than phytoplankton,
such as the sedges, mosses (e.g., Sphagnum sp.), grasses, and
shrubs grown in the boreal and subarctic wetlands of Finland
and Sweden, have also been shown to produce isoprene
[4, 45–48]. In both their physiology and isoprene production
rates, these plants are more similar to terrestrial plants
than algae. However, they share some traits with isoprene
production by phytoplankton as well. Along with other
marine and terrestrial biogenic isoprene producers, isoprene
production in aquatic plants generally increases with light
and temperature [46]. Nutrient availability also plays a role in
isoprene production by these species; increasing nitrogen or
phosphorus reduced isoprene emissions in both Phragmites
australis and sedges [4, 48].
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3.5. Summary of Isoprene Production Rates. In summary,
isoprene production rates by phytoplankton and macroalgae
have been shown (in laboratory and field work) to vary
with plankton species, light level, temperature, and chloro-
phyll. Isoprene production is related to cellular chlorophyll
content. The mean species-specific rates from 4 studies
normalized by Chl-a concentrations [21, 22, 36, 37] are
within one and a half orders of magnitude (1 to 70 μmoles/(g
Chl-a)/day). Production rates normalized to cell counts
ranged over 4 orders of magnitude, from 1×10−21 to 3×10−18

moles/cell/day (Table 2). Only some studies have reported
the rates in comparable units. We suggest that future work
in this area use one or both of the following two units for
reporting of production rates due to their simplicity and
the fact that most of the necessary parameters are typically
measured in moles/(g Chl-a)/day, or moles/cell/day. The first
option is preferred as there is field and laboratory evidence
that suggests isoprene production is related to cellular
chlorophyll content, and certainly the biological synthesis
process for chlorophyll consists of linking monomer isoprene
units together [49]. In addition, such production rates would
be able to be scaled by remotely-sensed chlorophyll data from
satellites. A cell-normalized production rate is less optimal
as it does not account for cell size, chlorophyll content,
or photosynthetic activity, which all may act to influence
isoprene production. The larger 4 order of magnitude range
of production rates for the former units, as compared to
1.5 for the latter, clearly show the resulting imprecision.
However, due to the many biological, chemical and physical
parameters desired in biogenic trace gas emission studies, it
is unfortunately true that many authors do not collect or
report all desired information, such as chlorophyll content.
Although we do not suggest that this is good practice,
a simple cell count is often within the reach of most
investigators, especially in laboratory settings, and would
certainly serve as an improvement upon no standardized
normalizing factor, which is not uncommon in the literature
at this time.

4. Marine Isoprene Losses in Seawater

Although some evidence exists to demonstrate possible
isoprene losses in seawater, very little is known about the
main parameters controlling this loss. While the few bacterial
species tested in laboratory work [21] were not suggested to
exhibit consumption of marine isoprene due to statistically
identical isoprene production rates regardless of the presence
of heterotrophs, indications of consumption do exist from
field work in the ocean water column. Depth profiles,
taken over several weeks after an in situ iron fertilization
experiment [24], qualitatively suggested that if biological
consumption occurred in the water column it was at rates
lower than production; this was based on expected influences
of various sources and sinks on net production rate. A
mesocosm study in a Norwegian fjord reported a relationship
between increasing cell counts of Synechococcus sp. and
decreasing ocean-atmosphere isoprene fluxes, implying that
some phytoplankton species could actively consume isoprene
[39]. It should be noted that the corresponding observed

relationships between the cell counts of other phytoplankton
species or functional types (Emiliania huxleyi, nanoplank-
ton, picoplankton, and heterotrophic bacteria) and isoprene
fluxes were positively correlated, suggesting biogenic sources.
Most recently Acuna-Alvarez et al. [28] investigated isoprene
consumption by bacteria in temperate (Mediterranean Sea),
tropical (Indonesia), and coastal waters and sediments
(Colne Estuary, U.K.). Consumption rates were higher for
water samples (without sediment) that were spiked with
lower levels of isoprene (0.082 ppm) as compared to higher
levels (0.82 ppm). The authors showed that the regions with
most rapid rates of isoprene consumption coincided with
highest isoprene production areas (i.e., estuarine sediments
as compared to waters). The dominant consumer species
present in the sediments were Actinobacteria, Alphapro-
teobacteria, and Bacterdetes.

In contrast to biological consumption, only arithmetic
estimates of chemical losses based on assumptions have been
made. Due to the minimum amount of data available, both
biological and chemical losses are still merely estimates and
highly uncertain [22, 37, 40, 41]. For example, Palmer and
Shaw [41] estimated an isoprene lifetime due to bacterial
consumption and chemical oxidation of ∼17 and ∼19 days,
respectively. The bacterial consumption rate (k = 0.06/day)
was assumed to be similar to that previously estimated for
methyl bromide, while the chemical loss rates to OH and 1O2

were also estimated (using typical seawater concentrations,
as well as respective loss rates of 6×1010 and 106 M−1s−1).
These values resulted in the hypothesis that seawater isoprene
is removed primarily by air-sea exchange.

Only one field study [24] attempted to observe physical
losses in the water column. A vertical diffusive flux was
calculated as a diffusion coefficient times the isoprene
concentration gradient across bottom of the mixed layer.
The authors determined that there was a negligible diffusive
flux from the subsurface isoprene maxima into the mixed
layer, equal to only 3%–5% of the ocean-atmosphere flux.
Measurements in the Florida Straits [25] demonstrated the
lack of a strong diurnal pattern in depth profiles of isoprene
concentration, suggesting that net water column losses of
biological, chemical, and/or physical types occurred on time
scales longer than production (which occurs during the day).

5. Isoprene Mixing Ratios in Coastal and
Remote Marine Atmospheres

Atmospheric mixing ratios of marine isoprene over the
remote oceans, or at coastal sites for time periods determined
to be unaffected by terrestrial sources, have been directly
measured in a number of field campaigns to be as high as
300 pptv (Table 3 and Figure 3). These mixing ratios varied
with time of day, season, and location.

Field studies performed in coastal environments will
be reviewed first. In three studies by Lewis and colleagues
[7, 8, 50], strong diurnal isoprene variations were detected
at the Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station, Tasmania
and the Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station, Ireland.
In all cases sharp mid-day peaks were observed when winds
came from the ocean over periods of several days. These
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Figure 3: Marine Isoprene and Monoterpene Atmospheric Mixing Ratios. Mixing ratios in pptv. Otherwise as for Figure 1. Figure 3 only:
one high point [39] removed to bring other points in range.

peaks in marine boundary layer isoprene mixing ratios
occurred earlier than the mid-afternoon isoprene peaks
typically observed from terrestrial plant sources. Vertical
profiles of isoprene from the ocean surface to 200 m were
measured at a coastal site 5 km from Mace Head, Ireland by
other authors [51]. Reported mean isoprene mixing ratios
decreased from 68 pptv near the surface to 14 pptv at 200 m
[51]. However, as the flux footprint encompassed open ocean
as well as coastal and rocky land, the influence of coastal
emissions on reported vertical profiles of isoprene in this
study cannot be easily determined. Based on the ratios
of isoprene abundance to that of its degradation products
measured at Cape Grim, Australia, a local marine source
of isoprene was also suggested in the Southern Ocean by
Galbally et al. [52]. Long-term measurements at Finokalia
sampling station on the island of Crete showed seasonal
variability of isoprene in air masses identified as “marine-
derived” [9]. Highest mixing ratios (250–300 pptv) were
observed from May through July. Isoprene mixing ratios
in ambient air increased with light and temperature, in
agreement with laboratory observations [21].

Isoprene mixing ratios have also been reported from
field studies of the remote marine boundary layer. Yokouchi
et al. [53] reported isoprene mixing ratios in the Southern
Indian Ocean ranging from less than 10 to 280 pptv. This
demonstrates the high spatial variability often observed in
marine isoprene abundance. In other locations visited on
this cruise, values of >100 ppt tended to be observed near
tropical islands and those of <100 ppt when “open-ocean
air masses” were measured. However, the Southern Indian
Ocean sites’ mixing ratios represented 2-day back trajectories
over remote waters, which is much larger than the <1 to 4
hour estimated typical lifetime of isoprene over the ocean

[3, 40, 41, 52]. Colomb et al. [54] measured mixing ratios
of isoprene and monoterpenes in the Southern Indian Ocean
for air masses with 5-day marine back trajectories and found
that isoprene was correlated with both the sum of isoprene
secondary products (methacrolein and methyl vinyl ketone)
and the sum of monoterpenes. Diurnal patterns of isoprene
and monoterpene mixing ratios were observed with maxima
at 10:00–12:00 local time; this is similar to the results of
prior work at the Cape Grim and Mace Head coastal sites
[7, 8, 50]. A consistent reduction in mixing ratios was
observed as the ship track moved away from biologically
active ocean waters. Matsunaga et al. [27] reported marine
boundary layer isoprene mixing ratios in the western Pacific
in a range of 30–70 pptv. They also reported other isoprene
mixing ratios as high as 110 pptv but believed them somehow
influenced by terrestrial sources as they calculated very low
(<5 pptv) atmospheric mixing ratios that should result from
the ocean-atmosphere fluxes they measured.

Review of the published literature shows that the higher
isoprene mixing ratios of higher than several hundred pptv
reported by some authors often occurred when sampling
was performed nearer to coastal areas, suggesting the mixing
rations may not be consistent with marine sources and
subsequent atmospheric transformation. This is certainly
possible; terrestrial boundary layer mixing ratios of isoprene
can reach from several hundred to several thousand pptv.
However, in almost all cases the authors have attempted
to evaluate whether or not their methods have been influ-
enced by terrestrial emissions (such as though the use of
several day back-trajectories (e.g., [53]) or avoiding coastal
areas [37]), and have concluded this was likely not the
case. Another example is the work of Luo and Yu [42]
who show that without the inclusion of oceanic emission
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Table 3: Ambient air mixing ratios of isoprene (or monoterpenes where noted).a

Species
Location
represented

Time Study type
Mixing ratio
(pptv)

Referenceb Notes

Tropical Pacific,
N. hemisphere

Feb-Mar
2006

Field <1 (mean)
Galbally et al.
2007 [52]

aircraft data from 0–2 km
altitude

Amsterdam
Island, S. Indian
Ocean

Mar
1986–May
1987

Field <2
Bonsang et al.
1992 [2]

suspect canister losses, values
perhaps to 10 ppt

Arctic Ocean Aug 1999 Field <2
Hopkins et al.
2002 [66]

53–81◦N; continuous Arctic
sunlight

Southern Ocean Jan-Feb 2002 Field <3
Wingenter et al.
2004 [23]

Southern Ocean Iron
Enrichment Experiment
(SOFEX)

Pacific Ocean
May-Jun
1987

Field <2–36
Bonsang et al.
1992 [2]

Cape Grim,
Tasmania

Jan-Feb 1999 Field

1.8–7.9 range
(5.7 day mean,
<1.6 night
mean)

Lewis et al. 2001
[8]

marine winds

Florida Straits,
Gulf Stream

Sep 1993 Field <11
Milne et al. 1995
[25]

also report modeled
concentrations <1 ppt based
on calculated fluxes

Cape Grim,
Tasmania

Feb-Mar
2006

Field 14 (mean)
Galbally et al.
2007 [52]

methyl vinyl ketone and
methacrolein (isoprene
degradation products) <2 ppt;
short isoprene lifetime (<0.1
day)

Seaweed-filled
rockpools

Mace Head,
Ireland

Sep-Oct 1998 Field 0–22 (7 mean)
Broadgate et al.
2004 [20]

estimated concentration based
on flux

Mace Head,
Ireland

July-Aug
1996

Field

0–25 (6.2 mean
for SW winds,
3.9 mean for
NW winds)

Lewis et al. 1997
[7]

NW or SW winds

Mace Head,
Ireland

Apr-May
1997

Field 0–37 (2.6 mean)
Lewis et al. 1999
[50]

polar/tropical/westerly winds

Diatoms and
haptophytes
dominant

Southern Indian
Austral Ocean

Dec 2004 Field 0–50
Colomb et al.
2009 [54]

isoprene; 40–49◦S; Zones IIb,
IIc, III; species suggested from
satellite data & PHYSAT
model

Southern Ocean
Dec
1997–Mar
1998

Field
<1–57 (13
mean)

Yokouchi et al.
1999 [53]

very variable concentrations;
highest levels south of 45 ◦S
when winds from west and
south

North Pacific May 2001 Field
7.2–110; day
mean 31, night
mean 70

Matsunaga et al.
2002 [27]

3.2 pptv is estimated max
concentration supported by
measured oceanic flux
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Table 3: Continued.

Species
Location
represented

Time Study type
Mixing ratio
(pptv)

Referenceb Notes

West Pacific,
Indian Ocean,
S.E. Asian Sea

Nov–Feb;
1996-1997

Field

<10 Indian
Ocean and East
China Sea; >100
near islands and
Australia

Yokouchi et al.
1999 [53]

highest levels were near land
(to 286 pptv); however,
near-Australia values had back
trajectories from Southern
Ocean, not land

Prochlorococcus
and haptophytes
dominant

Southern Indian
Austral Ocean

Dec 2004 Field 40–150
Colomb et al.
2009 [54]

isoprene; 24–39.5◦S; Zones
I–IIa North of Aghula Front;
species suggested from satellite
data & PHYSAT model

Mace Head,
Ireland

Jul–Sep 2002 Field <270
Heard et al.
2006 [67]

When winds from ocean

coastal Crete Feb–Oct 2004 Field 10–300
Liakakou et al.
2007 [9]

for marine-derived
back-trajectories; values >100
from May–Aug

Prochlorophytes
and cyanobacteria

South Atlantic
Jan–Mar
2007

Field
48 max (26
mean) before
bloom

Yassaa et al.
2008 [35]

isoprene; species suggested by
pigments

Dinoflagellates,
diatoms.
pelagophytes

South Atlantic
Jan–Mar
2007

Field
32–375 (187
mean) during
bloom

Yassaa et al.
2008 [35]

isoprene; species suggested by
pigments

Prochlorophytes
and cyanobacteria

South Atlantic
Jan–Mar
2007

Field
14 max (5
mean) before
bloom

Yassaa et al.
2008 [35]

α-pinene dominant
monoterpene; species
suggested by pigments

Dinoflagellates,
diatoms.
Pelagophytes

South Atlantic
Jan–Mar
2007

Field
56–225 (125
mean) during
bloom

Yassaa et al.
2008 [35]

α-pinene dominant
monoterpene; species
suggested by pigments

Prochlorococcus
and haptophytes
dominant

Southern Indian
Austral Ocean

Dec 2004 Field 20–100
Colomb et al.
2009 [54]

sum monoterpenes;
24–39.5◦S; Zones I–IIa North
of Aghula Front; species
suggested from satellite data
and PHYSAT model

Diatoms and
haptophytes
dominant

Southern Indian
Austral Ocean

Dec 2004 Field 0–40
Colomb et al.
2009 [54]

sum monoterpenes; 40–49◦S;
Zones IIb,IIc,III; species
suggested from satellite data
and PHYSAT model

Diatoms; Emiliania
huxleyi and other
coccolithophores

Raunefjord,
Southern
Norway

May-Jun
2005

Field
mesocosm

<60–2400 (180
median)

Sinha et al. 2007
[39]

many phytoplankton types
detected, species listed
bloomed; macroalgae also
present outside mesocosms

Diatoms Southern Ocean Jan-Feb 2002
Remote
sensing
(SeaWiFS)

0.03–0.68 (0.17
mean)

Meskhidze and
Nenes 2006,
2007 [17, 30]

Palmer & Shaw 2005 for
isoprene-chlorophyll
relationship; SOFEX scaled to
SeaWiFS chlorophyll
(Wingenter 2004, 2007
[23, 31])
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Table 3: Continued.

Species
Location
represented

Time Study type
Mixing ratio
(pptv)

Referenceb Notes

Diatoms coastal U.S. Jul 2001
Remote
sensing
(SeaWiFS)

10 (midday
mean) NY and
NOL; 2.5
(midday mean)
LA

Gantt et al. 2010
[40]

New York, Los Angeles, New
Orleans

2006 annual

Remote
sensing
(MODIS &
SeaWIFS)

0–280
Luo and Yu
2010 [42]

Isoprene

2006 annual

Remote
sensing
(MODIS &
SeaWIFS)

0–170
Luo and Yu
2010 [42]

α-pinene

aReferences are grouped by study type (e.g., field or remote sensing-based modeling studies), in roughly increasing order of mixing ratios.
bOnly first and second authors were listed to conserve space.

fluxes in their model the atmospheric concentrations of
α-pinene and isoprene are essentially zero in the remote
marine boundary layer, a result clearly at odds with a
number of field studies (Table 3). The conclusion that
terrestrial emissions are typically not being detected seems
very reasonable when comparing multiday back trajectories
against mixing ratios of chemicals whose lifetime is on the
order of hours to a day. One case does exist for which
contradictory results were found [27], suggesting that the
sea-air flux was insufficient to explain the atmospheric iso-
prene mixing ratios. An explanation for these higher mixing
ratios is still in question and should be an active research
topic.

As a comparison to the field measurements and modeling
results, we have also calculated the atmospheric mixing
ratios based on typical seawater concentrations (Table 3) in
two ways. First, we assume dynamic equilibrium between
the water and atmosphere (i.e., simple Henry Law cal-
culation). For seawater concentrations ranging from 1 to
100 pM (typical for open ocean conditions), the correspond-
ing atmospheric mixing ratio ranged from approximately
100 ppt to 10 ppb. These could be considered maximum
possible mixing ratios. However, various field observations
have shown that isoprene is supersaturated in sea water
by up to 3 orders of magnitude [2, 23–25], and so this
simple approach is not representative and results in over-
estimated atmospheric mixing ratios. The second approach
was to consider fluxes, which are a function of temperature,
wind, boundary layer height, OH concentration, and so
forth. In this case, for seawater isoprene concentrations
of 1 to 100 pM the resulting atmospheric mixing ratios
ranged from approximately 0.15 to 15 ppt. These numbers
are in agreement with modeling studies using CMAQ
[22, 40, 55].

6. Marine Monoterpenes

Marine terpenoids have been known to be produced by
micro- and macroalgae, sponges, and corals, with particu-
larly high rates in red and green seaweeds [56, 57]. They are
synthesized from the same precursors as terrestrial terpenes,
but through different mechanisms, which results in a variety
of different types of complex (not mono-) terpenes. Their
ring structures can be quite different from the terpenes
commonly reported as being emitted from terrestrial plants,
and are often acyclic and quite halogenated because of high
seawater concentration of halides [56, 57]. These terpenes
are generally thought to be used as a chemical defense
mechanism against herbivory [56, 57].

While earlier field measurements of Sartin et al. [58] at
coastal Mace Head, Ireland did not detect monoterpenes
or sesquiterpenes in marine air and seaweed enclosures,
observations of terrestrial-like marine monoterpenes (e.g.,
α-pinene, limonene, p-ocimene, and others) were recently
reported in both laboratory cultures and shipboard mea-
surements by Yassaa et al. [35]. Air mixing ratios of the
sum of monoterpenes during a field campaign in the
Southern Atlantic Ocean were as high as 150–200 pptv
[35], which considering the short atmospheric lifetime of
monoterpenes strongly suggested an oceanic source. The
reported air mixing ratios of isoprene and α-pinene were
positively correlated, (especially in the region of an active
phytoplankton bloom) indicating a similar source [35].

Monoterpene production rates from phytoplankton
monocultures tested in the laboratory in the same
manuscript were 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than
those for isoprene [35]. The tested species can be grouped
into two categories, those for which isoprene emissions were
a factor of 30–40 times higher compared to monoterpene
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emissions (for Prochlorococcus and diatom species), and
those for which isoprene emissions were >3000 times
higher than monoterpene emissions (for haptophytes,
other cyanobacteria, and unidentified species) [42]. Higher
isoprene than monoterpene emissions is also observed for
terrestrial plants. In one compilation report, 80 species
of higher plants (e.g., trees and shrubs) in 27 families for
which both isoprene and monoterpene emissions were
measured show isoprene to monoterpene emission rate
ratios ranged over more than 3 orders of magnitude from
0.07–500 [59]. There was no discontinuity between low
and high ratio species as there is with current minimal
amount of phytoplankton data (e.g., 30–40 and >3000
ratios). Assuming the isoprene production rates from
species tested by Yassaa represent similar percent of
fixed carbon as previously suggested by Shaw et al. [21],
monoterpenes could also be emitted through some sort
of waste process (e.g., metabolic overflow or leak). Earlier
field campaign reports of bacterial consumption of various
terpenes do exist for Alaskan coastal seawater samples
affected by spruce runoff [60], but even less is known about
marine monoterpene consumption than production at this
time.

7. Modeling of Marine Isoprene Emissions and
Mixing Ratios

A variety of modeling techniques, ranging from simple
photochemical box models to more complex global chemical
transport models, have been used to investigate marine
isoprene emissions and resulting atmospheric mixing ratios.
This section will discuss the research performed using three
different types of models: photochemical box models, global
emission maps, and chemical transport models. Summaries
of all modeled emission rates and atmospheric mixing ratios
are depicted in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

7.1. Photochemical Box Models. Several studies have used 0D
photochemical box models [9, 25, 26] to estimate marine
boundary layer mixing ratios of isoprene and subsequent
implications, such as impacts on oxidant mixing ratios.
Milne et al. [25] used measured sea-to-air fluxes of isoprene
to calculate atmospheric mixing ratios and diurnal variations
that were consistent with their measured mixing ratios.
Baker et al. [26] used measured fluxes offshore of western
Ireland to determine resulting concentrations at the coastal
Mace Head site after the 50–200 km transit. They found that
the measured marine isoprene fluxes were insufficient to
explain the 0–37 pptv of isoprene observed at Mace Head,
suggesting potentially large isoprene sources closer to the
shore. Palmer and Shaw [41] estimated that marine isoprene
emissions represented 1% of OH losses in the remote marine
boundary layer. A separate study [9] determined that the
presence of marine isoprene on the island of Crete reduced
nitrate radical mixing ratios by up to 25%, increased daytime
peroxy, organic oxy, and odd hydrogen radicals (i.e., ROX)
by a factor of 4, and increased nighttime hydroxyl (OH) and
hydroperoxy (HO2) radicals by about 25%–30%.

7.2. Emission Maps. The lack of widespread in situ measure-
ments, combined with a poor understanding of the processes
controlling production and loss of marine isoprene, has
made it difficult to create reliable regional and global
isoprene flux estimates. Fortunately, several novel modeling
techniques based on remotely-sensed oceanic chlorophyll
concentrations data have emerged. To estimate global marine
isoprene fluxes, these models use surface chlorophyll-a
concentration ([Chl-α]) as a proxy for marine isoprene
production.

The first modeling attempt was by Guenther et al. [61],
who assumed that the water concentration of various VOC,
including isoprene, was linearly related to [Chl-α], and
combined it with a standard flux formulation based on
surface wind speeds. Erickson and Hernandez [29] took
a similar approach, but estimated water concentrations of
isoprene based on observations of the isoprene-chlorophyll
relationship [3]. They found that the seasonal flux on
global scale was very consistent due to hemispheric sea-
sonal differences. Palmer and Shaw [41] combined the
isoprene-chlorophyll relationship of Shaw et al. [21] with the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
retrieved [Chl-α] data to calculate marine isoprene flux. A
steady-state water column model was assumed, including
chemical losses and losses to bacteria, and air-sea exchange,
with the latter to be a major controlling factor of oceanic
lifetime of isoprene. Highest isoprene fluxes were shown to
occur in high latitudes during times of elevated biological
productivity. As mentioned above, due to the use of plankton
species representative of oligotrophic oceans, the global
fluxes reported by Palmer and Shaw [41] could be on the
low end. This is described more fully in the next section on
chemical transport models.

A new approach was taken by Arnold et al. [37] who
combined satellite [Chl-α] and satellite-derived phytoplank-
ton type maps (using the PHYSAT model [62]) to estimate
marine isoprene emission maps. This is described more
fully in the next section. Gantt et al. [22] followed on the
work of Arnold et al. [37] by creating a physically-based
parameterization incorporating variable light intensity and
euphotic zone depth, new laboratory isoprene production
rates, and maps based on phytoplankton functional type
(PFT). The authors found very high production rates in
the tropics due to high solar radiation, even when [Chl-
α] concentrations were relatively low. Two different PFT
identification methods (the PHYSAT model [62] and the
Nutrient Depleting Temperature model [63]) produced
similar results. The emissions results suggested that <1%
of submicron OC was due to isoprene on an annual global
scale. However, this study modeled for the first time hourly
and peak marine isoprene fluxes. The model predicted
large range of daytime-maximum to nighttime-minimum
emissions also emphasized the importance of correctly
capturing diurnal variations

7.3. Chemical Transport Models. While global emission maps
provided some insight into the contributions of isoprene
to OC formation, the alternate use of chemical transport
models (CTMs) allows for incorporation of a wider range of
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controlling factors and can provide improved results. CTMs
can also provide important constraints on emission fluxes
(such as through top-down and bottom-up comparisons,
and the fitting of models to observational data), and other
atmospheric chemistry insights. The next 5 studies discussed
involve combination of the remotely-sensed seawater chloro-
phyll data used for creating emission maps with the GEOS-
Chem or CMAQ chemical transport models.

Spracklen et al. [64] found that 3-day back trajectory-
weighted chlorophyll concentrations from Sea-viewing Wide
Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) satellite instrument were
highly correlated with atmospheric organic aerosol concen-
trations, suggesting an oceanic source of organic aerosol.
By fitting observed organic carbon (OC) concentrations at
Amsterdam Island, Mace Head, and the Azores, to global
chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem) estimated OC,
authors calculated an oceanic source of organic aerosol on
the order of 8 Tg OC/yr. Assuming that this OC was solely
created from marine-derived isoprene, the authors calculated
a required flux of 250 Tg isoprene/yr. This is several orders of
magnitude higher than current estimates. Similarly, applying
an assumption of a 3% isoprene yield of SOA (as did
Spracklen et al. [64]) to the SOA flux estimates of Roelofs
[65], the required isoprene flux would be a factor of 3–5
times higher than 250 Tg isoprene/yr, suggesting additional
sources of SOA precursors besides isoprene are needed to
match the observed and/or estimated OC concentrations.

Arnold et al. [37] combined new satellite maps of PFT
created from SeaWiFS data and the PHYSAT model [62],
with new lab measurements of isoprene production rate to
improve bottom-up global estimates of isoprene flux. Prob-
ability density functions of production rates were created
for each PFT to account for large range of measured values
and propagated through the global emission calculation.
Bottom-up fluxes were insufficient to account for isoprene
measurements in ambient air. The authors also used a “top
down” approach by scaling the flux to minimize model bias.
The two approaches had dissimilar results, likely due to a
number of uncertainties including the limited amount of
ambient and laboratory data, climatology, and retrievals. The
results provided “top-down” fluxes in the same range as
previously published values, good agreement with a selection
of measured fluxes in the Atlantic, Norwegian Sea, and
Southern Ocean, and a significant improvement over Palmer
and Shaw [41] flux estimates in the Pacific. Flux estimates of
Arnold et al. [37] from the top-down results also indicated
that isoprene has an insignificant role (<1%) in forming
marine organic aerosol by secondary processes.

Gantt et al. [40] performed the first full regional mod-
eling study of marine isoprene in coastal areas, by focusing
on the continental United States. Marine isoprene emissions
were found to have a minor role on air quality in coastal
urban areas, resulting in <1% changes in SOA and O3 con-
centrations. It was shown that the diurnal pattern of isoprene
mixing ratios and fluxes are not the same because of the pho-
tochemical loss occurring during the daytime. A more recent
study by the same authors [55] included marine isoprene,
monoterpenes, and primary organic aerosol emissions. They
found that over the remote ocean as well as coastal regions,

marine isoprene and monoterpenes contribute <10% of
total marine organics aerosol concentration through SOA
formation and increase ozone concentrations by 0.5%.

The most recent isoprene [37] and monoterpene [35]
production rate measurements were used in a global mod-
eling study by Luo and Yu [42]. They used both bottom-
up and top-down methods of estimating global ocean
emissions of α-pinene and isoprene. Using the bottom-up
method of Arnold et al. [37], which was based on surface
flux measurements, resulted in emissions of 0.013 Tg C/yr
of α-pinene and 0.32 Tg C/yr of isoprene. The α-pinene
emissions are much smaller than isoprene emissions due
to their lower production rates, as discussed previously in
Section 6. The top-down method added solar radiation and
gas transfer terms to the parameterization of emission flux
used in the bottom-up estimates, and model was then fit to
observed atmospheric mixing ratios in the Southern Ocean
[35]. In this way, estimates of the emissions necessary to
match the observations were determined to be 29.5 Tg C/yr
and 11.6 Tg C/yr for α-pinene and isoprene, respectively.
These top-down estimates are by far the largest reported
for isoprene, and are even larger for α-pinene. For example,
the corresponding top-down estimate of isoprene emissions
from Arnold et al. [37] was 1.7 Tg C/yr. This suggests that
α-pinene emissions from the top-down method could be
significant to global budgets, and that subsequent SOA
formation from α-pinene may be a significant contributor to
OC in marine environments.

While both the top-down and bottom-up methods of
Luo and Yu [42] are subject to high uncertainties, there
is a clear discrepancy in the results, particularly for α-
pinene. The authors suggest this may be due to incomplete
understanding of the phytoplankton species that produce
these chemicals and resulting production rates (bottom-
up method), or the emission parameterizations, model
spatial resolutions, and assumed homogeneity of mixing
ratios throughout entire height of boundary layer (top-down
method). It is not clear which method may be more in error.
Inclusion of only the bottom-up emissions estimates into
the model was not able to replicate the high atmospheric
mixing ratios observed [35], but use of surface mixing
ratios throughout entire model boundary layer grid cells
may overestimate the top-down emission fluxes. When the
authors assume a vertical decay they estimate emissions as
low as 10–15 Tg C/yr for α-pinene and 4–6 Tg C/yr for
isoprene. If any of these top-down estimates are correct,
additional sources (e.g., additional phytoplankton species
that produce these chemicals, or increased production rates)
are needed to account for the ocean boundary layer mixing
ratio observations [35].

Overall, the model estimates of global ocean isoprene
fluxes range from 1×105 to 4×109 molecules/cm2/sec,
approximately in the same range as for field observations and
extrapolations from laboratory studies (1×106 to 6×109),
but extending to lower values. Coastal regions were found
to have greater isoprene fluxes compared to the open ocean
areas [9, 28, 40], although the impact of marine isoprene
on local photochemistry and air pollution is predicted to be
small [40, 55].
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8. Current Issues

This review of the literature on marine isoprene and
monoterpenes demonstrates the progress made over the past
20 years since Bonsang et al. [2] first reported isoprene
measurements in the oceans. A small body of knowledge now
exists on the relevant organisms, major controlling factors
for production and emissions, and potential impacts on
atmospheric chemistry and SOA production. Despite this,
knowledge gaps still exist which limit our ability to assess the
global and regional effects of marine emissions.

Despite an increasing amount of recent research interest,
the data available on production rates and ambient fluxes
is insufficient to elucidate the mechanisms behind marine
isoprene production, and to constrain the magnitude of
ocean-atmosphere isoprene flux. In some cases, measured
fluxes were insufficient to explain atmospheric mixing ratios
present at, or somewhat downwind of, the measurement
locations [26, 27]. For example, measured fluxes in the
North Pacific support an ambient mixing ratio of 3.2 pptv,
while the measured marine boundary layer mixing ratios
were typically between 30–70 pptv [27]. These discrepancies
could be due to the heterogeneity of production and loss
processes. Considering the lack of understanding of these
process mechanisms, it could also be attributed to inadequate
parameterizations of the mechanism within the model.

Similarly, a large disconnect also exists between bottom-
up and top-down emissions estimates determined from
use of more complex model calculations. Predicted fluxes
or mixing ratios from bottom-up methods can often not
account for observed values or scaled values [26, 37, 42].
In one study this discrepancy was much larger for α-pinene
than isoprene, which may be due to the single set of α-
pinene measurements available [35]. Other reasons for these
discrepancies include misclassification or omission of certain
phytoplankton species in the models, including incorrect
characterization of high production rates, a lack of reliable
ambient data, inaccurate emission parameterizations, insuf-
ficient model spatial resolutions, assumed homogeneity of
mixing ratios throughout entire height of boundary layer,
a reliance on satellite [Chl-α] retrievals which may not
accurately represent the chlorophyll concentrations that can
influence isoprene or monoterpene emissions (e.g., may not
sense chlorophyll from the full water depth that is ventilated),
different phytoplankton communities suggested by PHYSAT
than actually exist in the ocean, or a combination of all
these uncertainties. It has been suggested by some authors
that certain studies may have been influenced by isoprene
abundances in terrestrial air masses passing over the ocean.
However, as discussed previously due to lack of air mass
contact with land within the short chemical lifetimes of these
gases, coastal influence was ruled out for most open-ocean
marine isoprene mixing ratio measurements. Even if some of
these bottom-up fluxes are overestimated due to terrestrial
influence, this would only act to mitigate the top-down and
bottom-up flux discrepancies.

Isoprene has been suggested as a possible precursor
of marine SOA based on the magnitude and direction of
its ocean-atmosphere flux and established SOA formation

mechanisms. Several recent estimates suggest the global
isoprene flux is too small to account for a majority of marine-
derived organic aerosol. However, exceptions may occur
when submicron OC, short time scales (e.g., peak emission
hours), certain regions (e.g., tropics), or local scale impacts
are considered [22, 40, 55]. Estimates from the recent
modeling work of Luo and Yu [42] suggest large oceanic
emission fluxes for α-pinene (29.5 TgC/yr) and isoprene
(11.6 TgC/yr), which are larger than most, but not all,
estimates of global ocean submicron primary OC emissions
[22, 64, 65, 68]. Combined with the inherent heterogeneity
of ocean fluxes, the α-pinene emissions may be sufficiently
high (in combination with its higher reactivity and SOA
yield than for isoprene), to be considered an important
source of submicron marine SOA. Furthermore, organic
vapors from marine sources of VOC have been implicated
to aid nucleation events and growth of ultrafine particles
in coastal environments [69, 70]. A month-long intensive
measurement campaign conducted at a remote coastal site
south of the Great Barrier Reef on the east coast of Australia
revealed coastal nucleation events in clean, marine air masses
on 65% of the days. The timing of the events (starting
∼10:00 local time and continuing for 1–4 hrs) as well as
environmental conditions for the onset of nucleation (solar
intensity above 1000 Wm−2 and RH <60%) are consistent
with requirements for elevated marine VOC emissions. The
measurements for volatility and hygroscopic properties of
freshly nucleated particles suggested that the condensation
of sulfate and/or organic vapors was most likely responsible
for driving particle growth [70]. A different approach to
investigating isoprene as a marine SOA precursor was taken
by Claeys et al. [71]. Ambient measurements of chemical
markers of isoprene-derived SOA, as determined for terres-
trial environments, were taken in marine air at Amsterdam
Island in the Southern Ocean. Due to the absence of
sulfate esters of tetrols (isoprene-specific markers), it was
concluded that the source of the water soluble component
of marine organic aerosols at the site may be attributed
to the oxidation of primary emissions of phytoplankton
biomass rather than isoprene. However, this may not be true
of other geographical areas. It was previously found that
despite the abundance of high isoprene-producing diatoms
at Amsterdam Island, air mixing ratios of isoprene were
<2 pptv with an expected maximum of <10 pptv [2, 54].
Repetition of this work in locations where isoprene has
been determined to be more abundant is needed to con-
clusively determine the source-attribution of marine organic
aerosols.

9. Suggested Future Directions

Over the past decade, laboratory and field measurements,
satellite remote sensing, and modeling efforts have sub-
stantially improved our understanding of the temporal and
spatial distribution of marine isoprene and monoterpene
emissions and their potential effects on marine aerosol num-
ber concentration and chemical composition. However, an
improved understanding of the impacts of marine isoprene
emissions requires additional data collection from several
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directions. Several suggestions for future work are described
below.

(1) Few laboratory (e.g., bottle) studies of isoprene
production have been reported, and more are necessary
to explain production mechanisms, confirm the depen-
dence of emission rates on phytoplankton speciation, and
determine the conditions that promote and inhibit pro-
duction. Both laboratory measurements and field studies
have their limitations. It is often very hard to mimic actual
ambient conditions in the laboratory, and field campaigns
suffer from their geographically sparse coverage and short-
duration that may lead to missed events or conditions
of interest due to changing natural conditions and the
inherent heterogeneity of biogenic trace gas production
and emission processes. Models can provide a global and
highly temporal perspective, but require field and laboratory
measurements for validation. Therefore, it is recommended
that all these approaches be pursued simultaneously in future
studies.

(2) Following on the first suggested research direction,
it will also be important to pursue experiments that
retain group dynamics of microorganism communities while
measuring production rates from phytoplankton species, or
identifying controlling factors thereupon. The few studies
that have looked into such organism combinations have
found evidence to suggest some interactions exist. These
include predator-prey impacts in laboratory studies [21],
and in situ shifts microorganism community structure that
correlates with changes in ocean emission rates [23]. The
analysis of production rate by phytoplankton species or
functional type also clearly demonstrates a wide variety of
responses by different species that can coexist. Testing of
group dynamics can be done through controlled laboratory
experiments, or in mesocosm studies which allow whole
ecosystem testing [39].

(3) Approximately 27 phytoplankton species in 9 PFTs
have already been tested for isoprene or monoterpene
production capabilities. However, the resulting production
rates are highly variable, ranging over several orders of
magnitude. Future testing should focus on several key species
or PFTs. First, due to the lack of measurements, but large
values for some production rates, additional sampling of
the charophyte, haptophyte, and dinoflagellate species is
recommended. Second, species typical of the tropics and
remote oceans should be tested, due to the importance of
isoprene and monoterpene emission impacts on atmospheric
chemistry and aerosol formation potential in these biogeo-
graphical regions. For ease of comparison across studies, we
recommend one of the following production rate units be
used for future reporting of production rates: (1) moles/g
Chl-α/day or (2) moles/cell/day.

(4) Work on biogenic production of trace gases by
aquatic plants other than phytoplankton suggests that nutri-
ent availability can have an effect on isoprene emissions
[4, 48]. Preliminary results from Evans and Mak [38] sug-
gest that isoprene production by Thalassiosira pseudonana
decreased with reductions of provided phosphate, nitrate,
and silica. The importance of this relationship between
nutrients and emissions requires further investigation.

(5) Due to their high SOA forming potential, and the very
high initial estimates of emission rates recently published,
additional field and lab work on marine monoterpene
emissions is warranted.

(6) For the assessment of water column isoprene losses,
information on both chemical and biological consumption is
needed. However, as several studies have suggested that ocean
emission rates cannot always account for air mixing ratios in
the marine boundary layer, these loss processes may be much
more important in estuaries and near coastal regions than in
the open oceans.

(7) Additional measurements of isoprene-specific tracers
in areas of higher isoprene emissions and air mixing ratios
could help to constrain assessments of impact on SOA.

10. Conclusions

Isoprene and terpene emissions are of interest in remote
marine environments as sources of SOA, contributors
to photooxidant chemistry, and as biogenic tracers. The
amounts and impacts of these emissions on the atmosphere
is not well constrained, but may be potentially important for
future climate and air quality research. These uncertainties
associated with marine isoprene emissions and its effects
on local photochemistry and SOA formation can only be
answered with additional data from a variety of sources
including laboratory, field, and modeling studies. All three
approaches should continue concurrently, with a focus on
phytoplankton speciation, nutrient-dependence, chemical
and biological water-column loss, and other factors that
can affect emissions. Because of the complex nature of
this water-air-biological system, it is important to make
trace gas measurement in air and water phases in con-
cert with a suite of detailed biological and environmental
measurements such as aerosol chemical composition and
size distribution, meteorological parameters (e.g., light,
wind, and temperature), physical water parameters, pigment
concentrations, and cell counts of dominant phytoplankton
species.
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The Mulcahy (Mulcahy et al., 2008) power-law parameterization, derived at the coastal Atlantic station Mace Head, between clean
marine aerosol optical depth (AOD) and wind speed is compared to open ocean MODIS-derived AOD versus wind speed. The
reported AOD versus wind speed (U) was a function of ∼U2. The open ocean MODIS-derived AOD at 550 nm and 860 nm
wavelengths, while in good agreement with the general magnitude of the Mulcahy parameterization, follows a power-law with
the exponent ranging from 0.72 to 2.47 for a wind speed range of 2–18 m s−1. For the four cases examined, some MODIS cases
underestimated AOD while other cases overestimated AOD relative to the Mulcahy scheme. Overall, the results from MODIS
support the general power-law relationship of Mulcahy, although some linear cases were also encountered in the MODIS dataset.
Deviations also arise between MODIS and Mulcahy at higher wind speeds (>15 m s−1), where MODIS-derived AOD returns lower
values as compared to Mulcahy. The results also support the suggestion than wind generated sea spray, under moderately high
winds, can rival anthropogenic pollution plumes advecting out into marine environments with wind driven AOD contributing to
AOD values approaching 0.3.

1. Introduction

Sea spray aerosol is one of the largest natural contributors to
the global aerosol loading and thus plays an important role in
the global radiative budget [1, 2]. Submicron size aerosols are
especially relevant in terms of cloud condensation nuclei [3],
while both sub- and supermicron sizes contribute to aerosol
scattering [4] and to aerosol optical depth [5]. Both of these
effects suggest that sea spray aerosol plays an important role
in the global radiative budget, contributing to the aerosol
climate effect [6, 7].

Mulcahy et al. [5] established that under moderate
to high wind speed conditions, AOD associated with sea
spray followed a power-law wind-speed dependency with an
exponent of ∼2. At moderately high wind speeds, sea spray-
derived AOD reached the order of 0.35, often exceeding AOD
associated with pollution plumes over oceanic regions. The
relationship of Mulcahy et al. [5] has recently been compared
to model-predicted AOD from sea spray sources by Madry
et al. [8]. In the latter study, they found that model-derived

AOD also followed a wind speed square function, and that
the formulation proposed by Mulcahy et al. [5] was highly
correlated to the modeled-derived AOD values.

Mulchay et al. [5] report AOD values for clean marine air
which are significantly higher than those previously reported
(e.g., Smirnov et al. [9]), most likely due to a wider wind
speed range in Mulcahy et al. [5] along with extensive
filtering and analysis procedures used; however, the Mulcahy
et al. [5] data were taken in the coastal environment, and
apart from the aforementioned modeling study, they have
not been compared to open-ocean measurements of AOD.
In this study, we compare the Mulcahy et al. [5] AOD-wind
speed relationship to MODIS-derived AOD versus wind
speed. The comparison is done for two remote open ocean
regions.

2. MODIS AOD and Wind Speed Data

Clean air masses are essential to ensure that the only
contribution to the AOD is from natural aerosols, in this
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Figure 1: (a) depicts a global sea spray mass emissions map scheme illustrating areas for which AOD was examined in the North Pacific and
Southern oceans, (b) illustrates global annual average AOD for June 2006, and (c) shows the average monthly wind speed.

case sea spray aerosols. This is achieved by choosing remote
marine locations away from large land masses, by examining
the air mass trajectories over each location and choosing only
those days for which the air mass has not passed over land
in the five days previous. These periods were chosen based
on clean marine air systems observed using HYSPLIT back
trajectories over two specific grids for 2006. The HYSPLIT
or HYbrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory
model run by NOAA can compute simple forward or
backward air parcel trajectories from any starting or finishing
grid point. It can run complex dispersion and deposition
simulations and compute the advection of an ensemble of
pollutants or the advection of a single pollutant. For this
work, its ability to compute multiple and single backward air
mass trajectories from a particular location was utilised to
determine the direction of approaching air mass trajectories.
For further information see [10].

For this analysis, 1◦ × 1◦ resolution C005 MODIS daily
AOD data taken from the Ocean level 3 MODIS Atmosphere
Daily Global Product for 2006 at 550 nm and 860 nm were
utilised. Two grid areas were chosen in remote marine
locations (Figure 1): one in the north Pacific (0◦ N–20◦ N
and 180◦ W–110◦ W) and one in the Southern ocean (40◦ S–
60◦ S and 120◦ E–80◦ E), denoted hereafter as Grid 1 and
Grid 2. Shown in the figure is a sea spray mass emission
rate along with MODIS-derived AOD. The additional criteria
used for selection of the grids were as follows: only clean
air masses were examined as determined by back-trajectory
analysis; there must be no cloud contamination; there must
be variable wind speeds during the period. Grid 1 and grid
2 were analysed for January and December 2006 and July
and December 2006, respectively. The areas chosen coincided
with areas of high sea spray aerosol concentrations. Such
large areas were chosen in order to sample a complete range
of wind speeds under the strict criteria that were utilized.
AOD and wind speed data were retrieved daily for the month
long periods outlined for both grids. Wind speed data was
retrieved from the SeaWinds instrument on the QuickSCAT
satellite. SeaWinds is a microwave radar that measures near-
surface wind speed and direction with a swath resolution of
0.25◦ × 0.25◦. It was launched into a polar, sun-synchronous

orbit with 98.6◦ inclination and with a local equator crossing
time at the ascending node of 6:00 am ± 30 mins and the
descending node of 18:00 ± 30 mins. Data is available in
daily, weekly, and monthly formats. For this analysis, wind
speed was interpolated to a 1◦ × 1◦ grid to compare to a
1◦ × 1◦ AOD grid, and each wind speed data point was
matched to its corresponding AOD data point at each time
and location. Since the ascending equatorial crossing time of
MODIS AQUA is approximately 1:30 am, 4.5 hours prior to
QuikSCAT, care was taken in choosing times and locations
where wind speed variability was minimal. Between 2000 and
5000 AOD data points were binned according to wind speed
intervals for each month for each grid.

Clouds are characterised by high optical depths, and
AOD measurements cannot be made in areas of cloud cover.
Therefore, it is imperative for accurate AOD measurements
that firstly, areas of cloud be clearly identified and secondly,
a maximum number of successive cloud-free days be
employed in the analysis. MODIS level 2 C005 data has a
stringent cloud screening process based on algorithms by
Martins et al. [11] in which pixels classified as being fully or
partially contaminated by cloud are “flagged” out of the data
set. For a full description of the cloud masking procedure see
Remer et al. [12]. Finally, for complete insurance that there
is no residual contamination by clouds, an extra filter is
utilised whereby pixels are “flagged” as cloudy if AOD in the
infrared channel (1640 nm) exceeds 3 [13]. Additionally, it is
desirable that wind speeds range from high to low, typically
4–20 m s−1 to provide a wind speed range comparable with
Mulcahy et al. [5].

There are a number of uncertainties associated with
satellite measurements, for example, the presence of clouds
which are not removed by the filtering process, and whitecaps
at high wind speeds lead to emissivity effects which can affect
the quality of the retrieved MODIS AOD. More details can
be read in Tanre et al. [14]. Other uncertainties arise as the
two instruments are not collocated temporally or spatially.
MODIS aqua has an equatorial crossing time 4.5 hours
prior to that of QuikSCAT. Also interpolating the QuikSCAT
grid from 0.25◦ to 1◦ can cause an uncertainty of up to
5%. However, we aimed to reduce such uncertainties with
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Figure 2: This Figure compares MODIS C005 AOD data at 550 nm and 860 nm (together with the standard deviation of AOD data within
each bin) for Grid 1 during December and January 2006 with the Mulcahy et al. [5] AOD-wind speed relationship. Also shown is the number
of data points per wind speed average bin.

the strict criteria with which our data was chosen. For all
satellite instruments, calibration errors can lead to biases in
the retrieved data. For MODIS aqua, Guenthar et al. [15]
demonstrated a calibration error of between 1.8%-1.9%;
however, this impact was deemed to be negligible on optical
depth retrievals. The uncertainty in wind speed derived from
QuikSCAT was shown to be approximately 1 m s−1, [16]. Sun
glint and reflectance from whitecaps do result in a positive

bias of 1%–10% for the MODIS AOD data which is within
an acceptable degree of accuracy, [17].

3. Evaluation of Satellite-Derived
AOD versus Wind Speed

Figures 2 and 3 present a comparison between AOD at
550 nm and 860 nm with wind speed for the two selected
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Figure 3: This Figure compares MODIS C005 AOD data at 550 nm and 860 nm (together with the standard deviation of AOD data within
each bin) for Grid 2 during December and July 2006 with the Mulcahy et al. [5] AOD-wind speed relationship.

grids and for the two selected periods associated with each
grid. Although not shown in the figures, the data were fitted
using power-law regression equations, the parameters, and
correlation coefficients which are given in Table 1.

4. Results

The results for Grid 1 during December and January 2006
are shown in Figure 2 and cover a wind speed range of

2 m s−1 to 15 m s−1. For December, the 550 nm MODIS AOD
is higher than the Mulcahy scheme for the lower wind speeds,
increasing up to 10 m s−1 where it levels out between 10 and
13 m s−1, after which AOD increased again. For the 860 nm
wavelength, there is excellent agreement with Mulcahy up to
10 m s−1, after which AOD levels out till it starts to increase
with wind speed above 13 m s−1. For the January case, a
similar trend is seen where in the 550 nm case, AOD is higher
than that reported by Mulcahy, and for 860 nm, AOD is
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Table 1: Power-law fits for MODIS AOD versus wind speed for Grid 1 and Grid 2.

Grid 550 nm 860 nm

December Grid 1 AOD = 0.114 + 2.2× 10−4 U2.47, AOD = 0.077 + 2.9× 10−4 U2.36,

r2 = 0.89 r2 = 0.91

January Grid 1 AOD = −0.004 + 0.033 U0.72, AOD = −0.018 + 0.029 U0.77,

r2 = 0.91 r2 = 0.88

December Grid 2 AOD = 0.042 + 9.7× 10−4 U1.09, AOD = 0.019 + 0.077 U1.40,

r2 = 0.97 r2 = 0.97

July Grid 2 AOD = 0.0395 + 0.011 U1.04, AOD = 0.0387 + 0.117 U1.015,

r2 = 0.95 r2 = 0.83

marginally lower than that in the Mulcahy parameterization.
Between 9 and 13 m s−1, there is a slight reduction in the
slope of the AOD-wind speed relationship, although not as
drastic as the December case where it more or less levels off.
The fitted power-law relationship for the December 550 nm
case possessed an exponent of 2.47, and for the 860 nm
wavelength, the exponent was 2.36. These exponents are
slightly higher than the Mulcahy exponents (2.2 for 500 nm
and 1.95 for the 832 nm wavelengths). For the January case,
the exponents are significantly lower with a value of 0.72 for
the 550 nm wavelength and 0.77 for the 860 nm wavelength.
For these four relationships, the correlation coefficient (r2)
was between 0.88 and 0.91.

For Grid 2, shown in Figure 3, AOD values are observed
over a wind speed range of 2 to 18 m s−1. For the December
550 nm case, excellent agreement between MODIS and
Mulcahy is observed up to∼16 m s−1, after which the MODIS
AOD levels off as Mulcahy continues to increase. For 860 nm,
excellent agreement is seen up to 9-10 m s−1, after which
MODIS AOD levels off.

For July, the Grid 2 550 nm data shows very good
agreement with Mulcahy, although MODIS produces slightly
higher AOD values at lower wind speeds and slightly lower
values at the higher wind speeds. For 860 nm, the July data
agree very well up to 15 m s−1, after which it levels off as the
Mulcahy parameterization continues to rise with rising wind
speed.

The fitted relationships for the December case between
MODIS AOD and the Mulcahy scheme reflect a power law
with an exponent of 1.09 for the 550 nm wavelength and 1.40
for the 860 nm wavelength. For the July case, the respective
exponents are 1.04 and 1.02. The correlation coefficient for
these 4 cases ranges from 0.83 to 0.97.

5. Discussion

The MODIS-derived AOD-wind speed relationships follow
a power law with an exponent ranging from below unity
(0.72) to values greater than 2 (up to 2.47), with three out
of the 8 cases have, more or less, a linear relationship with an
exponent of ∼1. As mentioned, Mulcahy found an exponent
of ∼2.2 for 500 nm and ∼2 for 832 nm. The variability of
the MODIS values could be due to a number of reasons.
In Grid 1, the December 550 nm case, relative to Mulcahy,
reflects higher AOD at low wind speeds. There are three

possibilities for these higher values: there is a significant
fraction of secondary marine aerosol associated with these
cases, thus contributing to enhanced AOD; there are high
conditions of relative humidity, thus increasing the aerosol
scattering potential; or the cases examined were influenced
by long-range transport of anthropogenic aerosols, thus
also contributing to the elevated AOD levels. The excellent
agreement at low-to-moderate wind speeds for the 860 nm
wavelength combined with the 550 nm date would suggest a
significant fraction of submicron particles, either natural or
anthropogenic, rather than an increase in relative humidity.
As mentioned above, in this case, there was a levelling off
in AOD at 10–13 m s−1, before continuing to increase above
13 m s−1. It is not clear what causes this trend; however,
in most cases, at the highest wind speeds above 15 m s−1,
the MODIS-derived AOD is less than that in the Mulcahy
parameterization. For wind speeds less than 15 m s−1, there
is more often than not very good agreement between the
two datasets, although there is still some variability in
overestimation and underestimation by MODIS relative to
Mulcahy. Our results should also be compared to some recent
satellite-derived AOD-wind speed relationships. Huang et al.
[18] found a linear relationship between AOD and wind
speed ranging from ∼0.08-0.09 at zero m s−1 to ∼0.15–
0.175 at 20 m s−1. It should be noted that, for the same
wavelength, Mulcahy estimates a lower wind speed AOD
value of 0.04 or less, and at the highest wind speed
measured by Mulcahy (18 m s−1), AOD is greater (∼0.35).
By comparison, Lehahn et al. [19] found similarly low wind
speed values as Mulcahy (0.04 or less) and values of about
0.18 at a wind speed of 14 m s−1 compared to values of ∼
0.24 [5], but with a significantly lower correlation coefficient
(R ∼ 0.45–0.5). The Huang et al. [18] satellite AOD study,
relative to the Mulcahy ground-based AOD study, tends to
overestimate AOD by about 100% under conditions of zero
wind speed and underestimate AOD at the higher wind
speeds of 18–20 m s−1 by a similar amount. Lehahn et al. [19]
provide better agreement with Mulcahy at the lower wind
speeds (less than ∼12 m s−1); however, at their maximum
reported wind speeds of less than 15 m s−1, their AOD values
are about 25% less than that reported by Mulcahy et al.
[5].

It should be noted that AOD derived from the precision
filter radiometer is a more direct measurement, and many
more assumptions are required in the MODIS retrieval
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algorithm than in the precision filter radiometer. Conse-
quently, one would expect the radiometer data to reflect the
more accurate AOD-wind speed relationship. In addition,
and as stated in the introduction, a detailed modeling
study of sea spray production and associated AOD also
concluded a power law with an exponent of 2 [8]. Finally,
meteorological effects such as increased deposition rates
may be associated with stable boundary layers would reduce
the spray residence time, thus reducing its AOD impact;
variations in precipitation rates or long-range transport of
anthropogenic aerosols can all contribute to the variability in
the MODIS cases. Nevertheless, the main conclusions arrived
at by Mulcahy et al. [5] still hold, namely, that sea spray
contributions to marine AOD can approach or even exceed
values of 0.3 and that natural sea spray under moderately
high wind speed regimes can rival that of many anthro-
pogenic plumes advecting out into marine environments.

6. Conclusions

MODIS-derived AOD for clean, remote maritime conditions
are analysed as a function of wind speeds ranging from
2 to 18 m s−1. The relationships observed followed a
power law with exponents ranging from 0.72 to 2.47 for
550 nm wavelengths and from 0.75 to 2.40 for the 860 nm
wavelength. The MODIS-derived AOD was compared to
the Mulcahy parameterization derived from a precision
filter radiometer at a coastal NE Atlantic station (Mace
Head). Generally, good agreement was found between the
two datasets, although, on a case by case basis, sometimes
MODIS overestimated and sometimes underestimated
relative to Mulcahy. Mostly, MODIS-delivered lower AOD
values at higher wind speeds (>15 m s−1) when compared to
Mulcahy, and at times, overestimated at lower wind speeds,
resulting in an exponent close to 1, producing a linear
relationship between AOD and wind speed at times. There
are a number of reasons for the variability in the MODIS
derived AOD-wind speed exponent. These include the pos-
sibility of variability in meteorology (i.e., precipitation and
stability) which may reduce sea spray residence time, long
range transport of anthropogenic aerosol, secondary marine
aerosol production, and variability in relative humidity
fields, altering aerosol scattering efficiency. While there is
variability in MODIS-derived AOD versus wind speed, with
the parameterized exponent deviating from the Mulcahy
squared power law dependency, there is no reason to suggest
that a power law with an exponent of 2.2 for 500 nm, and
2 for 860 nm is not a robust parameterization. The results
also support the suggestion that wind-generated sea spray,
under moderately high winds, can rival anthropogenic
pollution plumes advecting out into marine environments
with wind driven AOD contributing to AOD values
approaching 0.3.
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Two case studies are discussed that evaluate the effect of ocean emissions on aerosol-cloud interactions. A review of the first case
study from the eastern Pacific Ocean shows that simultaneous aircraft and space-borne observations are valuable in detecting links
between ocean biota emissions and marine aerosols, but that the effect of the former on cloud microphysics is less clear owing
to interference from background anthropogenic pollution and the difficulty with field experiments in obtaining a wide range of
aerosol conditions to robustly quantify ocean effects on aerosol-cloud interactions. To address these limitations, a second case was
investigated using remote sensing data over the less polluted Southern Ocean region. The results indicate that cloud drop size is
reduced more for a fixed increase in aerosol particles during periods of higher ocean chlorophyll A. Potential biases in the results
owing to statistical issues in the data analysis are discussed.

1. Introduction

Since oceans cover ∼70% of the earth surface, they represent
a massive source of gaseous and aerosol emissions that
mix with ship and continental emissions to form a highly
complex soup of marine aerosol particles. Aerosols directly
interact with solar radiation via scattering and absorption of
light, and they also serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
and influence cloud properties and reflectivity. Attention
to the importance of aerosols in cloud and rain formation
can be traced back several decades ago to observations that
maritime clouds exhibit lower droplet concentrations than
similar clouds influenced by anthropogenic emissions over
continental areas, and that the maritime clouds often rain
in less than 30 minutes [1–3]. Since that time, research
has pointed to two critical pieces of information linking
aerosols to warm clouds: (i) more numerous subcloud
aerosol particles result in more reflective clouds (all else
being fixed) because of more abundant and smaller cloud
droplets [4] and (ii) for more numerous and smaller cloud
droplets, suppressed droplet collision-coalescence results
in less precipitation [5]. But observational and modeling

studies often provide conflicting results with regard to the
magnitude and even the sign of aerosol effects on clouds and
precipitation [6]. Furthermore, aerosol-cloud interactions
represent the largest uncertainty in assessments of the total
anthropogenic radiative forcing [7].

As shown in Figure 1 (see red arrows), aerosols are
at the heart of the effect of ocean emissions on cloud
properties. The sources and nature of marine aerosols are
influenced by some combination of ocean emissions, ship
exhaust, and transported continental emissions. The task of
characterizing the optically and CCN-relevant properties of
marine aerosols is overwhelming owing to the difficulty in
their measurement, their short atmospheric lifetime in the
marine atmosphere, their spatial inhomogenieties, and the
complexity of their composition. Just the organic fraction
of aerosols alone is thought to comprise over thousands of
species that are virtually impossible to speciate altogether
[8]. While it has long been known that ocean-emitted
dimethylsulfide (DMS) plays a major role in influencing the
marine CCN budget [9–11], recent studies have pointed to
the importance of other trace gas emissions such as isoprene
[12–15] and organic amines [16, 17], which can partition
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Figure 1: Illustration of the interactive processes between oceans,
aerosols, clouds, meteorology, and radiation in the marine atmo-
sphere. The red arrows represent the sources of aerosols and the
green and blue arrows collectively encompass the microphysical
processes associated with aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions.

into the aerosol phase via secondary formation mechanisms
[18–31]. Also, the importance of primary emissions of sea
spray aerosols has long been recognized, but the significance
of primary biological aerosol particles is becoming more
evident as they have been shown to influence marine
atmospheric processes more than previously assumed [32–
41]. Although more will be learned about the physico-
chemical properties of marine aerosols with advances in
instrumentation, a remaining uncertainty is the extent to
which various aerosol physicochemical properties affect the
cloud microphysical and radiative response of clouds.

The effect of aerosols on clouds begins with the process of
cloud drop activation (Figure 1, green arrow). Observational
and modeling studies suggest that aside from dynamic effects
(e.g., cloud base updraft velocity), the most important
aerosol physicochemical parameter governing cloud drop
number concentration (Nd) is the aerosol size distribution
[42–46], while aerosol composition is argued to be of sec-
ondary importance [45]. However, under certain conditions
related to the degree of aerosol abundance or updraft velocity
strength, chemical effects have been shown to rival the
aerosol size distribution with regard to the value of Nd

[47]. The current understanding of the drop activation
process has benefited from both aerosol-CCN (e.g., [48–
52]) and aerosol/CCN-Nd closure studies (e.g., [44, 53–55]).
Although past closure studies have been met with limited
success, one study in particular, that carried out an aerosol-
Nd closure analysis using a cloud parcel model and aircraft
measurements from a single platform [44], showed that Nd

within adiabatic cloud regions was within 15% (on average)
of predictions. The accuracy of the drop activation process
in models will continue to benefit from future studies of this
nature using improved experimental techniques.

In addition to drop activation, the overall microphysical
response of clouds (e.g., drop size) to aerosols is highly
uncertain owing to the difficulty in untangling aerosol effects
on clouds in a buffered system [56]. Observational studies
face the challenging task of relating aerosol perturbations
to cloud microphysical responses (Figure 1, green and blue
arrows) while removing meteorological effects. A failure to
account for such meteorological factors, which refer to large-
scale thermodynamic and dynamic parameters that dictate
cloud properties on a larger scale, will yield misleading
results. The introduction of state-of-the-art observational
tools such as NASA’s A-Train constellation of satellites
[57] has provided valuable information related to aerosol
and cloud properties with a high degree of spatial and
temporal coverage that cannot be obtained with dedicated
field studies. Therefore, although there are many holes in
the current knowledge related to marine aerosols and their
effect on clouds and climate, new observational platforms
are providing an unprecedented view of ocean-aerosol-cloud
interactions.

The goal of this work is twofold: (i) present two case
studies that examine ocean effects on aerosol-cloud inter-
actions, specifically examining the steps leading from ocean
emissions to a change in cloud drop size and (ii) discuss how
results from these case studies can improve future attempts
to quantify the links between oceans, aerosol particles, and
clouds. Experimental methods used in this work are first
briefly summarized. Then results are highlighted from a
recent case study in the eastern Pacific Ocean region, where
the drawbacks of that work are used to motivate a second
case study in the Southern Ocean region that is subsequently
described in detail.

2. Experimental Methods

Two case studies are presented below to explore ocean
effects on aerosol-cloud interactions. In both case studies,
ocean chlorophyll A data are used from the Sea-viewing
Wide Field-of-view Sensor (Sea-WiFS; 8-day averaged data).
Chlorophyll A is a proxy measurement of phytoplankton
biomass and caution must be exercised when interpreting
it as a proxy for primary production (i.e., biota emissions).
The first case study focusing on the eastern Pacific Ocean
region (35.5◦ N–37◦ N, 122◦ W–123.5◦ W) is described in
detail elsewhere [17], but is revisited here to highlight
findings that motivate the second case study. Briefly, aerosol,
cloud, and meteorological measurements were carried out
on-board the Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted
Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) Twin Otter as part of the
Marine Stratus/Stratocumulus Experiment (MASE II) in
July 2007. The relevant instrumentation ([17, see Table 1])
included a forward scattering spectrometer probe (cloud
drop distribution), a particle-into-liquid sampler (water-
soluble composition) [58], a differential mobility analyzer
(aerosol size distribution), and a continuous flow thermal
gradient cloud condensation nuclei counter [59].

The second case study examines the spatial domain in
the Southern Ocean region encompassed by the following
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Table 1: Summary of correlative relationships (r2) between ocean chlorophyll A, marine aerosols, and stratocumulus clouds during the
three-week MASE II field campaign in July 2007, during which chlorophyll A levels ranged between 1.01–3.58 mg m−3. Owing to the short
duration of the study and limited measurements of chlorophyll A (n = 3), all data have been averaged to correspond to the time durations
corresponding to each chlorophyll A measurement. Details related to the mean, standard deviation, and range of values of these parameters
are discussed in detail by Sorooshian et al. [17]. (Chl A = chlorophyll A; DEA = diethylamine; MSA = methanesulfonate; Nd = cloud drop
number concentration; TKE = turbulent kinetic energy).

Chl A DEA MSA Particle Conc. CCN (0.3%) Nd TKE

DEA 0.99

MSA 1.00 0.98

Particle Conc. 0.10 0.05 0.07

CCN (0.3%) 0.59 0.69 0.65 0.13

Nd 0.97 0.92 0.95 0.23 0.42

TKE 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.02 0.75 0.89

Wind speed 0.78 0.86 0.94 0.03 0.96 0.62 0.95

coordinates: 42◦ S–60◦ S, 180◦ W–180◦ E. Cloud and aerosol
parameters are obtained from the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), specifically the 1◦

gridded aerosol index (Level 3, MODIS Collection 5) [60]
and the drop effective radius (Level 2, 1-km resolution) [61].
Aerosol index (AI) is taken as the product of the 0.55 μm
aerosol optical depth × 0.55/0.867 μm Ångstrom exponent,
where the latter parameter accounts for the aerosol size
distribution. MODIS is also used to derive cloud liquid water
path (LWP; a product of the drop effective radius and cloud
optical depth). Lower tropospheric static stability (LTSS
= potential temperature difference between 700 hPa and
1000 hPa) estimates are derived from the European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses.
This parameter serves as a proxy for the thermodynamic state
of the atmosphere [62]. A detailed screening procedure using
data from the CloudSat cloud profiling radar, ECMWF-
AUXiliary analysis (ECMWF-AUX), and MODIS is used to
isolate only warm clouds for this case study analysis [63].

3. Case Study in the Eastern Pacific
Ocean Region

A recent study off the coast of California pointed to the
advantage of simultaneously using multiple platforms of
analysis to study ocean-aerosol-cloud interactions, while also
highlighting experimental limitations to studying these inter-
active processes in the coupled ocean-atmosphere system
[17]. Table 1 presents a reanalysis of data from that study,
specifically summarizing the degree of correlation between
Sea-WiFS-derived chlorophyll A, meteorological parameters,
and aerosol and cloud properties. Biogenic tracers were
detected in the boundary layer aerosols during periods
of enhanced ocean emissions, including methanesulfonate
(MSA, a dimethylsulfide oxidation product) and diethy-
lamine (DEA). These two species were highly correlated with
both chlorophyll A and low-level wind speed (r2 > 0.86).
Amines were shown to be a source of secondary organic
aerosol in the marine atmosphere, which together with MSA
accounted for as high as 14% of the mass of sulfate during
the peak chlorophyll A period. It is argued that rather than

predominantly being produced via new particle formation
or being primarily emitted, that amines partitioned to the
aerosol phase by condensation onto preexisting aerosols; this
is supported by the lack of a correlation between particle
concentration and either DEA/MSA/chlorophyll A (r2 ≤
0.1), and with independent field [16, 64] and laboratory
measurements [65] related to particulate amine production.

Subsaturated aerosol hygroscopic growth measurements
indicated that the organic component during periods of high
chlorophyll A and wind speed exhibited considerable water
uptake ability. However, a critical limitation of the study
was the inability to distinguish between the effect of ocean-
derived organics and other organics (e.g., ship emissions)
on overall hygroscopicity. Enhanced CCN activity was also
observed, which was attributed to both size distribution and
chemical effects, but again it was not possible to confidently
attribute the change in CCN activity to the ocean-derived
organics owing to the region of analysis.

Although in Table 1 it is shown that MSA/DEA/ chloro-
phyll A are highly correlated with Nd (r2 ≥ 0.92), other
meteorological proxies such as turbulent kinetic energy (r2 =
0.89) are also highly correlated with Nd. In order to quantify
the cloud microphysical response to an aerosol perturbation,
it is necessary to account for meteorological conditions. In
other words, clouds with similar LWP (or some closely-
related proxy) should be compared when determining how
cloud droplet size varies with the subcloud aerosol concen-
tration. Short-term field studies are faced with the challenge
of obtaining a significant range of aerosol variability in bins
of cloud LWP to afford a robust calculation of an aerosol
effect on cloud properties. For example, after removing
data clearly influenced by anthropogenic pollution (using
particle concentration data and back-trajectory analysis) in
the current case study, only three events can be identified
exhibiting a narrow range of meteorological conditions
(turbulent kinetic energy was used as the meteorological
proxy) to compare subcloud CCN to Nd (r2 = 0.41).
Similarly, only three events were isolated with a narrow range
of subcloud CCN concentration to correlate the turbulent
kinetic energy to Nd (r2 = 0.95). Therefore, the limited
dataset indicates that meteorology influenced Nd to a greater
extent than aerosol effects, and that aerosol perturbations as
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a result of higher chlorophyll A and wind speed may have had
a secondary effect on Nd.

Two key limitations in this case study included the region
of analysis and the difficulty in obtaining a sufficiently wide
range of aerosol conditions with surface- and aircraft-based
measurements to robustly quantify links between aerosol
perturbations and cloud microphysical responses at fixed
meteorological conditions (i.e., LWP). The region off the
coast of California is characterized by a significant amount
of background anthropogenic pollution, which makes it
difficult to identify a causal relationship between ocean
emissions and cloud properties (i.e., change in drop size).
Generally speaking, targeting links between ocean emissions
and aerosol and cloud properties may be difficult in many
regions of the globe where field studies are carried out owing
to the significant amount of background pollution in the
form of aged ship emissions and transported continental
emissions. A region that likely qualifies as a better ambient
laboratory to study the effects of marine biota emissions
on cloud properties is the Southern Ocean, which is the
focus of the next case study that leverages satellite data.
Limitations in data from dedicated field campaigns, as noted
above, strongly motivate the use of satellite data, which afford
greater temporal and spatial coverage (i.e., greater chance of
achieving a wide range of aerosol conditions as a function of
cloud regime).

4. Case Study in the Southern Ocean Region

This case study is motivated by previous work based on
satellite-based observations in the Southern Ocean region,
which indicated that a link exists between phytoplankton
and cloudiness [13]. More specifically, cloud drop effective
radius was shown to be reduced during periods of enhanced
chlorophyll A, suggesting that enhanced phytoplankton
emissions lead to higher Nd. However, there is uncertainty
as to whether the inverse correlation between chlorophyll A
and drop effective radius is a robust relationship in different
global regions [17, 66].

The cloud microphysical response to aerosol pertur-
bations is quantified in this analysis using the following
Aerosol-Cloud Interaction metric [67]:

ACIr = −∂ ln re
∂ lnα

(
range = 0–0.33

)
, (1)

where re is the drop effective radius (at cloud top using
MODIS), α is a subcloud CCN proxy (AI in this analysis),
and the partial derivative is evaluated with meteorological
conditions held fixed (i.e., LWP). A higher value of ACIr can
be interpreted as meaning that for a fixed increase in AI,
drop radius decreases more (all else fixed). The analysis is
conducted for 11 LWP bins between 50 and 350 g m−2 and
for varying degrees of atmospheric stability, where data are
separated into conditions of relatively low stability (LTSS <
15◦C) and high stability (LTSS > 18◦C). While the data are
stratified into meteorological bins, it is noted that there still
is room for meteorological variability owing to measurement
uncertainties and because the bins still exhibit a finite range
of values. Satellite-derived ACIr values are reported only
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Figure 2: Time series of 8-day averaged Sea-WiFS chlorophyll A
concentration in Southern Ocean region (42◦ S–60◦ S, 180◦ W –
180◦ E).

when they statistically significant with 95% confidence (1-
tailed T distribution).

Figure 2 displays the time series of chlorophyll A, where
it is clearly evident that there are periods of enhanced
phytoplankton biomass, usually between October and Febru-
ary. Previous field-based studies have also identified clear
seasonal differences in CCN and Nd, with increases during
summer months (e.g., January and February) [68, 69], but
the enhancement is less pronounced for Nd [69]. Although
higher values of ocean chlorophyll A exist in smaller spatial
domains in the Southern Ocean, this analysis is carried out
for a large area to ensure there is a sufficient amount of data
to provide a robust calculation of ACIr in the numerous
macrophysical bins employed. In order to compare ACIr
during periods of relatively low and high chlorophyll A, data
is split into three time periods ranging between October–
February (>0.3 mg m−3), March–September (<0.3 mg m−3),
and April–August (<0.3 mg m−3). The latter two time
periods represent low chlorophyll A conditions, but differ
in time range to demonstrate the biasing effect of varying
sample sizes on the absolute magnitude of ACIr . Although
the data from April and August were removed for the results
reported here, the conclusions of the sample size comparison
are robust regardless of which months of data are removed.

Figure 3 summarizes the results of the ACIr analysis.
For low LTSS conditions (<15◦C), ACIr ranges in value
between 0.06–0.19 over the LWP range studied, while for
more stable conditions (LTSS > 18◦C) the values range
between 0.04–0.05. All of the ACIr values are contained
within the expected range of values for ACIr [0–0.33; 67, 70]
and are consistent with values obtained in other satellite-
based studies [62, 70–72]. A peculiar feature of these data
is that much fewer data points are statistically significant
for more stable conditions; furthermore, those statistically
significant values at high LTSS exhibit the smallest overall
ACIr values. This is hypothesized to be due to the difficulty
in observing the ACIr signal in clouds with greater dynamical
suppression. The striking result of this analysis is that the
majority of data points exhibit higher ACIr during periods of
higher chlorophyll A. The difference in ACIr is even greater
when using the wider time range to represent low chlorophyll
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Table 2: Statistical summary of the ACIr analysis shown in Figure 3. The numbers reported below represent ratios of a particular parameter
between periods of relatively high chlorophyll A (>0.3 mg m−3; October–February) versus low chlorophyll A (<0.3 mg m−3; April–August).
The average and standard deviation calculations are based on 11 values representing individual LWP bins between 50 and 350 g m−2. These
results represent 27 months of data starting in June 2006 for the Southern Ocean region (42◦ S–60◦ S, 180◦ W–180◦ E). (AI = aerosol index;
AOD = aerosol optical depth; ANG = Ångstrom exponent; re = cloud drop effective radius; min = minimum value; max = maximum value).

AI
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(max)
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(range)

AOD
(min)

AOD
(max)

AOD
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ANG
(min)
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(max)

ANG
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re
(min)
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(max)

re
(range)

Average 3.46 1.69 1.55 1.51 1.20 1.19 2.57 1.39 1.33 1.15 0.99 0.94

Std.
Dev.

0.77 0.38 0.39 0.47 0.37 0.39 1.18 0.34 0.34 0.38 0.03 0.14
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high and low chlorophyll A concentration in the Southern Ocean
region based on data over a span of 27 months starting in June 2006.
Marker sizes are proportional to LWP between 50 and 350 g m−2 (11
total LWP bins).

A conditions; this is presumably a result of larger sample
sizes (greater by a factor of ∼1.5–2), and consequently a
dampening of the ACIr signal owing to a greater likelihood
of mixing different macrophysical conditions. To emphasize
that using a larger sample size at similar chlorophyll A
conditions will reduce the ACIr signal, ACIr is larger during
the April–August time frame by a factor of 1.35 ± 0.28 as
compared to the March–September period.

When comparing comparable sample sizes for conditions
of high chlorophyll A and low chlorophyll A (April–August),
the value of ACIr during the former period is greater by
a factor of 1.3 ± 0.3. This result suggests that during
periods of higher phytoplankton biomass a fixed increase
in aerosol particles more strongly suppresses re because of
more droplets for a fixed amount of cloud water. If this is
the case, a potential explanation for these results is that those
marine aerosols during periods of higher chlorophyll A may

exhibit more favorable physicochemical properties (i.e., size
distribution and chemical properties) with regard to droplet
activation. However, cautionary notes apply with regard
to this conclusion owing to measurement and statistical
uncertainties. Table 2 highlights the issue of whether a “fair”
statistical comparison was conducted during the identified
periods of high and low chlorophyll A conditions; it is
hypothesized that a wider dynamic range in AI during
periods of high chlorophyll A results in a more pronounced
ACI signal using satellite data. Several ratios (minimum,
maximum, range) are reported between periods of high
versus low chlorophyll A for AI, AOD, Ångstrom exponent,
and re. It is shown that during periods of higher chlorophyll
A, the minimum, maximum, and overall range of AI values
was larger than those for low chlorophyll A conditions. Of
the two AI subcomponents (AOD and Ångstrom exponent),
the range in the Ångstrom exponent was larger (∼1.33) as
compared to AOD (1.19) during high chlorophyll A periods
versus low chlorophyll A periods. (It is noted that using
AOD as the subcloud CCN proxy in (1) results in an ACIr
enhancement of 1.23 ± 0.66, which is slightly less than that
when using AI.) No enhancement was evident for cloud drop
effective radius (when analyzed in bins of cloud LWP), which
was relatively similar for the two chlorophyll A conditions.
Owing to the wider range of AI (and higher overall absolute
values) during the period of enhanced chlorophyll A, it is
suspected that the ACIr signal is more pronounced. The
likely reason that the re values were more similar as compared
to AI (and its subcomponents) is that marine aerosols
are more closely linked physically to ocean emissions than
clouds (Figure 1). Therefore, although a link between higher
chlorophyll A and enhanced AI values seems to be evident,
the effect on cloud properties cannot be identified with
high confidence using this dataset owing at least partly to
statistical factors in this analysis.

5. Conclusions

Two case studies were discussed that explore ocean effects
on aerosol-cloud interactions in regions with different levels
of background anthropogenic pollution: off the California
coast and the Southern Ocean. The first study that is
reviewed briefly in this work off the California coast [17]
leveraged simultaneous satellite and field measurements to
show a direct link between ocean emissions and aerosol
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physicochemical properties during periods of enhanced
chlorophyll A and low-level wind speed, which otherwise
would not have been identified with any one measurement
platform alone. That work also pointed to the advantage
of each individual platform of analysis (ground, airborne,
satellite); for example, the aircraft measurements provided
unique insight into the detailed aerosol physicochemical
properties and their vertical atmospheric profiles. But a
drawback with the aircraft and ground-based measurements
was the difficulty in obtaining a wide range of aerosol
conditions at fixed meteorological conditions to robustly
quantify the cloud microphysical response to aerosol per-
turbations during periods of varying ocean productivity.
Furthermore, that region is characterized by a significant
amount of background anthropogenic pollution, which
made it challenging to isolate the effect of ocean biota
emissions on cloud properties.

Owing to the ambiguity of the results related to ocean
emissions on aerosol-cloud interactions in the first case
study, a second investigation was carried out for the Southern
Ocean region owing to its lower amount of background
anthropogenic pollution. In order to examine aerosol effects
on clouds in this area during periods of relatively low and
high chlorophyll A conditions, ACIr (1) was quantified while
accounting for macrophysical factors such as atmospheric
stability and cloud LWP. The cloud microphysical response
to aerosol perturbations was stronger (higher ACIr) during
periods of higher chlorophyll A. This indicates that cloud
drop size experiences a greater reduction for a fixed increase
in aerosol concentration, potentially as a result of aerosols
with more favorable physicochemical properties for droplet
activation. But a causal relationship is difficult to establish
owing to biasing factors in the datasets. It is shown that
during periods of higher chlorophyll A, the range and
minimum/maximum values of AI and its subcomponents
(AOD and Ångstrom exponent) are higher than those
during low-chlorophyll A periods. Although this points to
higher aerosol concentrations during times characterized by
enhanced phytoplankton biomass, it also suggests that the
ACIr signal may be more pronounced owing to the wider
range in AI. It is argued that this does not allow for a
“fair” comparison and it points to the need to consider
such issues in future studies. Another factor shown to bias
ACIr values is sample size, where an increase in the amount
of data led to a reduction in ACIr for conditions of low
chlorophyll A presumably owing to a greater likelihood of
mixing data across a wider range of meteorological and cloud
conditions.

The topic of ocean-aerosol-cloud interactions will benefit
from future analyses with more extensive datasets at higher
spatial resolution. Field measurements are needed in addi-
tion to satellite observations to quantify the physicochemical
properties of marine aerosols (e.g., size and composition)
and to probe more detailed issues such as the role of
surface-active and directly-emitted aerosol particles [73–78]
in influencing Nd and cloud albedo. In addition, comple-
mentary modeling-based studies (e.g., [79–84]), are essential
in advancing predictions of marine aerosol emissions and
their impacts on clouds and climate.
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Using satellite data for the surface ocean, aerosol optical depth (AOD), and cloud microphysical parameters, we show that
statistically significant positive correlations exist between ocean ecosystem productivity, the abundance of submicron aerosols,
and cloud microphysical properties over different parts of the remote oceans. The correlation coefficient for remotely sensed
surface chlorophyll a concentration ([Chl-a]) and liquid cloud effective radii over productive areas of the oceans varies between
−0.2 and −0.6. Special attention is given to identifying (and addressing) problems from correlation analysis used in the previous
studies that can lead to erroneous conclusions. A new approach (using the difference between retrieved AOD and predicted sea
salt aerosol optical depth, AODdiff) is developed to explore causal links between ocean physical and biological systems and the
abundance of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in the remote marine atmosphere. We have found that over multiple time periods,
550 nm AODdiff (sensitive to accumulation mode aerosol, which is the prime contributor to CCN) correlates well with [Chl-a] over
the productive waters of the Southern Ocean. Since [Chl-a] can be used as a proxy of ocean biological productivity, our analysis
demonstrates the role of ocean ecology in contributing CCN, thus shaping the microphysical properties of low-level marine clouds.

1. Introduction

Aerosols influence the planetary radiation balance directly by
scattering and absorbing sunlight, and indirectly by modi-
fying cloud microphysical properties [1–4]. Marine aerosols
are particularly important, as they contribute considerably to
the global aerosol load, are emitted from a large surface area,
and have an ability to strongly influence reflective properties
and lifetime of marine stratiform clouds [5]. Marine aerosols
could be especially important for understanding the cloud-
mediated effects of aerosols on climate, because cloud
properties are most sensitive to the addition of particles
when the background concentration is low [6]. Factors that
regulate the concentration of marine aerosols, and thus the
reflectivity of low-level marine clouds, can strongly affect
the whole climate system [7, 8]. Cloud droplet number
concentration (CDNC) over the remote oceans ranges from a
few tens per cm3 in biologically inactive regions (seasons) to
a few hundred per cm3 under biologically active conditions
[9]. Despite recognizing their crucial role, the source strength

and chemical composition of marine aerosols remain poorly
quantified [10, 11].

Aerosols over the remote oceans consist of a mixture of
sea salt particles, organics, and sulfates from the oxidation of
biogenic dimethyl sulfide (DMS), with certain contribution
from mineral dust and smoke from wildfires [9]. Sea salt
is a major component of marine aerosol over regions with
high wind speeds and/or when other aerosol sources are
weak [12–16]. In addition to sea salt, the biological sulfur
cycle has also been proposed as a major source of CCN
over biologically active regions of the oceans [17, 18]. In
recent years, significant abundances of organic carbon (OC)
aerosols (in addition to sea salt and DMS oxidation products)
have been identified in marine environments [19–23]. The
concentrations of marine-source OC aerosols are particularly
high over regions of enhanced oceanic biological activity
[24]. These organic aerosols have been proposed to have two
distinctly different sources which can be broadly classified
as primary and secondary [25]. Bubble bursting processes
that emit sea salt aerosols into marine boundary layer also
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transfer marine primary organic matter (POM), which is
composed of biogenic secretions and bacterial/viral debris
[24, 26–29]. Secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) over remote
marine regions were proposed to be formed from phyto-
plankton emitted different types of biogenic volatile organic
compounds (BVOCs) [30–34]. Because of their enhanced
fine-mode concentration and surface active nature, these
organic particles could act synergistically with the established
mechanisms of DMS and sea salt, influencing both number
concentration and CCN activity of remote marine aerosols
[24, 32, 35]. Overall, analyses of marine aerosol chemical
composition show that over the productive waters of the
ocean the majority of submicron mass of sea spray aerosols
can be organic [24, 36–38].

The importance of marine biogenic source contribution
to CCN number has motivated numerous studies (using
remote sensing products, in situ measurements or modeling)
to examine the relationship between ocean productivity
and shallow marine cloud properties. Although the link
between ocean productivity and CCN has been shown to be
mediated through a range of intermediate species that are
subject to considerable variability over different timescales,
most studies suggest a strong correlation between remotely
sensed surface Chlorophyll a ([Chl-a]) and liquid cloud
effective radii (re) [32, 39–47]. An exception is the study
of Miller and Yuter [48] (hereon MY08), who did not find
a correlation between [Chl-a] and re and questioned the
conclusions of previous studies. This diversity of conclusions
reflects the complexity of studying marine biogenic aerosol-
cloud interactions. Owing to the dynamic nature of oceanic
aerosol sources, large signal-to-noise ratio and coarse spatial
resolution of remote sensing products, unraveling the links
between ocean ecosystems, aerosols, and clouds requires a
carefully-thought statistical analysis method.

This study has two goals. First, to identify sources of
uncertainty in studying the correlation between [Chl-a]
and re and provide guidelines on the optimum selection
of statistical methods, time periods and oceanic regions.
These guidelines are then applied to study the correlation
between [Chl-a] and re over different regions and time
periods (including those in the MY08 study). Second, we
present a novel approach for separating sea salt and nonsea
salt (nss) components of aerosol optical depth (AOD) over
the ocean and its application to determining the effect of
ocean primary productivity on marine CCN.

2. Methods

The remotely sensed data used in this study include the Sea-
viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) 8 day aver-
aged ∼9 km resolution [Chl-a] data, Quick Scatterometer
(QuikSCAT) derived daily ocean surface wind speed (U10)
at 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ spatial resolution, and Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS/Terra) Collection 5
(C5) Level-3 global quality assured-(QA-) weighted daily
averaged liquid cloud (i.e., cloud cover, thermodynamic
phase, liquid water path, and optical depth) and AOD prod-
ucts gridded at 1◦ × 1◦ spatial resolution. To be consistent

Table 1: Regression statistics for ss-AOD versus surface wind speed.

Correlation r2 Source

ss-AOD500 = 0.0068∗U + 0.056 0.14 [57]

ss-AOD1020 = 0.0093∗U + 0.018 0.27 [57]

ss-AOD500 = 0.00055∗U2.195+ 0.06 0.97∗ [58]

ss-AOD555 = 0.00016∗U2.3+ 0.036 0.36 [59]
∗
r2 values are based on 17 wind speed bins (between 5 ms−1 and 18 ms−1).

See Mulcahy et al. [58] for more details.

between different satellite sensors all the data for the years
2002–2008 were area-averaged and regridded to 1◦ × 1◦

resolution. The MODIS aerosol algorithm was designed to
minimize cloud contamination by using a sensitive cloud
detection algorithm [49, 50]. In addition, aerosol data
with AOD > 0.8 were removed from the analysis to avoid
misclassification of clouds and aerosols [51]. Nevertheless it
has been shown that the MODIS AOD retrievals may still
contain residual artifacts introduced by clouds [52, 53], by
3D effects near clouds [54, 55] and by physical changes to the
“aerosol” in the vicinity of clouds [56].

To derive the relationship between sea salt AOD (ss-
AOD) andU10 we have chosen the linear function of Smirnov
et al. [57] and the power law of Mulcahy et al. [58] and
Glantz et al. [59]. Marine background AOD regression
statistics for the relationship of Smirnov et al. [57] was
derived using 10 years of the Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET) data collected at Midway Islands (Sand Island)
in the northern Pacific Ocean at (28.2◦N and 177.4◦W).
Visual inspection of the global [Chl-a] distribution shows
that Sand Island is surrounded by ocean waters with very
low productivity (see Figure 1 in Supplementary Material
available online at doi:10.1155/2010/239808). It is therefore
expected that marine aerosols at Sand Island will not
be influenced considerably by primary productivity. In
addition, anthropogenic contribution to AOD in this remote
oceanic region is also very low [60], suggesting that AOD-
wind relationship derived at Midway Islands can be used to
estimate the ss-AOD. Measurements of Mulcahy et al. [58]
were carried out from January 2002 to December 2004 at the
Mace Head global atmosphere watch (GAW) research station
on the west coast of Ireland (53.3◦N, 9.9◦W). The study was
strictly limited to winter periods (November–March) and
clean marine air masses, where sea salt aerosol is expected
to dominate AOD. Sea salt dominated all aerosol size
ranges during wintertime with little influence of biogenically
produced inorganic and organic matter to the marine aerosol
mass [22, 24]. The relationship between ss-AOD and the U10

offered by Glantz et al. [59] was estimated by combining
SeaWiFS AOD with surface wind speed obtained from
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF). The regression statistics from all three studies are
summarized in Table 1.

The contribution of ss-AOD to total remotely sensed
AOD over the ocean are examined using different satellites
with different equatorial crossing times. SeaWiFS is in
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descending sun-synchronous near-polar circular orbit with
∼12 : 20 LT equator crossing time, MODIS/Terra is in a
descending node with ∼10 : 30 LT equator crossing time, the
U10 was derived as average of both ascending (∼6 : 00 LT) and
descending (∼18 : 00 LT) paths of QuikSCAT. Such approach
is not expected to introduce any significant errors in our
analysis as the characteristic time scale of [Chl-a] variability
is about a week [61] and the correlation time between
the surface winds and the marine aerosol (away from the
continents) is sufficient for MODIS and QuikSCAT retrievals
to be connected [62].

3. The Statistical Analysis

An approach to evaluate the spatial correlation between
phytoplankton abundance ([Chl-a]) and marine cloud prop-
erties (e.g., re) by contrasting cloud properties over the
“blooms” (defined as a subset of grid boxes with average
[Chl-a] above some threshold, for example, [Chl-a] > 1
mg m−3 used in MY08) against “nonbloom” grid boxes
can lead to erroneous conclusions as shown below. The
correlation coefficient, R[Chl-a],re , between [Chl-a] and re can
be written as

R[Chl-a],re=
∑n

i=1 [Chl-a]irei − n[Chl-a]re√(∑n
i=1 [Chl-a]2

i − n[Chl-a]
2)(∑n

i=1 r2
ei − nre2

) ,

(1)

where [Chl-a] and re are sample means, [Chl-a]i and rei are
the sample dataset, and n is the sample size. From (1) it
follows that conditional sampling of the data (set by the
arbitrary bloom threshold [Chl-a]) can alter the magnitude
of R[Chl-a],re . An example that illustrates this is presented in
Table 2, which shows that positive, negative or no correlation
between [Chl-a] and re can be obtained by changing the
[Chl-a] threshold values for the dataset. Table 2 also reveals
that such “bloom area” criteria can reduce sample size
to <5% of available data, making the results statistically
unreliable.

The above example illustrates that in correlation analysis
between [Chl-a] and re bloom and nonbloom regions should
not be considered separately; instead all data-points should
be included. Moreover, depending on ambient conditions,
maximum [Chl-a] in a bloom can vary considerably (e.g.,
from 0.6 to 23, [63]). This relativity of the bloom strength
makes it difficult to define a universal threshold for [Chl-a]
value and can lead to biased conclusions. Overall, the usage of
a [Chl-a] threshold should be avoided in statistical analyses.

4. Selection of Spatial Resolution for
Remotely Sensed Data

When examining the relationship between ocean ecosystem
and overlying clouds it is typical to use specific oceanic
regions and time periods. Although the effect of ocean
productivity on marine clouds does not scale linearly with
[Chl-a], it is desirable to examine the possible relationship
between [Chl-a] and re for periods with extensive blooms

and the regions where cloud properties are not dominated
by other types of aerosol interactions (e.g., strong dust
or biomass burning plumes). The areas of elevated ocean
primary productivity downwind of East Asia and West
African Coast may not be ideal for detecting biogenic signals
in re, as these regions are known to be strongly impacted
by anthropogenic and mineral dust aerosol [64, 65]. This,
in conjunction with the threshold-based statistical approach,
may explain the lack of correlation between [Chl-a] and re
reported by MY08. Indeed, the area-averaged monthly mean
MODIS retrieved AOD values at 550 nm (AOD550

M ) for the
regions used in MY08 analysis were larger than 0.3 and the
area-averaged daily AOD550

M values often reached 0.5 (not
shown). Under such high (non-biogenic) aerosol loadings it
will be difficult, if not impossible, to identify the biogenic
effects on marine cloud properties.

Owing to its unique spatial location and circumpolar
nature, the Southern Ocean (SO) remains an ideal place
for examining the effects of marine productivity on liquid
clouds using remotely sensed data. Primary productivity in
the SO is peaking during the austral summer and gradually
declining with a minimum in winter. Waters in the SO can
support massive phytoplankton blooms [32, 66, 67], with
[Chl-a] more than an order of magnitude higher than the
background levels [68, 69]. The SO is characterized with
minimal influence by mineral dust and also remains to be
one of the most pristine regions of the globe with little
impact from anthropogenic pollution. The surface [Chl-
a] in this area can be used as a reliable proxy for the
primary production [66, 70]. Strong and persistent westerlies
with weak latitudinal component [71] make it possible to
examine cloud properties upwind and downwind of the
bloom. Although it is practically impossible to fully separate
the effects of aerosols and meteorology on cloud micro-
physical properties, studies have shown [32, 44] that over
the Southern Ocean CCN concentration does not correlate
well with surface wind speed, precipitation, or sea surface
temperature (SST). The periodic nature of the blooms (with
distinct intraseasonal and interannual variability often out
of phase from other periodic signals that may affect cloud
properties) is ideal for exploring the temporal relationship
between ocean productivity and regional clouds. When
examining the correlation between marine productivity and
cloud properties with remote sensing, it is important to
properly select the spatial resolution for the data averaging.
For example, the effect of secondary aerosols, which are
the outcome of gas-to-particle processes, should generally
appear not over the bloom, but farther downwind. Modeling
results of Woodhouse et al. [72] show that DMS oxidation
could influence condensational growth of existing particles
not over the bloom, but ∼100 km downwind, although
the effect on CCN number may occur several thousand
kilometers downwind of the bloom. The effect of marine
primary organic aerosols generated at the sea surface through
wind driven processes should be more centered in near the
bloom region. Based on the lifetime of (1-2 hrs) for some
of the phytoplankton produced VOCs over the SO [73]
and the mean wind speed of ∼40 km/hr [74], the effect of
marine-SOA on clouds should appear ∼100 km downwind
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Table 2: Correlations of [Chl-a] and re for the events chosen in MY08, using different threshold values of [Chl-a] that define the
phytoplankton “bloom.”

Location (Date Range) [Chl-a] threshold mg m−3 R[Chl-a],re
(a)

Rlim
(b) Sample size

Percent of data points
satisfying the [Chl-a]

threshold (%)

Southern Atlantic—48◦S to 56◦S, 55◦W
to 21◦W (11 Dec. 2001–8 Jan. 2002)

No cutoff −0.25 −0.32
−0.17

645 97

>0.5 −0.38 −0.49
−0.26

211 32

>1.0 −0.55 (−0.67) −0.71
−0.36

64 10

>1.5 −0.29 −0.59
0.08

31 5

>2.0 −0.17 −0.58
0.31

20 3

>2.5 +0.08 −0.47
0.59

15 2.3

<1.0 −0.1 (−0.02) −0.18
−0.02

582 88

Sea of Okhotsk—57◦N to 52◦N and
146◦E to 152◦E (26 June 2003–27 July
2003)

No cutoff 0.14 −0.18
0.42

43 100

>1.0 0.13 (−0.02) −0.35
0.55

20 48

<1.0 −0.17 (−0.13) −0.55
0.26

24 55

Northwest Atlantic—42◦N to 60◦N and
55◦W to 21◦W) (5 Aug. 2003– 4 Sep.
2004)

No cutoff −0.51 −0.57
−0.46

658 99

>1.0 −0.21 (−0.09) −0.52
0.16

32 5

<1.0 −0.56 (−0.18) −0.61
−0.5

627 94

West African Coast—4◦N to 14◦S and
20◦W to 14◦E (1 Jan. 2002–1 Feb. 2002)

No cutoff −0.03 −0.12
0.06

449 68

>1.0 −0.09 (0.02) −0.41
0.24

38 6

<1.0 0.13 (0.13) 0.04
0.23

412 62

Bering Sea—52◦N to 70◦N and 176◦E to
150◦W (6 Apr. 2004–7 May 2004)

No cutoff −0.45 −0.53
−0.35

326 49

>1.0 −0.42 (−0.13) −0.55
−0.27

139 21

<1.0 0.04 (−0.1) −0.11
0.18

188 28

(a)Values in parenthesis are from MY08; highlighted values are the episodes when discrepancies between our and MY08 results were outside the 95% confidence
intervals.
(b)The 95% confidence limits (the upper and lower bounds of a 95% confidence interval).
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from the bloom. This distance may vary in different parts
of the oceans based on chemical loss rates of VOCs and
potential aid of organic vapors (from the oxidation products
of marine sources of VOCs) to the nucleation events and
growth of ultrafine particles [75, 76]. Therefore, when
examining the relationship between ocean productivity and
physical properties of shallow marine clouds over the SO
using remotely sensed data, best correlation is likely to be
achieved at 2◦× 2◦ averaged grid boxes (roughly 100–150 km
× 220 km in the SO).

5. Negative Correlation between [Chl-a] and re

Figures 1 and 2 show correlation between [Chl-a] and re
over the Northwest Atlantic and the Bering Sea regions
for the same time periods and the datasets used in MY08
(see Table 2). Figure 1 demonstrates that during the bloom
period, out of all variables examined, re is primarily cor-
related with [Chl-a] with R[Chl-a],re ∼ − 0.5 (see Table 2).
Figure 2 shows that over the low [Chl-a] regions of the
Bering Sea, monthly averaged cloud effective radii is ∼15
to 18 μm, with sharp decrease (∼10 μm) in the vicinity
of the bloom region. Considerable negative correlation
(R[Chl-a],re ∼ −0.4) was also obtained for this episode with
large discrepancies (highlighted values) between our results
and the ones reported in MY08 (Table 2). Additional case
studies over the Southern Indian Ocean and South Atlantic
Ocean (Figure 3, Table 3) also show significant negative
correlations between [Chl-a] and re; R[Chl-a],re values inside
(−0.45,−0.38 and −0.22) and outside (−0.09,−0.29 and −
0.07) the bloom regions of Figure 3 are significantly different,
suggesting that marine biota could influence shallow marine
cloud properties.

6. Retrieved AOD not Associated with Sea Salt

A major issue for quantifying the climatic effects of marine
biogenic aerosols with the use of satellite data is the
dominance of aerosol mass loading over the oceans by sea
salt and aerosols of terrestrial origin. Detection of ocean
biologically generated aerosols is further complicated due
to their small size and low scattering efficiency. Here we
employ a novel approach by examining the differences
between MODIS-AOD and ss-AOD (AODdiff) at different
wavelengths. If sea salt aerosols were the only ones affecting
observed top of the atmosphere (TOA) reflectances over the
oceans, one expects to see very low and uniform values for
AODdiff. On the other hand, if aerosols other than sea salt can
be important, AODdiff is expected to highlight the regions
where nss-aerosols contribute to the observed reflectances.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show large regions of Atlantic Ocean
(east of Africa), Pacific Ocean (downwind from east Asia),
Indian Ocean (west of Singapore and Indonesia), Arabian
sea and Bay of Bengal, with sizable positive values for the
AODdiff at 550 nm (AOD550

diff ). These figures show that the
regions highlighted by warm colors on Figure 4(b) (positive
difference between MODIS-AOD and ss-AOD) are typically
associated with mineral dust and/or anthropogenic aerosol
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Figure 1: Time series of the area-averaged MODIS Aerosol
optical depth (AOD), liquid cloud effective radii (re), sea surface
temperature (SST), liquid water path (LWP), liquid cloud optical
thickness (COT), liquid cloud top pressure (CTP) and SeaWiFS
[Chl-a] in Northwest Atlantic (42◦N to 60◦N and 55◦W to 21◦W).

(i.e., biomass burning, industrial emissions). Interestingly,
Figure 4(b) also shows positive values for AOD550

diff over the
SO, the region characterized by minor contribution from
both anthropogenic aerosols and mineral dust. Variations
in size distribution of various aerosol types have been
shown to strongly influence the radiative properties of
the aerosols such as the scattering phase function, single
scattering albedo and spectral variation of AOD [77]. AOD
retrieved from sensing at shorter wavelengths are more
sensitive to accumulation mode aerosol, while the larger
wavelengths are more sensitive to coarse particles. Therefore,
the AODdiff can be used to infer the relative importance
of aerosol generation processes. Figure 4(c) shows the dif-
ference between MODIS-AOD and ss-AOD at wavelength
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Table 3: Correlations of [Chl-a] and re for different events of Figure 3.

Location (date range) Correlation coefficient
between [Chl-a] and re

Southern Indian (25 November 2006–31
December 2006)

46◦S to 52◦S, 65◦E to105◦E Inside the boom −0.45

42◦S to 46◦S, 65◦E to105◦E;
52◦S to 60◦S, 65◦E to105◦E

Outside the bloom −0.09

Southern Atlantic (10 December 2004–08
January 2005)

50◦S to 54◦S, 55◦W to 21◦W Inside the boom −0.38

42◦S to 50◦S, 55◦W to 21◦W;
54◦S to 60◦S, 55◦W to 21◦W

Outside the bloom −0.29

Southern Atlantic (11 December 2002–08
January 2003)

50◦S to 56◦S, 55◦W to 21◦W Inside the boom −0.22

42◦S to 50◦S, 55◦W to 21◦W
56◦S to 60◦S, 55◦W to 21◦W

Outside the bloom −0.07
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Figure 2: The 1◦× 1◦ square monthly averaged SeaWiFS-observed
[Chl-a] (red) and MODIS cloud effective radii (blue) over the
Bering Sea. Between every tick marker on the x-axis, there are 35
data points corresponding to the starting point of the next west-
to-east row in the longitudinal direction (176◦E to 150◦W). The
large portion of the [Chl-a] data is missing due to the inclusion of
continental regions.

of 1020 nm (AOD1020
diff ). When compared against AOD550

diff
shown on Figure 4(b), AOD1020

diff is generally smaller, and
effectively zero in pollution-dominated oceanic regions (e.g.,
downwind from eastern North America, east Asia and
Indonesia). This is expected, as aerosol in these regions
is dominated by submicron particles that scatter more
effectively at shorter wavelengths. Comparison of Figures
4(b) and 4(c) also reveals smaller AOD1020

diff than AOD550
diff

over the SO, suggesting that an accumulation mode aerosol
is ubiquitous over the SO. It should be noted that these
AOD differences over the SO are statistically significant, as
they represent long-term averages with values much larger
than the uncertainties in MODIS retrievals over the oceans
[78].

To elucidate the role of ocean biology in the observed
AOD550

diff , we examined the time series of [Chl-a] and AOD550
diff

in seven SO regions (Figure 4(a)) characterized by massive
phytoplankton blooms during the austral summer and one
in the central South Pacific gyre known as “the Earth’s
largest oceanic desert” [79]. The AOD550

diff were derived using
three different ss-AOD parameterizations of Smirnov et al.
[57], Mulcahy et al. [58] and Glantz et al. [59]. Figure 5
shows temporal correlations between AOD550

diff and [Chl-a]
for selected oceanic regions, which are statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level (Table 4). Figure 5 shows that
during the austral summer similar patterns are seen in the
SO between ocean surface productivity and the abundance
of accumulation mode aerosol not associated with sea salt
(Figure 5 and Table 4). During the high wind season (austral
winter), the AOD550

diff turns negative (particularly using the
Mulcahy et al. [58] regression), indicating potential overes-
timation of sea salt contribution to observed AOD. Unlike
other stations, however, the [Chl-a] and AODdiff data from
Station 8 (Figure 5(h); Table 4) show negative correlations,
suggesting that the source of accumulation mode aerosol
may differ between high and low productivity regions.
Although aerosol measurements made over the high ocean
productivity regions suggest using [Chl-a] as a proxy for the
emissions of marine organic matter [80, 81], recent study
by Russell et al. [82] indicates that dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) and particulate organic carbon (POC) concentra-
tions in the sea surface microlayer may provide the source
of organic aerosols in the Arctic and north Atlantic regions,
respectively. It is interesting to notice, that the surface waters
near the Station 8 have some of the highest levels of DOC in
the entire South Pacific Ocean [83], and therefore can explain
the absence of correlation between [Chl-a] and AODdiff. All
together, this evidence suggests a robust link between marine
productivity and accumulation mode aerosol (i.e., CCN)
over the oceans and in particular the SO.

To address potential bias in aerosol retrievals from “cloud
contamination”, we have removed all aerosol data with
AOD > 0.8 (Removal of all aerosol retrievals that may
be influenced from clouds could leads to complete loss of
aerosol-cloud interaction information [84]). This analysis,
nevertheless, does include several imperfections. The satellite
signal is a combination of radiation from the atmosphere
as well as from the surface. MODIS observed reflectances
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Figure 3: The 2◦× 2◦ square monthly averaged [Chl -a] and re data for Southern Indian Ocean for (a), (b) 25 November 2006–31 November
2006; Southern Atlantic Ocean for (c), (d) 10 December 2004–08 January 2005; and Southern Atlantic Ocean for (e),(f) 11 December 2002–
08 January 2003. The white color over the ocean denotes the missing data due to clouds. The Kerguelen Island (49.25◦S–69.58◦E) and the
South Georgia Island (54.25◦S, 36.75◦W) are shown by black contours. The method is adopted from Meskhidze and Nenes [32]. The images
and data used in this figure were acquired using the GES-DISC Interactive Online Visualization ANd aNalysis Infrastructure (Giovanni) as
part of the NASA’s Goddard Earth Sciences (GES) Data and Information Services Center (DISC).
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Figure 4: Seven-year (2002–2008) averaged daily data for (a) MODIS AOD at 550 nm and the differences between MODIS AOD and
parameterized ss-AOD at (b) 550 nm and (c)1020 nm. The ss-AOD is calculated using Smirnov et al. [57] regression. Red boxes on
Figure 4(a) indicate seven regions where time series analyses are carried out. Position of each boxes (latitude and longitude) are given in
Table 4. Letters A and B denote locations of previous study areas of Smirnov et al. [57] at Midway Islands (28.2◦N and 177.4◦W) and
Mulchay et al. [58] at the Mace Head station (53.3◦N, 9.9◦W), respectively. The study region of Glantz et al. [59] encompassed large areas of
the North Pacific Ocean, roughly from 180◦W to 160◦W and 15◦N to 45◦N.

Table 4: Correlations of [Chl-a] and AODdiff for time series of Figure 5(1).

Location (Date Range) [Chl-a] and AOD550
diff

(2)
[Chl-a] and AOD1020

diff
(3)

[Chl-a] and AOD550
diff

(4)
[Chl-a] and AOD550

diff
(5)

Southern Atlantic 0.60 (0.52) 0.41 (0.30) 0.60 (0.52) 0.59 (0.50)

Box #1 (39◦S to 47◦S, 57◦W to 47◦W) (0.66) (0.50) (0.67) (0.65)

Southern Atlantic 0.57 (0.48) 0.31 (0.18) 0.59 (0.48) 0.58 (0.45)

Box #2 (48◦S to 58◦S, 43◦W to 31◦W) (0.65) (0.41) (0.68) (0.68)

Southern Atlantic 0.54 (0.44) 0.30 (0.15) 0.56 (0.44) 0.35 (0.23)

Box #3 (48◦S to 58◦S, 31◦W to 20◦W) (0.61) (0.44) (0.66) (0.47)

Southern Indian 0.65 (0.55) 0.41 (0.30) 0.65 (0.55) 0.66 (0.52)

Box #4 (48◦S to 55◦S, 44◦E to 64◦E) (0.70) (0.51) (0.71) (0.72)

Southern Indian 0.40 (0.28) 0.18 (0.07) 0.49 (0.38) 0.43 (0.32)

Box #5 (47◦S to 55◦S, 71◦E to 91◦E) (0.49) (0.33) (0.54) (0.54)

Southern Pacific 0.35 (0.21) 0.03 (−0.13) 0.42 (0.29) 0.37 (0.23)

Box #6 (55◦S to 67◦S, 159◦W to 145◦W) (0.45) (0.14) (0.48) (0.48)

Southern Pacific 0.34 (0.23) 0.18 (0.11) 0.34 (0.18) 0.37 (0.26)

Box #7 (46◦S to 56◦S, 100◦W to 90◦W) (0.42) (0.32) (0.37) (0.47)

Southern Pacific −0.25 (−0.36) −0.15 (−0.23) −0.38 (−0.42) −0.21 (−0.31)

Box #8 (25◦S to 35◦S, 135◦W to 125◦W) (−0.15) (−0.05) (−0.23) (−0.12)
(1)Numbers in parenthesis show the upper and lower bounds of a 95% confidence interval.
(2)ss-AOD at 500 nm was calculated using Smirnov et al. [57] parameterization.
(3)ss-AOD at 1020 nm was calculated using Smirnov et al. [57] parameterization.
(4)ss-AOD at 500 nm was calculated using Mulcahy et al. [58] parameterization.
(5)ss-AOD at 555 nm was calculated using Glantz et al. [59] parameterization.
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Figure 5: (a)–(h) Time series of the area-averaged AODdiff (right axis) and [Chl-a] (left axis) for the boxes 1–8 shown on Figure 4. The daily
differences in AOD values were averaged over 8 days.
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are then converted to AODs using nine tropospheric aerosol
models [85]. The atmospheric contribution includes mul-
tiple scattering by gas and aerosol, as well as reflection
of the atmosphere by the sea surface. The ocean surface
calculation includes Sun glint reflection off the surface waves
[86], reflection by whitecaps [87] and Lambertian reflectance
from underwater scattering (sediments, chlorophyll, etc).
For the current version of the lookup table, reflectances are
calculated using a surface wind of 6.0 m/s. Zero water-leaving
radiance is assumed at all six compared wavelengths, except
for at 550 nm, where a fixed reflectance of 0.005 is used [85].
Although this may lead to spurious correlations between
AOD and [Chl-a] at high special resolution, it is not expected
to have sizable influence when averaged over the large area as
ones used in this study.

7. Conclusion

The use of remote sensing products is very valuable for
studying marine biota-cloud links. Statistical analyses how-
ever must be carried out very carefully, using as much
a priori knowledge as possible. We show that conditional
sampling, and using periods and locations where aerosol
from ocean biota are dwarfed by other sources can lead to
biased conclusions. We propose guidelines that address these
potential issues, and show that there is statistically significant
negative correlation between warm cloud effective radii and
surface ocean productivity in different parts of the ocean and
different time periods. A novel approach, based on MODIS
retrieved total aerosol optical depth and predicted sea salt
aerosol optical depth (AODdiff), is proposed to study the
link between ocean biological productivity and submicron
aerosols over the oceans. By employing different wavelength
for estimating AODdiff, it was proposed that the large
summertime discrepancies between MODIS retrieved AODs
and parameterized ss-AODs over the Southern Ocean are
mainly related to accumulation model aerosols and cannot
be explained by mere variations in column abundance
of sea salt. Since the SO is characterized with minimal
influence of anthropogenic pollution and mineral dust,
summertime positive values in AOD550

diff are most likely
related to marine primary organic aerosols and secondary
aerosols associated with biogenic trace gas emissions from
the ocean.

Today it is widely accepted that the ocean ecosystem (par-
ticularly over the biologically active regions) can significantly
influence CCN over the remote oceans. It has also been
suggested that correct characterization of marine biogenic
aerosols and factors that regulate their emissions could
be essential for the accurate modeling of climate forcing
assessments. However, satellite remote sensing alone cannot
ascertain causal mechanism for the relationship between
ocean ecosystem and properties of marine shallow clouds.
Future studies through the combination of laboratory mea-
surements, in situ data, satellite remote sensing and models
are required to establish a comprehensive mechanism for
this highly complex and interactive system of aerosol-ocean
ecosystems-cloud interactions with multiple forcings and
feedbacks.
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The global marine organic aerosol budget is investigated by a 3-dimensional chemistry-transport model considering recently
proposed parameterisations of the primary marine organic aerosol (POA) and secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation
from the oxidation of marine volatile organic compounds. MODIS and SeaWiFS satellite data of Chlorophyll-a and ECMWF
solar incoming radiation, wind speed, and temperature are driving the oceanic emissions in the model. Based on the adopted
parameterisations, the SOA and the submicron POA marine sources are evaluated at about 5 Tg yr−1 (∼1.5 Tg C yr−1) and 7 to
8 Tg yr−1 (∼4 Tg C yr−1), respectively. The computed marine SOA originates from the dimethylsulfide oxidation (∼78%), the
potentially formed dialkyl amine salts (∼21%), and marine hydrocarbon oxidation (∼0.1%). Comparison of calculations with
observations indicates an additional marine source of soluble organic carbon that could be partially encountered by marine POA
chemical ageing.

1. Introduction

Organic aerosol (OA) attracts the attention of the scientific
community due to their climate and health relevance [1–
4]. Marine OA components are considered as important
natural aerosol constituents, which significantly contribute
to the global aerosol burden and affect Earth’s climate.
Observations of OA in the marine atmosphere have shown
the existence of significant amounts of primary organic
carbon of marine origin [5, 6] in the submicron sea-spray,
as well as a small relative contribution to the coarse mode
sea-spay [7], over the ocean that seem to be related with the
biological activity in the ocean [8].

The ocean also emits a complex mixture of organic gases
(VOC) like alkenes, dimethyl sulphide (DMS) [5, 9–11],
isoprene, monoterpenes [12–15], and aliphatic amines [7].
A few decades ago, DMS emissions from the oceans have
been suggested to control cloudiness in the clean marine
environment via sulphate (SO4

=) aerosol formation (CLAW
hypothesis [16]). DMS oxidation is known to produce SO4

=

and methane sulphonate (MS−), both present in the aerosol
phase, at proportions that depend on the meteorological
conditions and oxidant levels in the marine environment
[17, 18]. Vallina et al. [19] attributed between 35% and
80% of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in the Southern
Ocean to biogenics of marine origin. They supported the
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central role of biogenic DMS emissions in controlling both
number and variability of CCN over the remote ocean. MS−

containing both sulphur and carbon atoms is also a compo-
nent of organic aerosol. Other VOCs with identified marine
sources that are involved in secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
formation are monoterpenes [15] and isoprene [12, 13,
20]. The marine source of monoterpenes has been recently
identified [15], but this source requires further investigations
for accurate evaluation of its global strength and distribution.
Isoprene has been shown to produce secondary organic
aerosol both via gas-phase reactions followed by gas-to-
particle partitioning of its semivolatile products [21, 22] and
cloud processing of organic matter [23, 24]. Isoprene, one
of the most important biogenic volatile organic compound
(VOC) with large terrestrial emissions∼600 Tg yr−1 [25], has
a comparatively small oceanic source that is highly uncertain
and varies from 0.2–1.4 Tg yr−1. Despite its small intensity,
this source is expected to have an impact on the marine
boundary layer gas-phase chemistry because of isoprene’s
high reactivity [26, 27].

The formation of SOA over oceans, although expected to
be smaller than over land [28, 29], triggers scientific interest
due to the potential involvement of SOA in the formation
of clouds in the remote marine atmosphere [30] especially
where aerosol levels of other components are low. Recently,
several studies investigated the intensity of marine sources
of OA, with estimates varying by more than an order of
magnitude (2–75 Tg C yr−1 [20, 31–34]).

In order to evaluate the marine organic aerosol con-
tribution to the atmosphere, we used the 3-dimensional
global chemistry transport model TM4-ECPL. We computed
the SOA formation from marine emissions of isoprene,
monoterpenes, DMS, and amines, together with the primary
organic aerosol (POA) marine emissions. Both primary and
secondary OA distributions are calculated online driven
by wind speed, temperature, solar radiation, and ocean
productivity (represented by chlorophyll-a), as well as
atmospheric oxidant levels that are also calculated online
[35]. Marine SOA from isoprene, monoterpenes and DMS
are formed via gas phase oxidation followed by gas-to-
particle conversion and via multiphase chemical processes.
As summarized by Ervens et al. [24] and references therein,
isoprene chemistry can form SOA via cloud processing that
consists of partitioning of isoprene oxygenated products like
glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and pyruvic acid to the cloud water
and subsequent in cloud oxidation to form glycolic, glyoxylic
and oxalic acids. These mechanisms are parameterized in
our model based on the linearized relationship recently
published by Ervens et al. [24] for stratiform clouds, using
the cloud occurrence and lifetime, the liquid water content
of clouds, isoprene concentration, and the VOC/NOx condi-
tions in each grid and assuming one SOA product from all in-
cloud reactions. The participation of aerosol water on gas-to-
particle partitioning and multiphase chemistry is not taken
into account in the present study. Potential contribution
to SOA of amine salts produced by reactions of dimethyl
and diethyl amines of marine origin with sulphuric acid
is also investigated. The POA submicron marine source is
parameterised in the model based on recently published

parameterisations derived from experimental data [8] as
described in Vignati et al. [34]. Model results are evaluated
against observations in the marine environment.

2. Model Description

For the present study, the well documented offline
chemistry-transport global model TM4 is used. The model
version applied here (TM4-ECPL) contains a comprehensive
gas phase chemistry as described by Myriokefalitakis et al.
[35] and aerosol parameterisations from Tsigaridis et al.
[36] and Tsigaridis and Kanakidou [29] with improvements
as described in Section 2.3. TM4-ECPL runs on 31 vertical
hybrid layers from the surface to 10 hPa and in two different
horizontal resolutions, the low resolution of 4◦ × 6◦ in
latitude and longitude and the high resolution of 2◦ × 3◦.
For the present study, the low resolution version of the
model with time-step of 1 hour for the chemistry calculations
has been used. The model’s input meteorology comes from
the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts) operational forecast data for the period from 2000
to 2008 and is updated every 6 hours.

A complete overview of emissions used in this study can
be found in the supplemental material by Myriokefalitakis
et al. [35]. Here below, we provide information on the
emissions of particular interest for the present study. For the
biogenic and anthropogenic VOC, nitrogen oxides (NOx),
carbon monoxide (CO), and all biomass burning trace gas
emissions, TM4-ECPL uses the 1◦ × 1◦ gridded emission
distributions from the POET database [37] that correspond
to the year 2000.

The adopted emissions of primary particles (carbona-
ceous aerosols, dust, and a small fraction of sulphate−2.5%)
in TM4-ECPL are presented in detail in Tsigaridis et al.
[36] and Tsigaridis and Kanakidou [29]. Biomass burning
emissions of carbonaceous aerosols and black carbon for the
respective year are adopted from the Global Fire Emissions
Database version 2 [38]. Primary OA from the oceans is
parameterised in the model as outlined in Section 2.2.

For most simulations performed for the present study,
the sea-salt source has been calculated online driven by the
ECMWF wind speed at every time-step, parameterized as
suggested by Gong [39] and fitted for accumulation and
coarse modes taken into account in TM4-ECPL as described
in detail in Vignati et al. [34]. The thus calculated total sea-
salt emissions account almost 6290 Tg yr−1 (31 Tg yr−1 in the
fine mode) on a global basis for the year 2006, that is slightly
higher than the upper limit of the IPCC-TAR fluxes of
3340±80% Tg yr−1, but lower than the AEROCOM (Aerosol
Comparisons between Observations and Models) inventory
of about 7925 Tg yr−1 (96.5 Tg yr−1 in the fine mode) for
the year 2000 [40]. The AEROCOM 2000 inventory has been
also used to evaluate uncertainties. Sea-salt is considered to
be present in 2 modes in the online wind driven method
(accumulation and coarse) and in 3 modes when using the
AEROCOM inventories (Aitken, accumulation, and coarse),
while dust is present in 2 modes (accumulation and coarse),
which come from the AEROCOM emissions (as described in
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Table 1: Annual emissions of oceanic species adopted in the model.

Oceanic tracer Emissions (Tg yr−1)

Isoprene 1.0

Monoterpenes 0.2

POA 7-8∗

DMS 19.5∗∗

C2H2 1.0

C2H4 1.2

C3H6 1.3

C3H8 1.1

Sea-Salt 6290∗

Amines 0.8#

∗
Calculated by the model for 2006; ∗∗Tg S yr−1; #Tg N yr−1.

Tsigaridis et al. [36]) updated to interannual dust inventory
for the years 2000–2007. All other aerosol components are
considered to be present in the accumulation mode only.

2.1. VOC Marine Emissions. Annual mean distribution of
light alkenes marine emissions (Table 1) are taken from
POET database in 1◦× 1◦ grid [37]. DMS, isoprene, and
monoterpenes oceanic emissions, which are of particular
interest for the present study as secondary sources of OA
in the marine environment, are parameterized interactively
as a product of piston velocity and surface seawater con-
centration. Piston velocity is calculated as a function of
wind speed, temperature and the Schmidt number [45].
DMS surface seawater concentration distribution is taken
from Kettle et al. [11]. For isoprene and monoterpenes their
surface seawater distributions are assumed proportional to
the product of chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) distribution and the
logarithm of the square of the incoming solar radiation at
the earth’s surface. The incoming solar radiation at surface
is taken from the ECMWF data and is used as substitute
for the ambient light intensity that has been suggested by
Gantt et al. [20] to drive the isoprene emission rates in
the marine environment. However, our approach does not
account for different phytoplankton groups that have been
shown to produce biogenic volatile organic compounds
at different rates [13–15, 20]. Chl-a is taken from obser-
vations by the satellite-based sensors moderate resolution
imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Figure 1) and sea-
viewing wide field-of-view sensor (SeaWiFS). SeaWiFS and
MODIS global monthly data products have been generated
by the NASA ocean biology processing group (OBPG) and
ingested into the GES-DISC interactive online visualization
and analysis infrastructure (Giovanni) system, developed by
the Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services
Center (GES DISC/DAAC) [46]. There are missing data in
the MODIS/SeaWifs Chl-a daily products on high spatial
resolution (9 km × 9 km) that have been neglected when
producing the 1◦× 1◦ monthly product. The 1◦× 1◦ daily
products have been produced as the composite of the high
resolution daily 9 km × 9 km data. They have been further
averaged over a calendar month to provide the monthly data
at 1◦× 1◦ on a global scale [47, 48]. Absence of data at the

1◦ × 1◦ monthly constructed database, as is the case for polar
regions, is translated by the model to absence of chl-a in the
corresponding model grid. The thus derived substitute of the
isoprene emissions is scaled to the global value of 1 Tg yr−1

for the year 2006 that is a central in the range of published
global marine isoprene source estimates ([12, 13, 20] and
references therein). The distribution of isoprene emission
rates in the model is depicted in Figures 1(c) and 1(d).
Driven by wind speed, Chl-a and solar incoming radiation,
isoprene emissions in TM4-ECPL show high levels in the
extratropics and particularly during summer-time as well
as in the tropical region where incoming solar radiation
maximizes. This pattern is similar with the more accurate
computations by Gantt et al. [20]. Based on the measured
emission rates from various studied phytoplankton species
of monoterpenes (0.3 to 225.9 nmol g-[Chl-a]−1 day−1 [15])
and of isoprene (1.21–9.66 μmol g-[Chl-a]−1 day−1 [13] or
even up to 24 μmol g-[Chl-a]−1 day−1, measured for diatoms
at high light intensity [20]), annual global marine emissions
of monoterpenes of up to 0.4 Tg yr−1 are derived. In the
present study 0.2 Tg yr−1 of monoterpenes marine emissions
have been adopted and distributed as those of isoprene.

Observations in the marine environment indicate that
dimethyl and diethyl ammonium salts of biogenic origin
are present in the marine OA and could account for about
20% of the observed nitrogen in the inorganic form of
ammonium [7]. On the other hand, Gibb et al. [49] evaluated
a net flux of methylamines from the atmosphere into the
sea water in the NW Arabian Sea based on atmospheric and
sea water observations. They mentioned, however, that this
observation should not be extrapolated to the global ocean.
Therefore, in the present study, we also explore the amines
contribution to the marine SOA. For this, amines emissions
are arbitrary taken to about one tenth of the ammonia emis-
sions from the oceans as distributed in the GEIA database
(http://www.mnp.nl/geia/data/Ammonia/ [50]). Thus, the
marine amines emissions of 0.8 TgN yr−1 are adopted for this
explorative simulation.

2.2. Primary Marine Organic Aerosol Emissions. The oceanic
source of primary submicron OA has been calculated based
on the parameterisation proposed by O’Dowd et al. [8] and
updated by Vignati et al. [34] that provides the POA as a mass
fraction of the submicron sea-salt aerosol source, based on
the surface ocean Chl-a.

In the present study, the monthly average oceanic Chl-
a concentrations are derived from satellite-based MODIS
observations in 1◦ × 1◦ horizontal grid resolution (Figures
1(a) and 1(b) for two different seasons). Alternatively, we
calculated this fraction based on SeaWiFS Chl-a product as
in Vignati et al. [34]. Sea-salt emissions are parameterized as
detailed in Vignati et al. [34] accounting for particles radius
increases with Chl-a due to added organic material from the
oceans.

In TM4-ECPL, marine submicron POA is considered to
be emitted entirely as insoluble but internally mixed with
sea-salt as determined by O’Dowd et al. [8], in contrast to
terrestrial POA from combustion and fossil fuel sources that
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Figure 1: Seasonal mean surface distribution of Chl-a in mg m−3 as retrieved from MODIS (see text) (a) for DJF and (b) for JJA; Marine
isoprene emission rate in molecule cm−2 s−1 (c) for DJF (d) for JJA; Sum of marine isoprene and monoterpenes concentrations in pptv
computed by the model (e) for DJF and (f) for JJA; for the year 2006.
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are considered to be emitted by 50% as hydrophilic [51].
Ageing of insoluble POA of continental origin is taken into
account as described by Tsigaridis and Kanakidou [28] and
corresponds to a global mean turnover time of about 1 day.
Finally, based on Facchini et al. [52], we adopted coarse mode
marine POA source as suggested by Gantt et al. [20].

2.3. Secondary Organic Aerosol Formation Pathways Consid-
ered in the Model. TM4-ECPL considers sulphur and ammo-
nia chemistry and the oxidation of C1–C5 volatile organic
compounds (VOC) including isoprene, glyoxal as well as a
highly simplified terpenes and aromatic chemistry, described
in detail by Myriokefalitakis et al. [35]. All major aerosol
components including secondary ones (sulphate, nitrates,
methane sulphonate, and other organics) are computed
online together with the gas-phase chemistry and aerosol
associated water; details are given in Tsigaridis et al. [36] and
references therein.

Compared to earlier OA modelling studies [13, 32, 33],
the marine POA and SOA are calculated at every model time-
step. Precisely, marine SOA is produced from the oxidation
of isoprene and monoterpenes of marine origin and from
DMS oxidation by hydroxyl radicals (with methanesulfonate
(MS−) being a minor oxidation product). A potential
reaction of amines of marine origin with sulphuric acid
[7, 53] has been also investigated. Thus, for isoprene and
DMS, explicit oxidation schemes are considered in TM4-
ECPL that affect oxidants and organic compound levels at
every model time-step. MS−, that is also a SOA component,
is considered to be produced via both gas and aqueous phase
reactions based on the parameterisation of Mihalopoulos
et al. [54].

For the SOA formation from isoprene and monoter-
penes, the gas-phase oxidation two-product model has been
adopted. In addition to the earlier studies by Tsigaridis and
Kanakidou [29] and references therein, the applied updated
SOA two-product yield parameterisation also accounts for
the NOx-dependent SOA formation from isoprene oxida-
tion. This parameterisation is based on VOC/NOx threshold
values proposed in literature as indicated in Table 3 together
with the input parameters adopted for these parameteri-
sations. This approach for simplification purposes assumes
that only hydrogen peroxy (HO2)/organic peroxy (RO2) or
NO reactions occur depending on the VOC/NOx ratio [55].
Unpublished results by Tsigaridis and coworkers indicate
that an overestimate by less than 10% in the low NOx

environment, as is the case of the marine atmosphere,
is associated with this approach. In the model, isoprene
is also considered to produce SOA via cloud processing,
parameterized based on the linearised relationship recently
published by Ervens et al. [24] for stratiform clouds.

Finally, in an explorative simulation on the role of
amines, biogenic marine amines are represented in the
model by one gas-phase surrogate species considered to be a
50 : 50 mixture of dimethyl and diethyl amines with average
properties. For simplicity, their oxidation by OH radical is
assumed to produce only gas phase products, namely formic
and acetic acids, formaldehyde, and acetaldehyde and to

proceed with a rate of KOH = 3.5×10−12 molecules−1 cm3 s−1

(mean between ethylamine and dimethylamine reaction
rates with OH radical [49, 64]). Also, for simplicity, reactions
with O3 which are at least 5 times less effective than those
with OH in removing dimethyl amine from the gas phase
have been neglected here. This assumption can lead to less
than 20% overestimate of the importance of the amines
reactions with OH radical. In the absence of available kinetic
and thermodynamic data [7], dialkyl amines uptake on
sulphate aerosol is assumed to proceed similarly to ammonia.
Note that recently amines of biogenic origin in the nucleation
mode in the marine environment have been suggested
to enhance sulphuric acid water nucleation by Kurtén
et al. [65]. Although largely uncertain, our simulations will
provide a first estimate of the order of magnitude of the
levels of the potentially formed amine salts that are here
represented by one particulate phase surrogate species. SOA
formation in the troposphere from other amine oxidation
pathways [53] has been neglected in the present study. A
Henry law coefficient of 39 M atm−1 given by Sander [66] for
diethylamine has been adopted.

2.4. The Simulations. In order to investigate the oceanic
source of OA and especially the distribution and global bud-
get of secondary and primary components, we performed
various TM4-ECPL simulations. The two simulations dis-
cussed here are Simulation S1 and Simulation S2.

Simulation S1, used as the base case, accounts for marine
SOA formation from isoprene, monoterpenes and DMS
oxidation and tentatively by amines reactions with sulphuric
acid as described in Section 2.3. The levels of each marine
SOA component are individually computed and stored to
allow detailed SOA budget analysis. The model also takes
into account Chl-a monthly distributions from MODIS
retrievals and computes on line the sea-salt emissions in the
accumulation and coarse modes and POA marine emissions
in the sub micron mode as a fraction [34] of sea-salt
emissions in the accumulation mode. Simulation S1 has been
performed for the period 2000–2008.

Simulation S2 is as S1, but it is based on monthly
distributions of Chl-a from SeaWiFS retrievals and is used to
evaluate uncertainties associated in the OA submicron source
with the adopted Chl-a retrievals. This simulation has been
performed for 2006.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Global Distributions and Seasonal Variability. The com-
puted global distributions of marine POA, SOA from marine
isoprene and monoterpenes, MS− from DMS oxidation and
potentially formed amine sulfates are calculated by TM4-
ECPL every time-step, monthly mean values are stored and
analyzed here below. The annual mean surface distributions
of the respective marine OA components for the first model
level (simulation S1) for the year 2006 are shown in Figures
2(c)–2(g) together with the sea-salt distribution in the
accumulation mode (Figure 2(b)). The computed annual
mean distribution of the fraction of marine POA (%OA)
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 2: Annual mean surface distributions of (a) mass fraction of Marine OA to submicron sea-spray aerosol (in percent) calculated based
on Chl-a as described by Vignati et al. [34]; (b) sea-salt in the accumulation mode; (c) Marine POA; (d) total marine SOA (from MS−,
isoprene and monoterpenes); (e) SOA from marine isoprene and monoterpenes; (f) SOA from MS−, (g) SOA from marine Amines. Aerosol
components are given in μg m−3, except for SOA from marine isoprene and monoterpenes which is given in ng m−3.

Table 2: Isoprene and monoterpene surface concentrations (in pptv) in the marine boundary layer Comparison between observations and
TM4-ECPL monthly mean model results in the corresponding 4◦ × 6◦ (latitude × longitude) model grid.

Location Month Model (pptv) Observations (pptv) Reference

Isoprene

N. Atlantic Ocean Jul. 2004 0.06 2.8± 0.8 [56]

Norwegian Sea Aug. 1999 2.4 1.9± 0.8 [57]

NW Pacific Ocean May 2001 2.5 7.2–110 [58]

Indian Ocean (50◦S–20◦S & 50◦E–80◦E) Dec. 2004 2–9 20–340 [59]

Southern Ocean∗ (69◦S, 39◦35′E–45◦S, 105◦E) Dec. 1997 1.4 13 (< 0.1–57) [60]

Straits of Florida (24◦N, 80◦W) Sep. 1993 127 5–11 [61]

Hao atoll (18◦S, 140◦W) Jun. 1990 0.6 <2 [12]

Syowa Station (69◦00′S, 39◦35′E) Dec. 1997 0.2 0.1–57 [60]

Southern Ocean Jan.-Feb. 2007 10.4 26–187∗ [15]

Monoterpenes

Southern Ocean Jan.-Feb. 2007 1.4± 0.9 5− 125∗ [15]

Indian Ocean (50◦S–20◦S & 50◦E–80◦E) Dec. 2004 23 56± 20 [59]
∗

Range of average observations for far away before the bloom and in situ bloom cases, 35◦49′ S, 20◦22′ E to 52◦17′ S, 67◦73′W.

associated with the submicron sea-salt aerosol is depicted
in Figure 2(a) and maximizes near the coasts at upwelling
areas as well as in the north and south Atlantic midlatitudes
and in the southern Indian Ocean. The marine POA
submicron source distribution (Figure 2(c)) is the product
of the distributions of submicron sea-salt (Figure 2(b)) and
of %OA fraction. Whereas the marine submicron POA
maximizes over the oceans in the 30◦–60◦ latitude band in
both hemispheres with the highest levels calculated for the
southern hemisphere, SOA from isoprene and monoterpenes
exhibit high levels in the high productivity regions mainly
in the northern hemisphere and at the south east coast
of South America as well as secondary marine maxima

in the southern tropics. It is worth mentioning that the
few pptv isoprene calculated by the model for the remote
marine boundary layer are close to the low values of the
observations summarized in Table 2. The concentrations of
isoprene reflect its emission distribution and its oxidation
by hydroxyl and nitrate radicals and ozone. Thus, they
maximize over the extra-tropical oceans (Figures 1(e) and
1(f)) and present secondary maxima over the tropics in areas
of relatively high Chl-a exposed to intensive incoming solar
radiation. The monthly mean calculated marine isoprene
concentrations near the surface are in general lower than the
observed levels that correspond to a short (a few minutes
to <1 h) daytime period (Table 2), like for instance the
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Table 3: Properties of the SOA species used by the two-product model for SOA formation.

1SOAi αi Ki (m3 μg−1) ΔH (kJ mol−1) Reference

isoprene-p1N 0.0021 1.6200 42 [22]

isoprene-p2N 0.4975 0.0086 42 [22]

isoprene-p1H 0.0288 1.6200 42 [22]

isoprene-p2H 0.2320 0.0086 42 [22]

a-pinene-p1N 0.0138 0.0637 38 [62]

a-pinene-p2N 0.4610 0.0026 38 [62]

a-pinene-p1H 0.1920 0.0637 38 [62]

a-pinene-p2H 0.2150 0.0026 38 [62]

b-pinene-p1N 0.0260 0.1950 40 [62]

b-pinene-p2N 0.4580 0.0030 40 [62]

b-pinene-p1H 0.3617 0.1950 40 [62]

b-pinene-p2H 0.2262 0.0030 40 [62]

toluene-p1N 0.0348 0.0403 40 [63]

toluene-p2N 0.1178 0.0010 40 [63]

toluene-p1H 0.0710 0.0530 40 [63]

toluene-p2H 0.1380 0.0019 40 [63]

xylene-p1N 0.0240 0.2290 60 [63]

xylene-p2N 0.1520 0.0040 60 [63]

xylene-p1H 0.0490 0.3010 60 [63]

xylene-p2H 0.1780 0.0080 60 [63]
1
Nomenclature of species was chosen as follows: first 3 or 4 capital letters denote the parent VOC. The letter “p”, followed by the number 1 or 2, denotes the

product number. In case there is an additional letter “N” or “H”, it denotes formation under low and high VOC/NOx ratio conditions, respectively. For the
intermediate case of aromatic oxidation (5.5 < VOC/NOx < 8 in ppbC/ppb; [63]), the average parameters of high-to-low VOC/NOx were used.

100–200 pptv observed in the Indian Ocean during summer
by Colomb et al. [59]. Differences between model results and
observations like those shown in Table 2 are expected and
justified both by the low spatial resolution of our model as
well as the expected high temporal and spatial variability
of isoprene and monoterpenes concentrations in the marine
environment.

MS− shows a smoother geographical distribution with
high levels all over the southern ocean and a regional
maximum in the tropical Pacific. The highest levels of amine
sulphates, tentatively calculated, seem to occur over the
tropical oceans (Figure 2(g)) following the adopted ocean
emission distribution of gaseous amines and the surface
concentrations of sulphuric acid.

Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) depict the season-
ality of marine POA and SOA (excluding the amine salt
contribution), respectively, as calculated by the model for
simulation S1. Both primary and secondary OA sources
are computed to exhibit a strong seasonality driven by
biological activity, represented in the model by Chl-a, and
wind speed (both for SOA and POA) as well as surface
solar radiation, temperature and oxidant levels (for SOA).
In Figures 3(e) and 3(f), the fraction of marine OA to the
marine submicron aerosol mass is depicted and indicates
contributions of at least 10% over the oceans that maximise
in the tropics to about 20%–25% (attributed to the SOA
patterns) and in the extratropical oceans with more than
50% contribution mainly attributed to the marine POA. As

expected, the OA contribution to the sub micron marine
aerosol exhibits large seasonal patterns in the extra tropical
areas.

The relative importance between primary and secondary
marine submicron OA source can be seen from Figures 4(a)
and 4(b) that depict the contribution of marine POA and
marine SOA to the marine OA (sum of the two components),
respectively, on an annual mean basis. These figures clearly
demonstrate the dominance of SOA in the tropics compared
to the POA that dominates the marine OA in the extra-
tropical oceans.

The ratio of marine OA to total (marine and terrestrial)
OA at surface is depicted in Figure 4(c). According to TM4-
ECPL model calculations, marine OA is a significant fraction
of surface OA concentrations over the oceans with the
greatest contribution to the total OA load in the North
Atlantic, North Pacific, and the Southern Ocean (between
30◦ and 60◦S). At this latitude zone, marine SOA is also
the major component of total SOA (Figure 4(d)). Regions
of continental outflow are subject to less than 40% marine
contribution to the total OA whereas in the Southern Ocean’s
this fraction reaches 90%. The relative importance of marine
OA to the other marine fine aerosol components, the sea-
salt in the accumulation mode and the marine sulphate are
depicted in Figures 4(e) and 4(f), respectively. These figures
indicate the dominance of marine SOA over the sea-salt
submicron aerosol in the tropics and that of marine POA
over sulphate aerosol in the extratropical oceanic regions.
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Figure 3: Calculated mean surface distributions for S1 of ((a), (b)) marine submicron POA ((c), (d)) marine SOA in μg m−3; ((e), (f)) mass
ratio of marine OA (POA+SOA) to marine sub micron aerosol (sum of OA, SO4

= and sea-salt in the accumulation mode) for DJF ((a), (b),
and (c)) and JJA ((b), (d), and (f)) 2006.
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Figure 4: Calculated mean fraction of (a) marine SOA to total marine OA, (b) marine POA to total marine OA, (c) marine OA to total OA,
(d) marine SOA to total SOA, (e) marine OA to sea-salt in the accumulation mode, (f) marine OA to marine sulphate. For clarity values over
entirely land covered model grids have been omitted.
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Figure 5: Comparison of methanesulphonate (MS−) observations
with model results. Observed (filled squares with standard deviation
bars) and model MS− (solid line red squares) at: (a) Cape Grim
(40◦41′S, 114◦41′E; [17]) (b) Amsterdam Island (37◦31′S, 77◦19′E;
[41]), (c) Finokalia (35◦19′N, 25◦40′ E; [42]). All values are in
ng m−3.

3.2. Comparison of Aerosol Simulations with Observations.
Model results are compared with few recent observations of
organic aerosol and particulate MS− over oceanic locations
available in literature.

Figure 5 depicts the comparison between model results
and observed annual cycle of MS−. TM4-ECPL is able to
reasonably simulate concentrations and seasonal variation of
MS− at these oceanic locations. The concentrations of MS−

show strong seasonal dependence with the maximum values
of MS− observed during the warm season. At Amsterdam
Island [41] and Cape Grim [17] sites, both of them located in
the South Hemisphere, the maximum MS− concentrations
are observed and calculated during December to February
(∼12 ng cm−3 in February and ∼16 ng cm−3 in December,
respectively). At Finokalia station located in the eastern
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Figure 6: Comparison of particulate Organic Carbon (OC)
observations with model results. Observed OC (blue squares with
standard deviation bars), modelled OC-S1 accounting for the
oceanic sources of OA (red line—squares), and neglecting the
marine OA sources (green line—triangles) at marine locations.
(a) Amsterdam Island (37◦31′S, 77◦19′E; [41]) and (b) Finokalia
(35◦19′N, 25◦40′E; [42] and [43]), (c) Azores (38◦41′N, 27◦21′W;
from Pio et al. [44]. All values are in ng m−3.

Mediterranean the maximum concentrations are observed
[42] and calculated during May and October (with maxi-
mum value of ∼14 ng cm−3), when the oxidation of MS−

precursors (DMSO, gaseous MSA, DMS) by OH radicals
in the aqueous phase is significant and wet removal is low.
Comparing Figures 5(b) and 7(a), it appears that MS−

contributes less than 15% to the observed WSOC in the
remote marine atmosphere.

Figure 6 compares the observed concentrations of
organic aerosols with model results from simulation S1 (all
sources) when the oceanic components of OA are neglected.
TM4-ECPL underpredicts the observed OC concentrations
at various oceanic stations (see figure caption for details).
At these sites the highest concentrations are observed during
summer, but the model best simulates the OC concentrations
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Figure 7: Comparison of water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC)
observations with model results. Observed WSOC (blue squares
with standard deviation bars) and modelled WSOC-S1 (red line—
squares) and WSOC when ageing of marine POA is taken into
account (circles and green line) at (a) Amsterdam Island (37◦31′S,
77◦19′E) [41] and (b) Finokalia (35◦19′N, 25◦40′ E) [42]. All values
are in ng m−3.

during winter. In order to investigate the uncertainties of
marine sources on OC concentrations, the measured values
are compared with the OC concentrations computed when
accounting and when neglecting the oceanic source of OA.
Based on these comparisons, among the studied locations,
Amsterdam Island is the station the most affected by the
marine OA source (Figure 6(a)). We find that a wintertime
mean background level of about 25 ng cm−3 of OC at
Amsterdam island can be attributed to other sources of
OC than the ocean that corresponds to about 10% of the
total OA in agreement with our calculations depicted in
Figure 4. Note, however, that Amsterdam Island is located at
the north edge of a highly biologically active zone over the
Southern Ocean. The underestimation of OC concentrations
by the model might be associated either with the coarse
resolution of the model that prohibits accounting for the
sharp latitudinal gradients in the biological activity in the
surrounding area or with a possible underestimation of
marine sources associated with the specific phytoplankton
species distribution. The contribution of the various SOA
components (from isoprene and monoterpenes, MS− and
amine salts) that are part of the water soluble organic
carbon (WSOC) has been further investigated for this

location. Figure 7 compares the WSOC observations with
TM4-ECPL model results. It appears that although the
model simulates reasonably well the observations of OC at
Amsterdam island (Figure 6(a)), the model underestimate
WSOC observations at this remote ocean monitoring station
as shown in Figure 7(a). This could indicate a potentially
missing marine source of WSOC in our model. This is
not the case for the remote coastal monitoring station of
Finokalia in the Mediterranean (Figure 7(b)) where model
results compare well with observations, indicating that for
continentally affected marine locations the model captures
well the WSOC since any potentially missing marine sources
of WSOC would be minor contributors to the observed
WSOC. To further investigate potentially missing formation
pathways for WSOC, we have performed an additional
simulation considering that the marine POA is subject
to chemical ageing as in the case of anthropogenic POA
[28], converted thus to WSOC. Because marine POA is
associated with the short lived sea-salt aerosol and thus
experiences a short lifetime, this conversion is not expected
to significantly affect total marine OA but mainly increase
WSOC levels. Indeed, as shown in Figure 7(a) for Amster-
dam island, observed and modeled WSOC agree reasonably
well when ageing of marine POA is taken into account.
These results point to the chemical ageing of marine POA
as a significant source of WSOC in the remote marine
atmosphere.

The model aerosol optical depth (AOD) derived as
explained in Tsigaridis et al. [36] has been confronted
with MODIS retrievals for AOD in the fine mode. The
selected oceanic regions for this comparison are shown
in Figure 8(a) and the annual mean computed AOD are
compared with the MODIS AOD in Figure 8(b). On average,
the model AOD distribution presents similar pattern with
the MODIS retrievals except over the Pacific tropical oceanic
regions (30◦ N–30◦ S) where the model underestimates the
fine fraction of AOD by a factor of 2. This underestimate
over the tropical Pacific Ocean might be related to missing
secondary organic aerosol sources in our model. Indeed,
as shown in Figures 3(e) and 3(f) organic aerosols tend
to significantly contribute to fine aerosol values over these
marine regions. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that the major
contribution of marine SOA (Figure 4(a)) is at the tropic
regions (30◦ N–30◦ S) and that of marine POA (Figure 4(b))
in the extratropics.

In addition to the direct interactions with radiation,
aerosols affect climate via their impact on CCN. CCN activity
is characterised by the critical size to which a particle
activates and depends among other on the mass of the
particle that affects its size, on the hygroscopicity and the
surface tension of its components. Thus, OA mass of marine
origin, if not contributing to new nuclei as suggested by
Kurtén et al. [65] for amine salts, will increase the existing
submicron particles helping them to reach a critical size
faster than in the absence of these OA. In this respect,
the insoluble organic fraction of the aerosol is expected to
provide droplet growth kinetic delays [67] whereas the water
soluble organic mass is behaving approximately similar to
sulphate aerosols.
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Figure 8: Comparison of MODIS AOD retrievals with model
results. Retrieved MODIS AOD (red bars), modeled total AOD-
S1 (blue bars), at selected marine locations: Atlantic Ocean
(60 N,60 W–0 N,10 W), Atlantic Ocean (30 S,60 W–60 S,15 E),
Pacific Ocean (30 S,180 W–60 S,75 W), Pacific Ocean (30 N,180 W–
30 S,120 W) and Indian Ocean (30 S,30 E–60 S,180 E).

3.3. Budget Calculations. Based on the adopted parameteri-
zations of marine sources of DMS, marine amines, isoprene
and monoterpenes emissions as well as the parameterizations
of SOA formation from the oxidation of these marine
precursors TM4-ECPL evaluates the marine SOA global
annual chemical production at about 5.1 Tg yr−1. Approxi-
mately, 0.1 Tg yr−1 originate from oceanic monoterpenes and
isoprene oxidation, 4.0 Tg yr−1 from MS− and 1.0 Tg yr−1 in
case of from marine amines when they are taken into account
for SOA production. Marine SOA is removed via dry and wet
deposition. As a result the global annual burden on marine
SOA in the model domain equals about 0.06 Tg yr−1 for SOA
mainly (78%) from MS−.

The global annual oceanic POA emissions in the accu-
mulation mode are calculated to be 7 Tg yr−1 based on
MODIS Chl-a retrievals for the year 2006. By adopting Chl-
a distribution retrieved from SeaWiFS observations in the

model leads to about 1 Tg yr−1 higher marine source of POA
than estimated based on the MODIS Chl-a retrievals. As
discussed in Vignati et al. [34] the calculated POA marine
emissions are associated with an uncertainty of about a
factor of 4, mainly attributed to that in the submicron
sea-salt emissions. In addition, at least an overall 45% of
uncertainty is associated with low spatial resolution estimates
of POA source; the low resolution always overestimates the
POA source compared to the high resolution simulation.
Comparison of model results with observations indicates
an additional marine source of soluble organic carbon that
could be partially encountered by marine POA chemical
ageing.

A large fraction of oceanic OA is removed from the
atmosphere through wet (9.7 Tg yr−1) and dry (2.4 Tg yr−1)
deposition. A small fraction of marine sub-micron POA is
also removed via sedimentation, following the fate of sea-salt
aerosols. The global annual burden of marine OA equals 0.12
Tg with a lifetime of about 4 days. Note, however, that the
model POA emissions from terrestrial sources in the model
domain, amount 42 Tg yr−1 for the year 2006. That is about 8
times higher than the marine sources estimated in the present
study. Moreover, the SOA formation from terrestrial sources
in the model domain amounts about 42 Tg yr−1, which is
about 8 times higher than marine SOA production.

4. Conclusions

The global 3-dimensional chemistry/transport model TM4-
ECPL has been adapted to simulate the temporal and spatial
distribution of primary and secondary marine organic
aerosols. The annual global source of marine SOA is
estimated at about 5.1 Tg yr−1. Monoterpenes and isoprene
oxidation is calculated to produce about 0.1 Tg yr−1, MS−

contribution to SOA is 4 Tg yr−1 and in the case of taking into
account marine alkyl amine salts marine SOA production is
increasing by 1 Tg yr−1. On the global scale, most of marine
SOA (∼78%) originates from the dimethylsulfide oxidation
to methanesulfonic acid seconded by alkyl amines salts
(∼21%). Note that these results depend on the adopted
parameterisations of marine sources of DMS, marine
amines, and marine volatile organic compounds as well as
the parameterizations of SOA formation from the oxidation
of these marine precursors. For instance, if the oceanic
source of isoprene and monoterpenes is one and two orders
of magnitude larger, respectively, as evaluated by Luo and
Yu [68], then the contribution of these compounds to the
marine SOA formation could be significant. The annual
global marine source of POA is evaluated at about 7 to
8 Tg POA yr−1 with an additional uncertainty of a factor of
4 associated with our calculations. The lowest estimates are
issued when the sea-salt source is calculated on line by TM4
driven by wind speed whereas about 4 times higher estimates
are derived using the AEROCOM derived sea-salt emission
inventory [40] that differs from the online estimates to the
size distribution of the emissions. In addition, Chlorophyll-
a distributions derived from MODIS lead to slightly lower
(∼1 Tg yr−1) marine POA emission estimates than those
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from SeaWiFS. The primary marine source estimate is about
10% the terrestrial POA emissions. Primary submicron and
secondary OA sources are calculated to be of about the
same order of magnitude in terms of mass. DMS is strongly
contributing to the SOA source from known precursors on
global scale. However, regionally and seasonally, isoprene
and monoterpenes could significantly contribute to marine
SOA formation. According to our model simulations that
are based on the present understanding of marine SOA
formation, organosulfates are the major marine SOA com-
ponents. Unidentified potential source of VOC or missing
SOA formation processes, like for instance aerosol water
chemistry that is here neglected, in the marine atmosphere
could account for additional marine SOA.

The present study elucidates the importance of inter-
actions between nitrogen, sulphur, and carbon cycle for
the organic aerosol mass in the atmosphere. Further inves-
tigations are needed to improve our knowledge on such
processes and in particular to properly account for organic
nitrogen formation and amines which appear to be a large
fraction of marine organic aerosols.
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Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation through isoprene oxidation was investigated with the regional-scale climate model
REMOTE. The applied modeling scheme includes a treatment for marine primary organic aerosol emissions, aerosol microphysics,
and SOA formation through the gas/particle partitioning of semivolatile, water-soluble oxidation products. The focus was on SOA
formation taking place over the North-East Atlantic during a period of high biological activity. Isoprene SOA concentrations
were up to ∼5 ng m−3 over North Atlantic in the base case model runs, and isoprene oxidation made a negligible contribution
to the marine organic aerosol (OA) mass. In particular, isoprene SOA did not account for the observed water-soluble organic
carbon (WSOC) concentrations over North Atlantic. The performed model calculations, together with results from recent field
measurements, imply a missing source of SOA over remote marine areas unless the isoprene oxidation products are considerably
less volatile than the current knowledge indicates.

1. Introduction

Marine aerosols influence the global climate system directly
by scattering incoming solar radiation and indirectly by
acting as nuclei on which cloud droplets are formed [1, 2].
The magnitude of these effects depend on both the physical
and chemical properties of marine aerosols. These properties
are tied to the aerosol formation mechanisms which can be
classified as primary, such as mechanical production driven
by wind interactions at the ocean surface, and secondary
which refers to gas-to-particle conversion (including hetero-
geneous reactions) resulting from the gas phase oxidation
of volatile compounds [3]. Recently, considerable research
effort has been put into characterizing the contribution
of organic compounds to the marine aerosol [4–6]. The
research has been motivated by the work of O’Dowd et al.
[7] who found significant amounts of both water soluble
and water insoluble organic aerosol mass in clean marine
air. However, the sources of organic carbon are not fully
characterized at the present and hence also the relative

contributions of primary and secondary processes remain
to be evaluated. In this regard, it has been suggested that
a potentially important aerosol source is the formation of
secondary organic aerosol (SOA) via isoprene oxidation [8].

Several studies have investigated the importance of the
SOA formation to the marine aerosol by employing mod-
eling and remote sensing techniques along with laboratory
measurements [9–11]. Meskhidze and Nenes [9] suggested
that SOA formation resulting from isoprene oxidation
affects the cloudiness over oceans even though the authors
initially overestimated isoprene emissions. On the other
hand, Arnold et al. [10] argued that SOA formation has
negligible influence on organic carbon (OC) concentrations
over oceans while the results of Gantt et al. [11] show
that isoprene SOA may contribute to the submicron marine
aerosol mass notably over the tropical oceanic regions. Here
it is worth noting that these studies focus on global estimates
and also treat the SOA formation in a simplified manner
by assuming a constant yield for the secondary organic
mass.
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We have addressed the above-mentioned gaps in the
current research by employing a regional climate model
REMOTE which includes aerosol microphysics and a mecha-
nistic treatment of the isoprene-driven SOA formation. Our
goal is to investigate the net and relative contributions of
isoprene oxidation products to the marine aerosol mass over
the model domain covering Europe and Northern Atlantic
in particular. Furthermore, we focus on a high biological
activity period from June to August. We also investigate
the sensitivity of the results to the current uncertainties in
mechanisms underlying isoprene SOA formation.

2. Methods

2.1. Model Set-Up. We use the regional three-dimen-
sional on-line climate-chemistry/aerosol model REMOTE
(Regional Model with Tracer Extension) [12, 13] with the
physical parameterisations of the global ECHAM-4 model
[14]. After being released in the atmosphere, gas phase and
aerosol phase trace species undergo transport processes (hor-
izontal and vertical advection, transport in convective clouds,
vertical turbulent diffusion—for more details see [12]) and
are removed from the atmosphere by sedimentation and dry
and wet deposition.

For the determination of aerosol dynamics and ther-
modynamics we use the M7 module, which is described
in detail in [15, 16]. The aerosol dynamical processes in
M7 include nucleation, coagulation, and condensation. The
aerosol size spectrum is represented by the superposition of
seven log-normal distributions subdivided into a soluble and
an insoluble coarse, accumulation and Aitken mode, and an
additional soluble nucleation mode. The five aerosol compo-
nents considered in the standard M7 are sulfate (SO4), black
carbon (BC), organic carbon (OC), sea salt (SS), and mineral
dust (DU). These components have either negligible or low
solubility or are treated as an internal mixture of insoluble
and soluble compounds. Mixed particles are formed from
insoluble particles by coagulation and condensation. Each
mode can be described by three moments: aerosol number
N, number median radius r, and standard deviation σ .
Standard deviations are prescribed in M7 [15], so that the
median radius of each mode can be calculated from the
corresponding aerosol number and aerosol mass, which are
transported as 25 tracers.

REMOTE is applied with 19 vertical layers of increas-
ing thickness between the Earth’s surface and the 10 hPa
pressure level using terrain following hybrid pressure-sigma
coordinates. The model domain covers Europe and the
North-East Atlantic and is subdivided into 81 × 91 grid
boxes of 0.5◦ resolution (approximately 55 km) on a rotated
latitude/longitude grid. The model covers an area from about
10◦ W to 30◦ E at the southern boundary of about 30◦ N
and from about 40◦ W to 60◦ E in the north at about 70◦

N. A model time step of 5 minutes is chosen. REMOTE
is initialised at the first time step using meteorological
analysis data of the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecast (ECMWF), which are updated at the
lateral boundaries every 6 hours. Trace species concentration

at the lateral boundaries is prescribed and held constant
throughout the simulation period.

2.2. Emissions. Anthropogenic emissions obtained from the
EMEP emission inventory (http://webdab.emep.int/) are
prescribed as monthly fluxes. For coarse mode sea salt, we use
the same approach as described in [16] with a table look-up
for wind speeds between 1 and 40 m/s. An organic-inorganic
source function for the mixture of POC and sea salt aerosols
is used for the net accumulation sea-spray flux [17].

The marine isoprene flux has been estimated dependent
on the ocean chlorophyll-a concentration which is used as
proxy for the marine biological activity. Based on [9] we
assume that the average isoprene seawater concentration in
nM is proportional to chlorophyll-a concentration in mg/m3

as measured from SeaWiFs. The air-sea flux of isoprene
is determined as the product of the isoprene seawater
concentration and a gas exchange coefficient according to
[18] where the gas exchange coefficient is dependent on 10 m
wind speed and Schmidt number which in turn depends on
surface temperature. In addition, terrestrial biogenic terpene
and isoprene emissions from forests [12] are considered.

2.3. SOA Formation Scheme. Gas-phase oxidation of iso-
prene leads to a large number of semivolatile compounds
capable of partitioning into the particle phase [8]. Here
the semivolatile compounds are lumped into two model
compounds G1 and G2 that represent the high- and low-
yield reaction products, respectively. These compounds are
produced in the gas phase as follows:

Isoprene + OH −→ α1G1 + α2G2 (1)

where α1 and α2 are the stoichiometric coefficients for G1

and G2, respectively. No other reaction channels are con-
sidered because the SOA formation via other channels (e.g.,
oxidation driven by O3 or NO3) is not well characterized
at the present [8]. The values of α1 and α2 are displayed in
Table 1 and they were chosen according to the summary of
experimental data presented in the recent review [8]. Please
note that the values correspond to low NOx conditions which
reflect the conditions of our study.

The gas/particle partitioning of G1 and G2 is calculated
using Henry’s Law equilibrium [19]. This approach was
chosen because it is suitable for treating water-soluble com-
pounds and because available information on semivolatile
oxidation products of isoprene suggests that many of
the compounds are highly water-soluble [8]. Furthermore,
marine aerosols contain relatively large amount of water
which absorbs soluble compounds [19]. According to
Henry’s Law, the equilibrium partitioning of a water-soluble
compound X between the gas and aqueous phase is given by
the following equation:

CX ,aq = KX(T)× CX ,gas, (2)

where CX ,aq and CX ,gas are the aqueous- and gas-phase
concentrations of X, respectively, KX is Henry’s Law constant
for X, and T is the temperature. Here it is assumed that G1
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Figure 1: Monthly averaged marine isoprene fluxes. Latitudes are shown every 10◦ from 40◦ N to 70◦ N. Longitudes are also shown every
10◦ with Greenwhich (0◦) indicated with GM in the figures.
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Figure 2: Time series of isoprene emission fluxes over water. For the areas covered by water, see, for example, Figure 1.

and G2 behave ideally and thus no activity coefficients are
introduced into (2). Furthermore, the temperature depen-
dency of Henry’s Law constant is accounted for through
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation under the assumption that
the enthalpy of vaporization for X, ΔHX , does not depend
on the temperature. Finally, the gas/particle partitioning is
calculated by neglecting the cloud water as cloud droplet
formation is not treated explicitly in the model.

In order to maintain consistency, we have chosen
the physicochemical properties of G1 and G2 using 1,3-
propanediol and 1,2,4-butanetriol as model compounds.
Both of these compounds are highly water-soluble polyols
which have been suggested to contribute to the atmospheric
SOA [21], and their properties are relatively well known.

Furthermore, polyols are known to form as a result of
isoprene oxidation, diols being among the first-generation
products while triols result from further oxidation [8]. This
is also consistent with G1 and G2 being the high- and low-
yield reaction products, respectively. Table 1 displays the
chosen values for the needed physicochemical parameters.
Even though the model compounds are less volatile than
most of the isoprene oxidation products [8], recent studies
have suggested that compounds containing multiple OH
groups (diols, triols, and tetrols, e.g.) contribute substantially
to the isoprene SOA [22–24] and therefore G1 and G2

can be considered as representative of compounds making
up the isoprene SOA. For the sake of comparison, the
saturation vapour pressures, Psat, corresponding to Henry’s
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Figure 3: Monthly mean isoprene surface concentrations over surface for June, July, and August 2006. See caption of Figure 1 for more
information about latitudes and longitudes.

Table 1: The properties of the semivolatile isoprene oxidation
products G1 and G2. The references are given below the table. Here
is ρi the density of Gi.

Compound αi
MWi

a

(g/mol)

Ki

(298 K)b

(M/atm)

ΔHi

(kJ/mol)
ρic

(g/cm3)

G1 0.28 76.1 9.1e5 72.4a 1.0

G2 0.032 106.0 3e11 90.0c 1.0
aBased on data presented in [20].
bSander, R.,1999. http://www.mpch-mainz.mpg.de/∼sander/res/henry.
html.
cNo data were found; estimated on the basis of data presented in [20] for
structurally similar compounds.

Law constants of G1 and G2 are around 6.1e-5 and 1.9e-10
atm at 298 K, respectively, assuming ideal conditions at the
infinite dilution limit (the equation relating to Henry’s Law
constant and Psat can be found from, e.g., [21]). Conversely,
the values for the gas/particle partitioning constants Kom.1

and Kom.2 recommended in [8] for low NOx conditions
would correspond to Psat values of around 4.6e-8 and 2.2e-
10 atm, respectively, at 298 K. The conversion was done by
assuming ideal conditions and that the average molecular
weight of the organics making up the organic phase is 120
g/mol [25].

The SOA formation scheme used here differs from
the widely used treatment for SOA formation where the
equilibrium partitioning is calculated assuming that the
particle-phase organics constitute the absorbing medium
rather than water [8, 25]. In this regard, our approach is
complimentary to the previous studies and thus gives new
insight to the potential of isoprene oxidation to contribute to
the marine SOA formation.

2.4. Extension of M7. It is assumed that aerosols present
in any mode containing water can absorb the isoprene
oxidation products excluding the nucleation mode. Because
isoprene oxidation products were modeled with two com-
pounds, six new aerosol components were thus added to
M7 which corresponds to two new compounds present in
Aitken, accumulation and coarse modes. Nucleation mode
was not included because it makes up only a small fraction
of the aerosol volume capable of absorbing semivolatile
compounds. Moreover, the amount of isoprene SOA present
in each mode is calculated according to the fractional
contribution of the mode to the total particle water content.

It is expected that semivolatile isoprene oxidation prod-
ucts, being water-soluble, contribute to the particle water
content. This is accounted for by applying the ZSR relation
according to which solutes take up water independently of
each other [19]. This is also consistent with the treatment
of the particle water uptake in M7 [15]. The needed water
activity data are taken from the literature [26], and the model
compounds for G1 and G2 were 1,3-propanediol and 1,2,4-
butanetriol, respectively, consistently with the treatment
described in the previous section. In other regards, the new
components were treated similarly as the existing aerosol
components in M7.

3. Results

3.1. Isoprene Fluxes and Surface Concentrations. Monthly
mean modeled marine isoprene emission fluxes for June,
July, and August 2006 are displayed in Figure 1, and emission
time series over water are displayed in Figure 2. As seen,
the mean fluxes range between ∼108-109 cm−2 s−1 over the
North-East Atlantic. This range compares well with the
modeling and measurement results presented by Palmer and
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Figure 4: Time-averaged organic aerosol surface concentrations for June 2006. Here “SOA” refers to secondary organic aerosol, “POC” to
the primary organic carbon, and “total OC” to the total organic carbon. Also, “% SOA” refers to the relative contribution of isoprene SOA
to the total organic aerosol mass (in percents) and “% marine SOA of SOA” to the relative contribution of marine SOA to the total SOA
(in percents). The relative contributions are derived on the mass basis. See caption of Figure 1 for more information about latitudes and
longitudes.

Shaw [18] and Gantt et al. [11]. Figure 2 shows the six-
hour average variation of isoprene fluxes over water. The
daily variation is mainly caused by variation in the wind
speed, and the average fluxes were 4.7 × 108, 4.4 × 108,
and 3.9 × 108 molecules cm−2 s−1 for June, July, and August,
respectively.

Surface isoprene concentrations, shown in Figure 3,
exhibit a considerable contrast in the land/sea distribution
with considerably more isoprene over land areas. This is
due to differences in biogenic activity, and the contrast is
comparable with the results of Arnold et al. [10]. Regarding
results for noncoastal marine boundary layer, the isoprene
concentrations reach values of up to a few ten ppt while being
typically between 1 and 5 ppt which is in agreement with

the results of Arnold et al. [10]. Also, comparison of Figures
1 and 3 shows that the isoprene emissions are reflected in
the isoprene surface concentrations as expected. Monthly
mean surface isoprene concentrations over the NE Atlantic
are the highest in June 2006 correlated with the highest
chlorophyll-a concentrations during this period. In addition
to the chlorophyll-a concentration, wind speed is limiting
the isoprene fluxes and hence also the isoprene gas-phase
concentrations in particular during August.

3.2. Marine Organic Carbon: Primary versus Secondary
Sources. Figure 4 shows the monthly mean surface concen-
trations of SOA, primary organic carbon and total organic
carbon (TOC), the relative contribution of SOA to TOC, and
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Figure 5: Average particle-phase concentrations over surface of isoprene oxidation products G1 (above) and G2 (below) for June 2006.
The concentrations results are shown separately for Aitken (left), accumulation (middle), and coarse aerosol modes (right). See caption of
Figure 1 for more information about latitudes and longitudes.

the relative contribution of marine SOA to the total SOA
for June 2006. As seen, isoprene SOA makes only a marginal
contribution to the TOC over the remote marine boundary
layer, the SOA concentration being up to ∼5 ng m−3. SOA
comprises thus only <1% of the TOC, and a similar estimate
was reached also in the study of Arnold et al. [10]. As
expected, the highest contribution of marine SOA to the
total SOA occurs over ocean water, the contribution of SOA
with marine origin being close to 100% over remote marine
areas. Mode-fractionated aerosol-phase concentrations of
G1 and G2 in Aitken, accumulation and coarse modes are
shown in Figure 5 for June 2006. A comparison of the
contributions of G1 and G2 reveals that the less volatile
G2 accounts for most of the simulated SOA mass despite
the lower stoichiometric yield (see Table 1). Over remote

marine areas, largest SOA concentrations are found generally
in the coarse mode because the mode contains largest
concentration of particulate water (not shown here). The
submicron SOA concentrations remain below one ng m−3

over North Atlantic; that is, the contribution of isoprene
oxidation to submicron aerosol mass is negligible.

The measured WSOC concentrations of North Atlantic
marine aerosols ranged between ∼0.1–0.15 μgC m−3 during
the summer months [5]. Using a ratio of 2.1 for the
average organic molecular weight per carbon weight [27],
the maximum modeled isoprene SOA concentrations over
North-East Atlantic (around 5 ng m−3 see above) were
around 2.4 ngC m−3. Keeping in mind that the primary
organic aerosol is treated as insoluble whereas SOA is
assumed to be entirely water-soluble in the model, it can be
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Figure 6: Time-averaged organic aerosol surface concentrations for June 2006 with K1 = 9.1e6 M/atm. Here “SOA” refers to secondary
organic aerosol, “POC” to the primary organic carbon, and “total OC” to the total organic carbon. Also, “% SOA” refers to the relative
contribution of isoprene SOA to the total organic aerosol mass (in percents). The relative contribution is derived on the mass basis. See
caption of Figure 1 for more information about latitudes and longitudes.

thus concluded that isoprene SOA cannot account for the
observed WSOC concentrations. Moreover, recent studies
of Ceburnis et al. [28] and Facchini et al. [6] suggest that
marine WIOC is mainly of primary origin and that WSOC
originates mainly from secondary sources. Consequently, the
performed simulations suggest that SOA formation resulting
from isoprene oxidation does not explain the observed
WSOC concentrations, but other secondary sources need to
be investigated.

As further seen from Figure 4, TOC concentrations were
around 1 μg m−3 over the North Atlantic. Using the above-
mentioned conversion factor, this would correspond to
TOC concentrations of around 0.48 μgC m−3. This can be
compared with the measurement results from the Mace
Head station according to which TOC concentrations varied

between ∼0.4–0.6 μgC m−3 for the period from June to
August [29]. To conclude with, the model reproduces the
observed TOC concentrations relatively well but underesti-
mates the observed contribution of WSOC to the marine
aerosol.

3.3. Sensitivity Studies. Key model parameters in determin-
ing the amount of SOA formed are Henry’s Law constants for
the oxidation products G1 and G2, K1 and K2, respectively
(see Section 2.3). Given the current uncertainties in isoprene
SOA formation, we repeated the above-described model
simulations with increased values of K1 and K2 at 298 K
in order to investigate whether increased partitioning of G1

and G2 into the particle phase may alter the conclusions
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Figure 7: Same as Figure 6 but for the model runs with K2 = 3e11 M/atm.

based on the base case simulations. Here the focus was on
marine SOA concentrations close to the surface level. As in
the base simulations, the main source of marine SOA was
mainly isoprene oxidation taking place over oceans rather
than oxidation of terrestrial emissions (not shown). In the
first sensitivity run, the value of K1 was increased by an order
of magnitude (Figure 6). As seen, the increased partitioning
of G1 leads to considerable increases in the isoprene SOA
masses such that isoprene SOA accounts for up to ∼80–
90% of the total organic aerosol mass over North Atlantic.
In the second sensitivity run, the value of K2 was increased
by an order of magnitude (Figure 7). Because G2 is produced
with smaller yield in the gas phase (Table 1), increased
partitioning into the aerosol phase does not lead to notable
increases in the SOA concentrations. Even though G2 made
dominant contribution to the isoprene SOA in the base case
simulations, the results are more sensitive to the properties of

more volatile compound G1. Accordingly, the contribution
of isoprene SOA to the marine organic carbon is sensitive to
the amount of semivolatile reaction products that are formed
with relatively large yield.

4. Summary and Conclusions

Contribution of isoprene oxidation products to the marine
organic aerosol was investigated with a regional climate
model REMOTE. The aerosol microphysics module of
REMOTE, M7, was extended to treat gas/particle parti-
tioning of semivolatile, water-soluble isoprene oxidation
products. Here it is worth noting that the applied isoprene
SOA formation scheme differs from those applied in the
previous studies where the semivolatile reaction products
were assumed to partition into the particle organic phase
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rather than into the aqueous phase. Furthermore, the focus
was on SOA formation taking place over the North-East
Atlantic during a period of high biological activity.

Isoprene SOA concentrations were up to ∼5 ng m−3 over
North Atlantic in the base case model runs, and the SOA
was formed almost entirely over water. Isoprene oxidation
made a negligible contribution to the marine organic aerosol
(OA) mass. In particular, isoprene SOA did not account for
the observed concentrations of water-soluble organic carbon
(WSOC) over North Atlantic. The performed model calcula-
tions, together with results from recent field measurements,
imply a missing source of WSOC over remote marine areas
unless the isoprene oxidation products are considerably less
volatile than the current knowledge indicates. A possible
source is also conversion of water-insoluble compounds into
WSOC through heterogeneous reactions taking place in the
aqueous phase of particles and cloud droplets [29, 30]. In
order to elucidate the origin of WSOC in marine aerosols,
isoprene oxidation mechanisms in both the gas and aerosol
phase need to be elucidated further along with investigating
the potential of other volatile organic compounds (such as
monoterpenes; see, e.g., [31]) to form SOA over marine
areas.
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A modal atmospheric aerosol model (M7) is evaluated in terms of predicting marine new particle formation and growth.
Simulations were carried out for three different nucleation schemes involving (1) kinetic self-nucleation of OIO (2) nucleation via
OIO activation by H2SO4 and (3) nucleation via OIO activation by H2SO4 plus condensation of a low-volatility organic vapour.
Peak OIO and H2SO4 vapour concentrations were both limited to 6 × 106 molecules cm−3 at noontime while the peak organic
vapour concentration was limited to 12×106 molecules cm−3. All simulations produced significant concentrations of new particles
in the Aitken mode. From a base case particle concentration of 222 cm−3 at radii >15 nm, increases in concentrations to 366 cm−3

were predicted from the OIO-OIO case, 722 cm−3 for the OIO-H2SO4 case, and 1584 cm−3 for the OIO-H2SO4 case with additional
condensing organic vapours. The results indicate that open ocean new particle production is feasible for clean conditions; however,
new particle production becomes most significant when an additional condensable organic vapour is available to grow the newly
formed particles to larger sizes. Comparison to sectional model for a typical case study demonstrated good agreement and the
validity of using the modal model.

1. Introduction

Aerosols are ubiquitous in the Earth atmosphere and have
measurable impacts on climate, atmospheric chemistry, and
human health [1]. Marine aerosols are thought to have a
potentially significant role in future climate change through
biogeochemical feedback processes [2]. The aforementioned
studies focussed on biogenic DMS-derived sulphate driving
marine new particle formation and subsequent growth into
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) sizes (r > 35–50 nm).

Detailed modelling studies [3] have, however, demon-
strated that while sulphuric acid is present in sufficient
concentrations to promote nucleation, the concentration is
insufficient to grow these nucleated clusters into aerosol
particles operationally defined as D > 3 nm.

An increase in marine aerosol concentration, providing
the increased aerosol population is water soluble, can
potentially lead to an increase in CCN; however, there are
three stages to growth. The first stage involves nucleation

of stable or critical clusters; the second stage involves the
growth of clusters into pseudostationary aerosol particles
where they can survive significantly longer than clusters
(e.g., if a particle grows to 6 nm in size, it has the potential
to survive at least 100 times longer than a cluster of
0.5 nm [4]; the third stage is continued growth to CCN
sizes. There has been little evidence to date demonstrating
that these growth processes can be achieved through the
sulphur cycle. Furthermore, oceanic new particle production
events are difficult to quantify in comparison to terrestrial
events. Coastal zones, in contrast, provide typically stronger
biogenic signals and possibly are scalable to, and indicative
of, difficult-to-detect open ocean processes. A case and
example of this is the formation of new particles in the tidal
and/or coastal where macro algae biogenic gas emissions
are the strongest [4–7]. O’Dowd and Hoffmann [7] provide
an informed overview of coastal new particle production
driven by the release of molecular iodine and its subsequent
photolysis and oxidation by ozone.
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More recently, a number of studies have been carried
out on the nucleation and growth capabilities of iodine
oxides [8, 9] where it has been found that iodine oxides
have the potential to make significant contribution to the
formation of new particles as well as contributing to a
considerable increase in growth rates of newly formed stable
clusters. More recently, simulations using a sectional model
on iodine dioxide nucleation in coastal and open ocean
marine environments found that particle production driven
by iodine compounds is possible, but by OIO and H2SO4

alone, only few particles are likely to reach detectable sizes
without an additional low volatility vapour, owing to the
scavenging by coagulation processes with the existing aerosol
population [10].

In the examination of the nucleation mechanisms
relating to iodine oxides presented in this work, three
parameterisations from Vuollekoski et al. [10], that include
both iodine oxide and an additional nonnucleating organic
condensable vapour, are investigated. The M7 [11] atmo-
spheric microphysics aerosol module has been used to
incorporate firstly iodine oxide (OIO) self-nucleation, sec-
ondly iodine oxide—sulphuric acid nucleation, and thirdly,
iodine oxide—sulphuric acid nucleation with additional
condensation of a low volatility organic vapour. The iodine
oxide self-nucleation is a kinetic mechanism while the iodine
oxide—sulphuric acid mechanism represents activation of
iodine oxide by sulphuric acid vapours.

Recent results from the NE Atlantic reported the occur-
rence of open ocean particle production and growth events
[12–14]. The latter study points to a condensable vapour
source concentration of the order of 1.2×107 molecules cm−3

to explain typical growth rates of 0.8 nm hour−1 observed.
This study builds on the aforementioned sectional modelling
sensitivity studies by Vuollekoski et al. [10] and the new
experimental data to evaluate the ability of the M7 modal
model to reproduce the experimental observations and to
simulate these with the same skill as a detailed sectional
model.

2. Model Setup

The model used to perform the simulations in this study was
the M7 atmospheric microphysics aerosol box model [11].
The M7 module was designed to be coupled with general
circulation models and chemistry transport models. In M7
the aerosol populations is divided into two groups: mixed
(water-soluble) particles, and insoluble particles. The model
separates the aerosol populations into seven classes according
to the dry radius size of the particles.

A “pseudomodal” approach is used to describe the
aerosol populations and to determine the aerosol dynamics.
The mixed aerosol size distribution over different size
ranges is represented by four lognormal modes: nucleation
(0.5–5 nm), Aitken (5 nm–50 nm), accumulation (50 nm–
500 nm), and coarse modes (>500 nm), while the rate
constants for coagulation and condensation are calculated
for the average mode radius rather than the integral over
the mode. The geometric standard deviations of these modes
are 1.59 for the nucleation, Aitken, and accumulation modes,

both soluble and insoluble, while the coarse have a geometric
standard deviation of 2.0 for the soluble and insoluble modes
[11].

The aerosol species considered in the M7 module are
mineral dust, black carbon (BC) and primary organic
carbon, sulphate, and sea salt. The aerosol dynamic processes
in M7 include nucleation, coagulation, and condensation of
sulphuric acid. Mixed (or soluble) particles are formed from
insoluble particles by coagulation and condensation.

In the M7 model, it is assumed that the mixed particles
are a water-soluble mixture of insoluble and soluble material.
The separation of the aerosol populations into these two
populations allows for the representation of the evolution
of the hygroscopic properties of the initially insoluble
compounds, on which their atmospheric lifetimes and also
their interaction with clouds depend.

For this study, the box model was modified to include
two new vapour species, iodine oxide along with a low-
volatility organic vapour species, and also the aerosol
processes adapted to allow for the condensation of both
these vapours, as well as the nucleation of iodine oxide and
activation nucleation of iodine oxide by sulphuric acid. For
the duration of each simulation, clear sky conditions were
assumed.

Both OIO and condensing organic vapour are treated as
H2SO4, but with an alternative molar mass and molecular
density. The OIO is considered to possess a molar mass of
158.90 g/mol with a molecular density of 4.98 g/mol, while
the organic vapour is considered to have more sulphur-
derived properties, having a molar mass and molecular
density of 98.08 g mol−1 and 1.84 g/cm3, respectively. The
transfer of sulfate, OIO, and the condensable organic vapour
to the particles is based on Fuchs [15]. Mass transfer from
the vapour species to the soluble and insoluble particles are
distinguished by different mass accommodation coefficients,
1.0 for soluble and 0.3 for insoluble modes. The change in
the mass due to nucleation and condensation of the vapour
compounds are integrated over each time step. The vapour
species are assumed to condense on all modes, resulting in a
net increase of the mean modal radius.

Simulations were carried out to simulate nucleation
occurring in typical marine conditions, using two of the
parameterized nucleation schemes presented in Vuollekoski
et al. [10] iodine-driven kinetic nucleation (K1 × [OIO] ×
[OIO]) and particle formation deriving from sulfuric acid—
iodine-driven activation nucleation (K2× [H2SO4]× [OIO])
[10]. The values for the kinetic parameters K1 and K2 were
estimated by simulation of the observed aerosol formation
bursts in the vicinity of Mace Head research station with
an aerosol dynamical box model. The recommended values
of these parameters are 3 × 10−12 (3.5 × 10−13 − −3.5 ×
10−10) cm3 s−1 for K1 and 3× 10−10 cm3 s−1 for K2.

In the presented simulations, the new particle formation
arising from the contribution of the iodine oxides was
assumed to occur during daylight hours, when marine halo-
gen emissions were exposed to incoming solar radiation. Due
to the lack of information on the quantities or the timescales
involved in biogenic precursor gas emissions, it was assumed
that emissions would be at a minimum at sunrise and
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Figure 1: Concentrations of vapour species taken over 48 hours of
simulation time.

sunset, reaching a peak around midday when incoming solar
radiation is at its maximum. In the simulations where a
condensable organic vapor is also present, its concentration,
presented in Figure 1, was assumed to follow the same
scheme, as this gas is also assumed to come about from
biological production.

Throughout all simulations presented in this study,
the peak sulphuric acid vapor concentration was 6 ×
106 molecules cm−3, [16] with the peak iodine oxide vapor
also being 6 × 106 molecules cm−3, while the peak concen-
tration of the additional organic vapor, when present, was
1.2 × 107 molecules cm−3. The iodine oxide peak value is
taken somewhat as arbitrary, noting that sensitivities were
evaluated in Vuollekoski et al. [10]. The organic vapour
concentration estimate is taken from [14].

The initial aerosol populations were also setup so as to
describe typical clean marine background concentrations.
While no particles were assumed to be present in the nucle-
ation mode (0.5 nm–5 nm), the initial loadings of the other
size ranges were 200 particles cm−3 for the Aitken (5 nm–
50 nm) size range, 100 particles cm−3 for the accumulation
(50 nm–500 nm) size range, and 2 particles cm−3 for the
coarse (larger than 500 nm) size range. All of the mass in
the coarse mode is assumed to be sea salt, corresponding
to a wind speed of approximately 7 m·s−1. In the smaller
size ranges, aerosol composition was assumed to be sulfate.
For these parameters, the Aitken mode was initially centered
∼16 nm, the accumulation mode ∼75 nm, and the coarse
mode around ∼700 nm.

For comparison, the sectional model used by Vuollekoski
et al. [10] was setup to run with the assumptions used in this
paper. The model is based on the UHMA model (University
of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model, [17]), which is
a size-segregated box model incorporating all basic aerosol

dynamical processes: nucleation, condensation, coagulation
and dry deposition.

3. Results

3.1. General Simulations. Simulations were conducted over
a 48-hour time period. The first simulation was carried
out for condensing sulphuric acid and no nucleation
as a base case scenario. This base case was completed
with final concentrations of 171 particles cm−3 for the
Aitken mode, 105 particles cm−3 for the accumulation, and
2 particles cm−3 for the coarse modes, reflecting some coag-
ulation loss in the Aitken mode along with growth of Aitken
mode sizes into the accumulation mode over the 48-hour
period. The contour plot of the size distribution over the
period is shown in Figure 2. The number concentrations
at sizes larger than 15, 25, 35 and 50 nm radius were 222,
150, 121, and 110 cm−3, respectively (Table 1). The second
simulation related to iodine oxide self-nucleation (K1 ×
[OIO] × [OIO]). The size distribution evolution is shown
in Figure 2, and the nucleation mode and Aitken mode
particle concentrations are shown in Figure 3(a) where it
can be seen that the simulation resulted in moderately high-
number concentrations in the nucleation mode, reaching a
maximum of 7000 cm−3 during the first day, and 5000 cm−3

on the second day. For the Aitken mode, peak concentrations
of 260 cm−3 are seen on the first day, rising to 430 cm−3

on the second day. Number concentrations larger than 15,
25, 35, and 50 nm radius were 366, 196, 134, and 110 cm−3,
respectively (Table 1).

Model runs using the sulfuric acid-iodine-driven nucle-
ation (K2 × [H2SO4] × [OIO]) exhibited higher number
concentrations compared to the OIO-OIO simulations.
The evolving size distribution is shown in Figure 2, and
the nucleation mode and Aitken mode concentrations are
shown in Figure 3(b). The nucleation mode peaks at about
46,000 cm−3 on the first day, and on the second day the
peak is just below 42,000 cm−3. The Aitken mode after
the mid day peak in the production of OIO, with peak
concentrations reaching 900 cm−3 on the first day, increased
to 1568 cm−3 on the second day. By the end of the simulation,
the number concentrations at sizes larger than 15, 25, 35, and
50 nm radius were 722, 243, 136 and 110 cm−3, respectively
(Table 1).

The final simulation was for H2SO4-OIO plus a condens-
ing organic vapour. Again, the evolving size distribution is
illustrated in Figure 2 and the nucleation mode and Aitken
mode concentrations are shown in Figure 3(c). For this
simulation, similar peak nucleation concentrations were seen
to the H2SO4-OIO case on day one and slightly less on day
two. The Aitken mode, in contrast, shows significantly higher
peak concentrations with >2500 cm−3 achieved on day one
and 3026 cm−3 on day 2. By the end of the simulation, the
number concentration at sizes larger than 15, 25, 35, and
50 nm radius were 1585, 556, 230, and 126 cm−3, respectively.

The change in the Aitken mode radius for the three
simulations involving nucleation is shown in Figure 4. At
the start of the simulation, the mode radius is 15.8 nm
and increases to approximately 18 nm in all three cases.
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Table 1: Comparison of absolute particle number concentrations increases for particles of radii more than 50, 35, 25, and 15 nm, using the
different nucleation schemes, taken over 48 hours at vapor concentrations of 6 × 106 molec·cm−3 for the sulphuric acid and iodine along
with 12× 106 molec·cm−3 for the nonnucleating organic vapor.

Radius (nm)

Number
concentration (cm−3)
H2SO4 only (no
nucleation)

Number
concentration (cm−3)
OIO-OIO

Number
concentration (cm−3)
H2SO4-OIO

Number
concentration (cm−3)
H2SO4-OIO-COV

>15 221.5 366.1 722.3 1584.5

>25 150.4 196.0 243.1 556.3

>35 121.0 133.5 135.9 229.6

>50 109.5 111.2 110.0 125.6

Radius (nm)
Percentage increase
H2SO4 only (No
nucleation)

Percentage increase
OIO-OIO

Percentage increase
H2SO4-OIO

Percentage increase
H2SO4-OIO-COV

>15 — 65% 226% 615%

>25 — 30% 62% 270%

>35 — 10% 12% 90%

>50 — 2% 0.5% 15%

The OIO-OIO simulation takes the longest time to reach
18 nm while, as expected, the most rapid initial growth
is seen for the case with the condensing organic vapour.
After the mode reaches 18 nm, there is a sudden drop to
approximately 12 nm in all cases, albeit at different rates.
The drop results from the nucleation mode growing into
the Aitken mode and reducing the mean or modal radius.
Thereafter, the Aitken mode grows continuously to the end
of the simulations with peak growth rates observed for all
simulations during the rise in concentration of vapours
associated with the second day’s photochemical cycle.

For the accumulation mode, there is a marginal decrease
in mode radius; however, as stated above, there is still
a significant increase (15%) in particle concentration at
sizes >50 nm and 90% at sizes larger than 35 nm. For
the base case without nucleation but with H2SO4-driven
growth, maximum growth rates, in daylight hours, of
0.11 nm hour−3 is achieved. By comparison, with OIO nucle-
ation and growth, combined with H2SO4 growth, growth
rates achieved are 0.17 nm hour−1. For the H2SO4 activation
of OIO, subsequent growth reaches 0.3 nm hour−1, while the
final case with additional condensable vapors, the maximum
growth rate achieved, is 0.48 nm hour−1. Night time growth
rates range from 0.002 nm hour−1 for the base case to
0.072 nm hour−1for the organic vapor case.

The nucleation scheme involving sulfuric acid and iodine
in the presence of organic condensable vapor is, not surpris-
ingly, the most effective particle formation scheme, yielding
particle concentrations of more than 3000 cm−3 in the Aitken
mode. This scheme also produces the higher growth rates
for both particles in the nucleation and Aitken modes. This
increased particle number concentration and growth rates
are due to the growth rate enhancement triggered by the
additional organic vapor, allowing nucleation mode particles
to grow more rapidly to larger and more stable size ranges.
This also leads to an initial low Aitken mean modal radius as
new particles grow from the nucleation mode.

The OIO-OIO scheme exhibits the smallest peak particle
number concentration compared to either of the other
schemes, primarily due to the most rapid depletion of OIO,
leaving much less vapour to condense on newly nucleated
clusters and to grow them to stable sizes. This is also evident
in a detailed examination of the mean particle radius for
various size ranges within the Aitken mode.

4. Comparison of Modal and Sectional Models

A particular case study of an extended growth event is
presented by way of comparison between modelled events
and those measured. The presented event illustrates growth
over a time exceeding 24 hours from JD236 to JD238.
Particles with a modal peak at ∼15 nm are deleted at the
beginning of JD236 and continue to grow throughout the
following 48 hours to almost 25 nm in radius. This well-
defined episode, characterised by very high concentrations
of nucleation mode particles in the 1.5–3 nm range, is in
the absence of either anthropogenic modification or coastal
nucleation events. Analysing this extended growth period,
suitable numbers can be acquired to reproduce this event
from a modelling approach.

Recent open ocean nucleation studies have pointed to
a lifetime of approximately 15 hours before detection [14].
A nucleation event was therefore simulated using the H2SO4-
OIO-COV scheme beginning 15 hours before detection time
in order to test the validity of the model. Modal radii and
concentration were then compared. Peak vapour concentra-
tions of 6 × 106, 6 × 106, and 1.8 × 107 molec·cm−3 were
used for the concentration of H2SO4, OIO, and the COV
respectively. A vapour concentration of 1.8×107 molec·cm−3

was used in this case study as this was found to better
simulate the growth of the open ocean plume case study than
the 1.2 × 107 molec·cm−3 value used in initial simulations.
This differs from the value calculated by O’Dowd et al. [14]
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Figure 2: (a) Base case of H2SO4 growth without nucleation (b) kinetic self (OIO) nucleation and growth (c) H2SO4-OIO nucleation and
(d) H2SO4-OIO nucleation plus condensation of organic vapours.

(1.2× 107 molecules cm−3) marginally and can be attributed
to differences in the measured and modelled size distribution
condensation sinks. Vapour concentrations were assumed
to have a daily sinusoidal concentration as in previous
simulations.

The developing size distributions are shown in Figure 5,
and some key differences in the modal and sectional
approaches are evident. The modal model will transfer
particles from one mode to the adjacent mode if the
lognormal size distribution has grown a sufficient amount
so as to intersect the adjacent mode. This process is evident

in Figure 5(b) in which we see an increases in the Aitken
mode concentration during a growth period, but a decrease
in the mean mode radius of the nucleation mode as the larger
particles are transferred to the Aitken mode. The sectional
model in contrast has a steady growth of the nucleation mode
into the Aitken size range.

The Aitken mode concentration and mode radius are
compared in Figure 6. The modal model’s Aitken mode
concentration is lower in comparison with the sectional
model; however there is a higher degree of correlation
between the modal model and that measured. The sectional
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Figure 3: (a) Particle concentrations from the iodine oxide self-nucleation scheme nucleation scheme taken over 48 hours at maximum
OIO vapor concentrations of 6 × 106 molecules cm−3. (b) Particle concentrations from the sulfuric acid-iodine-driven nucleation schemes
taken over 48 hours at maximum vapor concentrations of 6 × 106 molecules cm−3 for both vapors. (c) Particle concentrations of sulfuric
acid-iodine-based nucleation scheme in the presence of organic condensable vapor nucleation schemes taken over 48 hours at maximum
vapor concentrations of 6 × 106 molecules cm−3 for the sulphuric acid and iodine, along with a maximum of 12 × 106 molecules cm−3 for
the nonnucleating organic vapor.

model has a higher Aitken mode concentration due to a more
constant growth of nucleation mode particles. Examining
Figure 6(b) it can be seen that there was reasonably good
correlation between the mode radii of the modal and
sectional models. Both models however exhibit a larger
mode radius than that of measured events, with radii at the
end of the simulation of 16 nm, 23 nm, and 27 nm for the
measured, modal and sectional plumes, respectively. There
is a somewhat higher modal radius in the sectional model
results over the measurement period; however this is mainly
due to the merging of the nucleation and Aitken mode
when the nucleation mode particle population has grown
to comparable sizes. The modal model results show lower
numbers during the measurement period mainly due to
the aforementioned differences in the modal and sectional
techniques, leading to lower numbers of instances of modal
merging.

5. Discussion

These findings are in qualitative agreement with those of
Vuollekoski et al. [10] who also found, using a sectional
aerosol model and some different assumptions relating to
the environmental conditions that iodine oxide nucleation
did lead to significant nucleation, but very few of the newly
formed particles grow to large sizes without the presence of a
low-volatility organic vapor. Vuollekoski et al. [10] suggested
that condensable vapours with concentrations of the order
of 106 molecules cm−3 were sufficient for noteable particle
production. The current results suggest that concentrations
as low as ∼107 molecules cm−3 can still have a modest but
notable (10%) increase in particle concentrations larger that
50 nm radius and 90% for sizes larger than 35%. Vuollekoski
et al. [10] also suggested that iodine oxides were likely to
lead to cloud condensation nuclei sizes if air had advected
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Figure 4: Comparison between aitken mode particle radii of the
different nucleation schemes (on the left)

over large plankton blooms extending over hundreds of
kilometres where sustained iodine oxide production could
prevail. While the OIO concentrations in this study have
been arbitrarily chosen, they represent the concentration
fields required to have a noninsignificant impact on the
marine aerosol population, particularly at sizes larger that
35 nm and 50 nm radius where they can contribute to the
marine cloud condensation nuclei population.

Recent work has revealed that open-ocean new particle
formation and growth events are not uncommon over
biologically-rich oceans such as the North East Atlantic
[13, 14]. O’Dowd et al. [14] document some typical example
of continuous growth over periods of up to 48 hours
and calculated growth rates of the order of 0.8 nm hour−1

whereas Ehn et al. [13] reported an average growth rate over
four events of 3 nm hour−1. The O’Dowd et al. [14] events
show, more or less, constant growth throughout the 48-hour
period, even at night time, while the study here shows high
growth rates during daylight hours as condensable vapours
are produced. Perhaps the reason constant growth relates to
the increased ability for some organic molecules to condense
to larger particles leading to a scenario whereby the lower
volatility organics are condensing to the smallest particles
during daytime while a reservoir of more volatile particles are
accumulating to become available at night time and when the
growing particles get larger and the Kelvin effect lesser.

6. Conclusions

Three nucleation schemes involving iodine oxides were
implemented in the modal aerosol model M7 to explore
the feasibility of iodine oxides contributing to marine new
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Figure 5: (a) Recorded open ocean nucleation event, (b) a modeled
nucleation event beginning 15 hours before plume detection using
modal model, and (c) a modeled nucleation event beginning 15
hours before plume detection using sectional model.

particle formation and growth. The two nucleating species
considered were OIO and H2SO4, each with a midday peak
concentration of 6 × 106 molecules cm−3, decreasing to zero
at sunrise and sunset. A kinetic OIO self-nucleation scheme
was found to increase the background aerosol population
(N = 300 cm−3) by 65% for r > 15 nm, decreasing to
2% for r > 50 nm. Activation of OIO by H2SO4 vapours
increased the aerosol population by 226% for r > 15 nm,
decreasing to 0.5% for r > 50 nm. When the latter case
was considered with an additional condensable low volatility
vapour with a concentration of 1.2 × 107 molecules cm−3,
the largest increase in aerosol concentration was observed
where the aerosol concentration increased by 615% for sizes
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Figure 6: (a) Comparison of mode concentration and (b) mode
radius between modeled and measured plumes.

r > 15 nm and by 15% for r > 50 nm. For the clean marine
cases considered, where the total aerosol concentration was
300 cm−3, after a nucleation burst via activation of OIO by
H2SO4 vapours, and subsequent growth by a low volatility
organic vapour, peak Aitken mode particle concentrations
exceeded 3000 cm−3, while the concentration at the end of
two days of simulations at sizes r > 15, r > 25, r > 35,
and r > 50 nm were 1585 cm−3, 556 cm−3, 230 cm−3, and
126 cm−3, respectively, suggesting that the combination of
iodine oxide activation by sulphuric acid and subsequent
growth by an organic vapour can significantly impact on the
marine aerosol population number concentration. Changes
of these magnitudes can have notable impact on marine
stratiform cloud properties given the susceptibility of such
clouds. A comparison case study analysis using the modal

model and a sectional model displays reasonably good
results. Despite the mode-jumping associated with modal
models, the growth of the Aitken mode was predicted quite
well and suggests that a modal model is suitable for large scale
modelling applications.
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